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| stant, aggressive, terribly earnest. ¢‘Lightnings,
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A WEBELY RELIGIOUS NEWS

thunders

and

voices” denote

ir-

the eye on Jesus among the goldén candlesticks, we shall escape entanglement in

the mazes of uncertain detail and curious

Proowill Baptist Printing Establishment,

repressible zeal and resistless power. Yet
a glassy sea is before the throne, quiet,
restful. Tempests of opposition cause no

tancesof
whom all letters on business, at remit
Dover, N, H.

agitation, howling storms of writh created no ripple on the surface of that sea of
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The Worning Star,

Wag

love ‘which expresses grace

long-suffer-

ing and kind, which never faileth. * What
a comfort that quiet sea must ‘have been
to, John, worried, as he was, by the
storm-lashed billows around his rocky
prison! God soothed his fretted spirit

surmises as we proceed.

‘Calentta; and how surprised T was to see
whole droves, as it were, of natives wend-

ing their way to the Hooghly to bathe,
many of them, and others of them with
vessels in which they would

‘attract hie gaze and astonish him in India.
Some months ago I determined to write

for the

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1881.
LITTLE BY LITTLE.
Little by little the time goes by,
Short if you sing it, long if you sigh;
Little by litsle—an hour, a day,
Gone with the years that have vanished away.

Little by little the race is run,
Trouble and waiting and toil are done.
Little by little the skies grow clear,
Little by little the sun comes pear,

and

entereth

wail.

He

into rest.”

that

believeth

The sea of life so

‘troubled in the eyes of unbelief becomes

calm in the sight of faith.

but not agitated.

God is earnest

He is a vigorous work-

er and a patient waiter. He is not slack
in fulfilling promises, but long-suffering

its branches is situated the city, or great
metropolis of India,
Calcutta.
This

branch of the Ganges, the western one, is
called the Hooghly and is the part most
with us, at the revelation of the Lord sacredto the Hindoo mind. Perhaps nu
Jesus from heaven with the angels of his river in the world has so many noted and
power in flaming fire.” (2 Thes 1:7.)
| populous cities situated upon its banks as
and says, ““ You

who

are

troubled, rest

the

sacred

water.

India.

summer has been hotter than usual, and the
deadly

and

malaria,

engendered

the abundant

by the “heat

rain

which

fol-

surviving

Se

T. W. B.

—
ih
28
The essentials of instruction, govefhfamily,

the

are

school,

the

the

of

in the cool, bracing climate of Daijeeling.
Mrs. Bacheler thus writes :

BY PROF. J. J. BUTLER, D. P.
py

and discipline

driven some

them, for a brief time, to seek invigoration

S0HOOL DISCIPLINE.

ment

toilers, and

same

church

in

the

and

the

State, — parts of a system for the

high-

est welfare of man, as
an individual
and a member of society. If either of
them is lacking, a great loss must be sustained. There are no self-made men, any
more than there are independent men:
though advantages and disadvantages may

be soaght and avoided in a great variety
of ways. The form is of far less
tance than the substance.

impor-

civilization.

as

“POINT CLEAR, DARJEELING, Sept. 7, 1881.
‘Here

we are, among

the

glorious Him-

alayas? Bat, dear supporters of our Mis-.
sion, don’t say, ‘ How are we to bear the
extra expense?’ We are here at our own
charges.

streams to make glad the heart of his wid-'
ow and children ?—New

The past

time—jam satis.

and-labors of love I will say,~for this

ing it for granted, that none of the readers of the Star have e
ad any letter

read of the famous river, the sacred river
of the Hindoos the Ganges.
On one of

of

dwellers on the plains of

lowed, has not only stricken down one of
our workers, but has also, in a greater or
less degree, sapped the strength of the

by a restful picture, and taught him to ‘from ‘me, I make this bopianing.
work

some

home

of the withering,

Hoping you are all enjoying the blessings
of our Heavenly Father in your works

you about some of these things ; and tak-

And
first, let me tell you all something. about
our entry into’ Calcutta. You “have all

day

bring

may gain a faint idea

prostrating effects of the hot season on the

We think that ¢ an ounce of pre-

vention is worth a pound of cure’, and that
‘a stitch in time saves nine’; so ‘we have
come up here to use the ounce of prevention, and to take ¢ the stitch in time’. And

the supporters of our Mission may congratulate themselves that by this draft on
our own private means they are probably
saved the twelve times greater expense of
the ‘pound of cure’, and the nine times
greater of the neglected stitches.
‘¢ Miss Hattie Phillips, Miss Hooper,
daughter Mary and self are, at this writ-

York Tribune.

HEATHEN AT HOoME.— Whenever we make
an appeal‘in behalf of the heathen, it is
constantly. urged that there are enough

heathen at home,—that there is enough of
work to be dove at home, and why roam

for more in distant lands? I strongly suspect that those who are most clamorous
in advancing
the plea

are just

the

very

men who do little and care less either for
heathen at home or heathen at a distance.

At all events, it is a plea far more worthy

of a heathen than a Christian.

It was not

thus that the apostles argued.

If it were,

they would
of

never have crossed the

Jerusalem.

There they would

walls

have re-

mained contending with unbelieving Jews
till caught by the flames which reduced to

ashes the city of their fathers.
act on such

a plea, we

And, if we

may

be charged

with despising the examples of the apostles, and loitering at home till overtaken
‘by the flames of the final conflagration.
I,
for one, see

no contrariety

between

home

and foreign labor. I am glad that so
much is doing for home; but ten times
more may yet be done both for home and
for abroad too.—Dr. Duff.

Natural, political, temporal agencies the Ganges, or Hooghly as we best know it
The value of the school may be over or
help the King in his kingdom.
¢‘ Round and hear it.spoken about. The waters of
under estimated. Two much or~tee little
| about the throne are four living creatures this river are very sacred to the Hindoo.
may be demanded of it. In this respect a
Little by little the seed we sow
fall of eyes before and behind.” The
fbey believe its waters can purify from fairer estimate and better methods prevail
HEATHENISM.—No wond.r that God sp
Into a bountiful yield will grow.
description which follows identifies these all sin; and as a consequence many abla- now than formerly, consequently - our
hates idolatry. It leads into destruction,
ing, perched in a corner of a nice, comLittle by little the world grows strong,
‘symbols with the cherubims that flunked | tions and suicides tuke place in it; and schools are more useful. ' There are still fortablé house near the top of Jellapaha and annihilates the last trace of the image
Fighting the battles of right or wrong;
the mercy seat, and are so graphically «often the feet of the’dying are immersed t00 many instances where there is no such [water mountain]. Our hight is about of the Creator from the being created.
Little by little the wrong gives way,
|
deliceated
by Ezekiel. The best scholar- in its waters.
advancement, but a state of things abso- 7,300 feet. We are in full view of the When you pray for me, ask that I may
:
Little by little the right has sway;
ship decides that these images symbolize
While our party were sailing up the lutely shameful. There are schools of error ‘snowy range, and’ the scenery is grand. "have the grace of patience more perfectly Little by little all longing souls
the resources of earth and air, all of which river to Calcutta I noticed the budy of a rather than of truth, of evil more than of The different ranges of mountains, range developed,—patience to wait in a working
Struggle up near the shining goals.
eat le
declare
the glory of God. ‘And they dead man floating by, the body, perhaps, good, which are a curse rather than abless- above range, and far up the apparent hori. attitude till able to see the lifting of this
Little by little the good in men
have no rest day and night, saying, Holy, of a suicide, or of some one who found ing to the community. It is sad to think zon, clearly defined, and above that the terrible darkness a little. Bat you can
Blossoms to beauty for buman ken;
holy, holy is the Lord God, the Almighty,
Little by little the angels see
his gruve ia the huly water thrown’ there of the recklessness of many in this regard. silvery white mountains—Run Chan in the imagine how it would seem to you to
Prophecies, better, of good to be;
who was, and who is, and who is to
by friends after death, or perhaps while The little child is sent "to scheol chiefly center, and his family stretching out on awake some morning to learn that every
minister in America was dead, excepting
Little by little the God of all
come.” They represent the four great
dying. The Hooghly is quite a danger- to get him out of the way, the yeuth each side—and still above, other ranges ot
one for every five millions of people; that
Lifts the world nearer the pleading eall,
is put
into college for a name,
or mere
clouds,
all
making
a
picture
which
seems
families of organized life. The highest vus river, the channel being quite small
a
Selected.
intellectual culture, thus entailing mis- to show both earth and celestial cities every Sunday-school teacher was gone,
type of each is taken. Thelion, the ox, at some places, very irregular, going
PU
chief upon every department of society.
above.
Then
the ferns, mosses, wild excepting one for each millionof the popthe man, and the eagle. They are many
from one side of the river to the other,
The school has many analogies to the flowers, grand old trees, singing birds, ulace; that suddenly during the night evsided, and ** full of eyes round about and and the tide being very high and swift at
BY REV, G. H. BALL, D. D.
church.
Through the special work—if cascades, waterfalls, and more than all, ery printing-press had stopped, every
within.” Hence they touch humanity at times.
:
:
one is intellectual and the other moral, yet the clear, invigorating air make it just newsboy died, and all the books and paIv.
every point, and interlock with proviAnd again, another remarkable thing both should be combined, and must be, to
pers throughout the whole land had per«Behold I stand
at the door
and dence and grace in multiform ways. They about the Hooghly is what is called ‘the obtain real success; and this in a large what over-tired, exhausted souls and bod- ished in a great corflagration; and, in
ies need.
knock.” Laodicea stands for all churches guarded the gate to Eden when the earth bore,” for an explanation of which you ‘measure through discipline. We do not
«To ¢ come down’ to common things: consequence of this unparallelled catastroof feeble faith and lukewarm love. Evén was cursed for man’s sake; they watched
will examine your dictionaries or ency- say that there i8 no progress without we have three rooms partly farnished, phe, every one had forgotien all his former
to such Jesus comes to dwell and work. over the loyaltyof Israel and dispensed clopedias. The bore occurs in the Hough- good discipline, or that there is never disknowledge of facts connected with creaand we keep house, that being the only
8) he cometh!” Thus the first pan- ‘abundance, or swept the land with faming ly during what you would call at home cipline without progress; but they usually way we could be hers at all. Boarding tion and revealed religion, and even lost
oramic scene closes and we advance to and desolation, according to behavior to- the spring time. After the rains have go together.
his ability to read, and you had to start
oe
would be quite out of the question.
We
others having the same purpose of assur- wards Him whose throne was shadowed
anew to teach everything.—Miss Mary E.
+
Order
is
the
first
rule,
and
when
this
is
had
to
bring
our’
bedding,
crockery,
cutwell set in great floods of water pour
ing all saints that he is now and: always by their wings. These always supple- themselves into the Ganges and -these. ‘neglected, we cannot expect literary or lery, kitchen utensils and a few stores. Iu Hartwell, in Woman's Work for Woman.
+t coming in his kingdom.” * Chapter four mented the mercies and the wrath of God, waters and the incoming tide cause what moral progress. The scandalous practices is possible that the expense will not be
THE BRAHMINS.—Dr. Scudder asserts
advances to new combinations of Old and symbolized his active presence in all lias been technically called ** The bore.” allowed even in some high places are incon- above $15 per month for each. Of course, that there is no intellect in the world supeTestament imagery. The cherubim of the courses of mature, the history of It is said.to travel at the rate of 70 miles sistent with the proper results of intellect- scenery-is-studicd, but not enough to in- rior to that of the brahmins. Even now
and should be sup- terfere with our greatest benefit, We are no man can mingle with them and not
Edex. the flame and cloud of Exodus ; the nations and the tides of experience. Isaiah an hour and rising as high as five feet. ual or religious culture,
have his wits whetted by them. They are
trumpet voices, flashing lighinings and recognizes this connection (37: 16), “ O The most famous *‘ bore” in the world is pressed as unworthy the present age and simply enjoying every moment.
Little by little the days smile out,
Gladder and lighter in pain and doubt.

STUDIES IN REVELATION.

thunder peals of Sinai; the mercy

and winged guard in the

seat]

tabernacle,

all

symbols of a present God, are woven into
the

scene,

and

with sublime

force

and

beauty they reveal the closest partnership
of all the ministries of God, all spiritual
_ agencies and all natural forces, with the

Lord of hosts, God of Israel, that dwellest

that of the Amazon which is said to rise

between the cherubims, thou art the God,
even thou alone, of all the kingdoms of
the earth, thou hast made heaven and
earth.” David
associated them
with

at umes ‘as high as 180 feet.
Vessels are not allowed to sail or steam
up the Hooghly after sundown or dark.

A vessel arriving late at the mouth of the

temporal providences (Ps. 80: 1), * Give

river

anchors

there

until

the

next

The

school

as

well

the

church is for culture and improvement;
and if one occupying the place of a student will not conform to its regulations,
he should be dismissed.
For him to remain is useless to him,

and

perrcicious

to

others.- Many in our schools have been improved, changed morally as well as intel-

ear, O Shepherd of Israel, thou that lead- morning. It was so with the *‘ City of
est-Joseph-lik
that dwallest e-a-flo
I London," the steamer
ek-thav
on Which we came | -lectnally.
But there have been cases of the
John looked and behold there was a between the cherubims,
shine forth.” trom London, arriving somewhat late in opposite kind. Faithful discipline will do
door open between earth and heaven. The (99: 1), * The Lord reigneth, let the
tbe alternoon at the mouth of the river we ‘much to secure the former and avoid the
door to “‘ the holy of holies ” that was people tremble ; he sitteth between the
latter, as we have many bright examples.
fovmery opened only once a year, id now cherubims, let the earth be moved.” were obliged to anchor there until the
So on the other hand, instruction is the
next
morning.
Early,
quite
early,
just
ned once for all and ‘“po man can’ Ezekiel sets forth the restoration of Israel
at the first peep of day I came out of my best method of discipline. Laws, rules,
Shut it.” Stephen perceived this fact; to their native land and their habilitation
vigilance, rigor accomplish little, if they
../* Behold, I see the heavens ‘opened and as a theocracy under the similitude of cher- cabin and found that the vessel was are all. Instruction, clear and thorough,
swinging round in the current that was
' “the Son of Man standing oni‘the right ubims fashioned into wheels full of eyes just then coming in; and when the ves- aptly and kindly applied, does most to
hand of God.” He was standing, ready and diversity of motion. John grasps this
gain attention, interest, application.
Fill
sel was fully round the captain gave orthe measure with wheat, and there will be
for action; he was near enough to be familar symbolism, adds to and changes it
ders to weigh anchor and then we were
no room for chaff. The mind loves knowl
personally addressed and to receive the
to fitthe new dispensation and expresses oft for the great metropolis of India. The
edge, and where its high demands are met
spirit of the first martyr. The vision of the fact of a present, active, skilifal king
steam up the Ganges is a trip worth mak- will not often turn away after what is vain
Stepben was for all generations. The- in his kingdom, using the forces of nature
ing. Ou both sides are situated villages and debasing.
Hence, as a rule, the best

Lo¥d 1s not shat away from his churches
"by a bolted door. “I will come in,and will
sup with him and be with me,” igcludes

all saints and covers all ime,
The voice first heard (Rev. 1:10) like a
trumpet, calls * come up hither.” That

same voice called Moses up to the mount.
A wider vision opens. The ' coming

Lord employs a host of workers.
forces of nature are his allies.
the Father is hie constant support.

The
God
The

sigoiticance of the tabernacle develops.
The throne between the cherubims is
occupied.

The

face of

God is beautiful

«¢ a8 jasper,” radiant with

sardine stone.”

The

love * like the

* rainbow

round

and the elements of temporal life,to work

out redemption.

The

picture

oe

is grand

and inspiring.

Jehovah rules from his throne; the Son
leads forth his hosts ; the four and twenty
elders are crowned for service; the Holy
Spirit kindles the flames of inspiration,
the four living creatures, having charge
of the four winds of heaven and the four
corners of the earth, re-enforce the spirit-

ual ministries and work out the

fact that

Christianity is ** profitable unto all things
having the promise of the life that now is
|
and that which is to come.” The agency

of the cherubims runs through all the

which follow.
about the throne” proclaims that all -scenes of the panorama
promises and covenants are sure. The And when the fruits ot their service are

four and twenty seats around the throne
connect the reign directly with agencies
on earth. A mystic number of elders
officiate in

the

kingdom,

i. e., hosts of

godly men are workers together with the

King. * He hath made us priests and
kings unto God and his Father,” not will
make.
It is for current work he calls and
honors men who share his toils in saving
souls. Tuls reignis aggressive, earnest.

‘‘Lightnings

seen, ‘‘ when those living creatures

give glory and honor and thanks

shall

to him

that sitteth on the throne, to him
liveth for. ever and ever, the four

that
and

twenty elders shall fall down before

him

that sitteth on the throne and shall worship him that liveth forever and ever and

shall cust their crows before the throne,

of all sorts, sizes, and value; gardens,
palatial residences, factories of iron, cotton, cloth, jute, &c.
Of the harbor it 1s

hardly necessary to speak,
One thing
Lhat strikes the eye of the new-comer is
the sight of the spires and domes of the
many places of worship of Hindoos and
Mobammedans.
I don't recall a building
of either of these but has one or more
spires and turrets of various shapes and
sizes.
Some of these structures are
handsome buildings costing no small
amount of money. On entering the city
the architécture is striking to an American. : The massiveness of the buildings
is indeed striking ; as well as the ancient
appearance.
You see no Mansard or gable-rvofed houses;

flat.

On

but all, as a rule, are

& warm, sultry,

suffocating

The fullness

of the Spirit gives a glow, a brightness
and loreeto preaching and living, like

things, and because of thy will they were,
and were created.” The work of creation

Such

a

one will awaken an interest and love for
school objects that will overrule all lower
motives.
Therefore, to make our schools most
successful, give them the best facilities in
the way of rooms, boeks, apparatus, and
especially of teachers who have a passion
for their work,

Then

discipline, good scholars, noble graduates,
the richest legacy to society.
PUP
--&

BY REV.

CHRISTMAS

I8

we

are

worn

around

the wast...

It

is quite an

ingenious way that they have of putting

possible. Moreover, theschool is now larger
| than ever before at this season, and the en-

larged facilities for regular work are greatly needed:
The need will be greater after
the holidays, gnd we earnestly urge all who

their contribu-

can do so to send forward

tions without delay.

ply

ourselves

We have only to

ap-

work,

to

earnestly

the

to

and of grace are thus closely connected i the cloth on so it will not come off. I
make a grand success at Harper's Ferry.
the lambent tongues on the day of Pente- the elders and the cherubims co-operate ; venture to say that not one of the readers certain at an early day. Success there
cost. +‘ Seven lamps of fire burn before praise is rendered to God for both spirit- of the Star who has not seen one put on means success in the Shenandoah Valley.
the throne, which are the seven spirits ual and natural ministries, and both or seen one worn ¢ah put one on 80 as to
The Lord has already blessed the work

of Gud.” +I will pray the Father and he are credited with the grand harvest of
shall give you another Comforter

hat he

may abide with you forever.” I
not leave ‘you comfortless;
to

you."

‘He

that

I will

So the foundations are laid for showing

come

that Christ is ** coming in his kingdom ”
throngh all of these channels of activity.

loveth me shall be

© with him."

Such are the endowments of
“the four and twenty
elders” that sur-

‘The

is

will

loved of my Father, and I will love him,
and will manifest myself to him.”
*“ And my Father will love him, and we
will come unto him, and make our’ abode
round the throne.

‘redemption.

Henceforth in the panorama,
the spiritual,
political, mora] and physical, are intermingled, and through them all, Christ is
marching on,
quer.”

‘‘couquaering
:

and

to

con-

- This personal presence, personal manseven lamps”; ag ment, personal sympathy, help and

give them inspiration, Personal

presence

of Christ is the'Gontral trath, The activity of chosen agentsis con-

deliverance,

is. the.

controlling

idea,

Chronology, , history, orgapization, : are
subordinate ; thisis paramount.

Keeping

stay,

or

look

at all

as

it does

upon

a native. = Perhaps some of the readers of the Star will recall the. boy whom
Mrs, Phillips took along with her when
she went home in 1854, by the name of
Dula, and doing 80 can recall all about.
the native dress of which 1 have spoken
vi
but briefly.
a
Another thing that strikes the foreigner

is the native habit of rising early; a very
good habit indeed, and

one

many. of our people at

home,

for which
would

be

much better, did they practice.it. = At the
very fiest peep of day you find-the native
on the stir. 1 recall my first morning in

i |

“

and
most wonderfully,

there is abpndant

reason to believe that what has been enjoyed is as the few drops before a great
shower, if only the ghanpels are opened.

That is the work forus to do.

:

Darjeeling.

What an invaluable blessing to our In.
dia missionary toilers would be & Sanitari-

um Home at Darjeeling now so easy of ac-

Call to mind, for
cess from our Mission!
|: homent, one of the hottest days of the
ast summer, when man and beast dropped

dead

rays.

by. the strosé

of the

resort, the expense

would

be so greatly re-

duced that it would not be to them so serious a matter.- But until that day shall
come, surely they ought not to bear this
purden.—M. M. H. HILLS.
From

Tidings had
of

a

Mrs. Phillips.

sun's

I'S

burning

Think of long weeks of just such

intense heat without a break ; aud then we

| Greece,

Rome,or India, but has

steamer,

during

a severe

Rev. A. A. Sturges of the Micronesian
Mission, pictured a striking contrast ina
single sentence at the St. Louis meeting.
¢«« When I went there,” said
were not three yards of cloth

and, so you may judge of the social condition of the people.
to the
church,

Ten years later, I went

same place
and met an

to dedicate a stone
assembly of several.
o-+¢

storm, off

Nov. 3, 1881.

where

he, ¢‘there
on the isl-

hundred worshiping Christians.”

the coast of Ireland, which sailed from
Liverpool for Bombay, Oct. 19, only the
day previous to the departure of the
« Brittania” from the same port. This,
together with still later news of very severe gales on the Mediterranean,
had
caused not a little anxiety as to the safety

morning,

been er is"

practised in Japan, which has sorest need
of moral renovation.”

been received of the wreck

station—to-morrow

more

and more anxious to have the work on Antheny Memorial Hall pushed vigorously
forward.
At that time many former stu-

dents will be at the College to attend the
annual Teachers’ Institute, to be -holden
place for sleeping,
Everything presents a contrast with there Dec, 27—29, and it is desirable that
as
the state of things
and
society = at ‘the work should then be as far along

nome. For instance, the dress of the natives consists of a piece of cloth five yards

In the latter, it seems to fall on the missionaries.
With their present salaries is
it right? Is it just? If we but owned a
a Mission Home at Darjeeling to which
our missionaries, in their extremity, might

* » * * «Jf the weather continues fine,
we hope to reach Port Said—the half way

COMING.

near

supporters of the Mission paid the bills.

“8. 8. BRITTANIA,

G. C. WATERMAN.

¥ As Christmas draws

JarAN.—Rev. Mr. Griffis says:
¢ There
is scarcely a form of sin known-to Sodom,

pia.” This anxiety is relieved by the following from Mrs. Phillips, mailed at Port
;
Said :

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

ing, invigorating atmesphere of the Himalaya mountains.
In the former case, the

In the earlier days of our India Mission
a voyage home seemed to be the only
available panacea for our *‘‘worn-down”
missionaries.
Now, in a few brief hours,

of our missionaries, Mrs.J. Phillips and
her daughter, passengers on the ‘‘ Britta~

may we expect good

night these flat roofs «make » very nice

saying, worthy art thou our Lord and our in length and from one yard to one and a
God, to receive the glory and honor and ‘quarter wide. ‘This dressis fastened by
aad thunderings and voices |‘the power; for thou didst create all being tucked under a string that is always

proceed out of the throng.”

teacher is the best disciplinarian.

the locomotive transfers them to the brac-

the learned men of India. The queen of
languages, the Sanscrit, is their peculiar
possession. Its almost bouudless literaature is a splendid fleld for their mental
training.
They have clear, vigorous and
rapidly acting minds.

8. P.B.?

we

are to take on more passengers. Our first
week oat of Liverpool was very ‘stormy
The most of our
and our propvess-st0w.
party of about fifty were laid aside, dear
Nellie among the rest. I have done my
duty three times daily at the table since I
left New York. My health is good, though
I: suffer from rheumatism.
My heart is
kept in peace, and my trust in God is firm.
It is a great comfort to know that many
on both sides of the water are praying for

THE POST-OFFICE.
The annual report of Postmaster-General
James for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1881,
shows toat the total expenditures of the Portal
Department for the year were $39,261,736.
The receipts were $36,785,397. This leaves a
deficiency of a little less than two and a half
millions.
Mr. James, as to the causes of this
excess of expenditures over receipts, says:
It is a fact, which cannotbe denied, that the
scandals attending the administration of the
Post-Office Department during the past quarter of a century have been very serious in
their consequences.
The responsibility of this
evil rests largely upon the legislative branch of
the government, because the power to remove:
it could have been exerted at any time. .. .
The country bas reached that stage in the
progress of its material development where, it
seems to me, an ¢ffort ought to be made to
make the credit and debit sides of the Department's balance sheet nearer together. All or
nearly all the long expensive Siar Routes have
been superseded by railroad service. The cost
of the Star service onght therefore to rapidly
decrease in the Western States and Territories.”

The one serious difficulty in the way of bring-

ing back

the Department

to a self-sustaining

basis is the coustantly increasing cost of the railway mail service, and the Postmuster-General
recommends a less appropriation for this

par-

pose, beliexg the majority of railrouds sre
overpaid for the service they render. If this
and other suguestions are carried Out, the re-

duction of letter postage ‘from three to two
cents will be possible within three years,
I
:
believe this reduction could bo aceomprished
°
praying.’—M. M. H. His,
| without the proportionate diminution .of re| ceipts which followed the adoption of threePresident Garfield’s Policy.
cent postage in 1851. The people have shown
their appreciation of cheap postage.
The
At the end of the term of twelve weeks
introduction of the postal card, instead of di(at the Geauga
Academy, Chester, O.,
minishing the receipts, has on the whole large
1849), Guifield went home to Orange,
ly increased them,
Two-cent postage womld,
helped his brother build a barn for their 1 believe, after one or two years’ trinl produce
the same result.
It is my deliberute judgment.
mother, and then worked at day’s wages
thut 1wo-vent postage 18 feasible in the nea
at haying and harvesting. With the mon- future. I would favor it even if the rates of

me.

God

bless all’ who

are toiling and

ey thus earned he paid off some arrears for
dector’s bills left¢ from

his Jong illness.

When he returned 10 Chester in the fall,

he had one silvge sixpence in his pocket.
Goleg to church
next day, he dropped the
sixpence in the contributivn.box.
What an illustratiop is in the shove incident in the life of the youth ful Garfield!
First he paid his debt to man: then he
give more than the widow's mite to the
Lord. Who shall trace the relations of
that gift to the subsequent career of ‘the

man and the Pdesident, and to the
cent

donations

that

are

now

uoifl-

flowing

in

tuge on third and fourth class matter had'to

e increased.

are interesied TE

reat

muss

of the

people:

letter postage. “The.

proportion of thoke benefited by the unremun-

erative rates on third und fourth class matter
is comparatively small. Moreover, the people
who are benefited could afford to pay more
liberally for the advantages vxtended to them.
he bulk and weight of third and fourth class
mutter adds so largely to the cost of trunsporting the mails that all the profit realiz
d from

letter postage is thereby ubsorbed:
Nf these
clagses of matier contiibuted proportionately
two cent postage would at onee be assured,

the government

is to be a common

Fe

carrier,

ought it 10 be compelled to lose money theres
‘by?

Ought

the muuy

who are interested

in

cheap letter postage bu'tuxed for the benefit of

the few who ure concerned for ‘low putes on.
third snd fourth cluss mater?”

on

Le

THE
gr

~
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than anything else.

BRIGHT.

Ro

I settle myself

conversation between the young ladies
and the gentleman, all about the Revised

out

Version, and best methods of

all, snd

ingenious

far more than man’s

planning iis

evidenced!

Five

weeks of ** going up and down”

among

strangers cannot but be full of both sides ;
much, so much to enjoy and be glad over,
somewhat to wish different.
Two subjects particalarly interested
me, and were

so

fruitful in

suggestion,

warning and promptings for wy own
future, that perhaps they may contain
something for others. One was the Kind
of teaching that is being done in the
Sunday-schobls:

grow

under

how

someof

can

it?

Christians

how much we

ought to grow - under another kind,

and

by far the greater part of it! One Sunday I was in alittle country Sundayschool, and I went into

the

Bible

numbering a dozen or more
gentlemen, taught

class,

ladies

and

by one of the deacons

of the church. Idid not see one Bible
in all the Sunday-schvol; the superintendent

read

from. a

lesson

leaf,

the

school responded from lesson leaves, the
teachers taught from Qnuarterlies.

asked

a

question,

answer, the

but

leader,

before

leaning

I was

I could

over,

said

“Oh! I see you huve no Quarterly,” and
passed it on to one. who had a Quarterly.
Now you will think I grumble because
I had no chance to talk. Perhaps that
id have something to do with it, but I
«lo not believe all the wisdom is stored
away in Quarterlies, and [do believe in
teaching and reciting directly from the
Bible in Sunday-school.
The lesson was

:
Cummunicatios.
—

:

a tedious ride ; [ began to catch scraps of

So mingled together, so closely interwoven, that *‘ loving-kindness” shines
from

7, 1831.
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F

entleman just back of me, ina blue
i «npel suit aud brigaadish slouch hat, he
will care more for his cigar and nove

:

THE DARK AND THE

STAR,

!

.

ea
Department.
—

MORNING

CONCERNING

The

MEETING-HOUSES.

which had promised so little,
pleasant and a profitable one.

proved

tion, alittle disregard of the forms and

day

habits of correct dealing, frequently. leads

a

to great confusion and difficulty.

Asa

rule, it is disastrous to run into debt.

The

I went intoa prayer-meeting ; the pas-

ubility is generally equal to the real necessity.
Meeting-houses are unlike other investments in réal estate. It is not well,

tor was standing among his people, all
talking freely and to the point. I was

"greeted as I entered ; and, although I sat
near the door, Idid not

reach

the

door,

before the pastor had given me a cordial
welcome.—all little things, but they give
added value to citizenship in the Father's
kingdom. Going to my boarding-place
after the meeting, I stopped on the porch

as a rule, to. build

for the

future.

It is

generally best to be prepared to meet future necessities when they come.
the

house

When

is located and enclosed, then

comes the embarrassing question of furishing.

a moment to speek with one of the ladies,
whom I knew to be a siranger also;
mentioning the meeting, I found response
at once. Oh, what a pleasure, a help, a
rest, was that two hours’ talk with a loyal
Christian worker about the dear, familiar
promises and hopes, the common temptations and failures, the longings and aspi-

One very important consideration is
generally

overlooked.

The

laws

of

acoustics are usually entirely ignored.
Audience rooms are so arranged that ordinary tones and modulations of voice
cannot be heard by a large portion of the
hearers. A little attention to this in the

rations for the future | As we separated,
tbe thought with both found expression,

construction of

auditories

would

obviate

a common evil. Although we can hardly
give any satisfactory definition of sound,
we may easily acquaint ourselves with
the common -laws by which it is gov-

** Why do we not oftener get such help
and pleasure from the strangers we meet
instead of seeming indifferent to-our real
interests 7”
J

erned.

The result

of

this

knowledge

BY WILLIAM

“| the work
subject, which bd: 80
Selected,

much more bright than dark, is the great
pleasure that may be given to strangers
by Chistian adaley and sociality.

1y. To

EY

those courtesies
are among

friends

/ mo love
to the
;

ot

k-

pn
i

known

whi

lessons out of vacation

hooves the charch to address herself to

a

And the tbo

special

|

Iam on a burning wreck

¢* As many

us that we

friend has ‘brought we one, and helped
me to secure it firmly beneath my arms.
Others have done the same. But some

man, but of God.” * Except a man
born from above, he can not
the

bave fastened

Kingdom of God ”

|

Saviour?

al i

nt

Mr. Ww. F. Crafts thinks Sanday-school
young. ladies, | {eachors err in not letting parents ‘know

when

their

Hublogome,

need its.advantages we shall not always
Probably not more
find them there.
thgn one halfof the teachers will attend
a. and some of these will often be
absent. If one quatter are present regularly it will be a great success. With these

expectations it will be safe to begin and
then one can work withsome courage. The
first thing necessary is to determine to

lesson. Itis so customary to ‘use the
printed questions in teaching the class en
Sunday, that the teachers will generally
wish to go over them and be sure that

or condition of salvation. This is the
very ** end of our faith.” This is the absolute gift of God. If we choose to say

erly enoughbe done,

that its enjuyment is conditioned

portion of the time

they can answer them, and this may prop-

on’ onr

acceptance or reception of it, we can;

considering how

and so we might say that it is conditioned
oo the fact that we exist; and we might
say, with equal truth, that God himself
can neither exist for us if we do not exist,
nor accept for us if we do not secept.

different classes;

But these are platitudes, not

We ‘think is clear,

tered in and from himeelf,"but' owns instead a rival center, another god. Selflife, therefore—not merely what men
call selfishness
.but all life that is rooted
in a natural instead of divine impulse—is

SAS

death by natural necessity, even if’ we

disregard its moral
cal fulont iv; avery churoh oonld

be util-

ized, and consecrated to divine worship.

And it would be.s very commendable
children are habitually comment upon the religious sentiment of
No doubt of that.
the worshipers if the pleasure of such
’

A

ft

¥

"

;

deserving of death.

It has but a mortal source, which it can-

not rise above or go beyond.’ In and. of
Nature, it must perish with Nature.
Such is the death-fact in our situation.

Now what is the life-preserver?
I

I
&

A

be given to

should

to teach the lesson to
with

how to take it up

Primary classes, how with Intermediate,
how with young ‘men, how with adults.
All this need nut be done at every meeting, but some of it may be considered
profitably at each session. It will often

cundescend-

ed 10 by The-Bible, which seems to treat

be found interesting to provide lor spe-

man's understanding with a certain respect which men are not always willing

cial exercises by selecting some one to
present facts on topics incidental to the
lesson, as the geography, history, manvers aod cuscoms and other such matters.
A very excellent method is to ke up a»
course of normal study, as it is frequently termed, using, for instance, the Chau-

tu descrve.

Let us not make nonsense

tor ourselves in place of the gospel, by
confounding the means with the end. The
iife-preserver is not life, nor a living
thing. Initial faith is an act of natural
faculty, under the natural impulse of selfpreservation, clutching at the Christ, as

is noth-

There

son Leaves, as a guide,

Les-

Class

Normal

taugqua Outlines and

the heathen clutches at an idol, with the
difference that it grasps, and is grasped

by

ing about this which may not be dune

doing it, and

by, a living God, almighty to save, while

any pastor who is bent on

with no result, the same as if he caught
bold of a priest, church, saint, virgin or

in the work.
In this, as in many other
atters, ‘ Where there's a will there's a

the other grasps at nothing, and of course | Many other persons can be found to help
way.” If only somebody is determined
to have a Teacher's meeting, the way

sacrament. One receives the higher and
spiritual faith that works by love, and
purities the heart, and overcomes the
world of nature, through a veritable
union with the true God and Eternal Life.
The other grasps a phantasm, and re-

can be found or made.
Bi

REV. OLIVER JOHNSON.
y CUA

Where is boasting, then ?
|

Ey

ih te

Bro. Oliver Johnson died att hia home in HarED

+ 0, Of

ease, aged 72 years, b odin
been gradually failing for some

—.
,
L- -

Ii

3

His healeh bad
years punt but

he was able to be about until the day before
bis death. He was born in Bethany, Genesee

CONSECRATION.

Co., N. Y. May8, 1809 and was converted at
18. age of sixteen under tbe labors of Elder
He who says, ‘Give me thine heart,”
niel Call a Christian minister.
By neglect
asks for an entire consecration of all to of duty he wundered from the Saviour and
his service. Paul says, your body, and lived in a buckslidden state for six years. He
was reclaimed and baptized by Elder Crockery
your spirit are God's; for ye are bought
and united with the Freewill Baptist church in
with a price. He only claims his own Bethany. [In 1884 he received the approbation
when he claims all; the heart, head, of the church to improve his gift in publie.
hands, feet, mind, will, plans, friends,
The following year be received license from
property, everything. Did we give up «the Genesee Q. M., and labored in Bethany and
BY REV.

8. J. WEED.

the

all? Yes, all; as many of us as found
Christ. And then we enjoyed that sweet
peace which Christ gives, which religion
brings. We cast all on Christ and found
relief. All who would find perfect peace

must do as much.

towns,

Christ.

many

ordained

souls
at Da-

pliices in the western part of the State ani raw
the conversiogfof many souls. Feb, 10, 1858,
he was calledto mourn tbe loss of his first

peace, why are so many of us burdened?
Why so many gloomy? We were all once

wife, and again in 1870 at

West

Concord, Erie

Co., the band of afliction wus laid heavily up-

all

on him, in the death of his second wife.
For the last year he supplied the Clymer &
Harmony church most of the time, and saw
some converted. He baptized four the past
summer, was at the Sept. Q. M. held at Grant,
but was not able to preach. During bis min-

is durk. Are we trusting all to Christ?
Alas! have we not again taken up the
burdens and objects which we once laid
down ?

It is related of a gentleman in Ken-

istry he baptized 616 persons.
He leaves his
third wife to mourn ‘the logs of a kind husband, a number of children to mourn a loving

tucky, who, at the time the Holy Spirit convicted him of his sins, was especially impressed that he never could be-a
Christian until he emancipated his slaves.

futher, and the church, a faithful minister of
the Gospel. The funeral sermon was preached by the writer.
W. BUSSELL.

He struggled hard, but God beld him to,
this point; finally he gave them up, call-

Pa

ing them free, though he nevef told them

LET US not forget that our alms to the

so. He soon had a hope aud joined the
church. After a little he pretended and

poor

are only hall rendered

when

they

are bestowed simply upon the body. The
souls of the poor and sick also need our
charity. In this, as in many other re-

seemed 1o think the Lord had given him

back all his slaves.

and saw

He was

rien, Feb. 23, 1837, by a council consisting of
Rev’s N. Brown and B. McKoon and Dea's
Schuyler and Jenkins. He lubored in various

If we found perfect

full of light, but now with many of us

adjoining

brought to

He again claimed

them, and used them as his own. Soon spects, Mv. Wesley's example may guide
he became despondent, lost all hope, set- us. ' In this, as in many other matters, he
tled into despair, and committed suicide. ‘led his age. He was the first person of
Is not the conduct of this man a good il- whomwe have any knowledge that orlustration of the conduct of many profes- ganized systematic visitation by religious
sors of religion. Ob, how many have tak- persons of the poor and sick in London,
en back the burdens, objects, and practi- for the purpose of affording them both
ces they had given np! They torget or spiritual and physical aid at the same

They return to their idols, and try to per
subde themselves, that God has given

may be. One Vii

should form

but

only « part of the work of the session.

universe, that no life can

exist in God’s dominion that is not cen-

then have it, wheth-

have a meeting, and

:
|
er few or many attend.
‘The proper object in view should be to
find out how best to teach next Sunday's

the full idea of God as the substance of the

that part of the worship is usually hired,
and the congregation join in spirit, it

If we look for all the teachers at

the meetingwe shall usually be disappointed. If we expect those who most

tion, at least. In most city churches,

well to have ‘a monument erected to ‘our-

thought: a companyof ex-

ideal,

seem to forget theé’solemn vows which in time.

| cost a hundred-fold more than it does, it.

| falness and attention.

rest.’ We must not expect: too much, for

gospel Eternal Life. It needs no argument to these who consistently hold to

| selves inia ghia memory and affec ons.
s railway |
And this we may have by a little sult
None very

80 0D 88 well as we can in spite of the

*¢ That which i§ born

born of the Spirit is spirit.” ‘He that
believeth on the Son hath everlasting
and lost them.
Some bave wantonly
thrown them away, and some ‘have con- life.” *¢ He that heareth (accepteth) my
temptuously refused them. Strange to ‘word, and believeth on him that sent me
. is passed from death unto life.” “I
say, in one way or another, a majority of
the perishing crowd around me are desti- live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me.”
It we ask why the giftof the divine and
tate of the meaus of safety, although within every one's reach, and although some eternal life is not distributed with some
every moment are driven into the sea to regard lo woral deserving, the answer is
sink forever. Another singular thing is obvious—there is no such thing as moral
that many of those who refuse the life- deserving among us. Any discriminapreservers assign as a reason that they tion of that nature would rule us all out
wgether. If, again, it be asked why the
cannot see wherein we who bave them
on are better men or deserve a better fate condition of salvation contains. no ingrethan themselves. They cannot believe dient of meritorious woik or state of
Goodthat Providence will be partial to us on mind, the answer is the same.
account of a life-preserver, or suffer them ness, holiness, penitence, or love to God,
to drown for want of one. It is warmly whatever aspect of true moral life and
argued. I hear one saying now, ** Look worthiness we contemplate, is salvation
at that great sinner with his life-preserv- itself, and therefore can not bie the means

permanently

before we bave our

of the flesh is flesh, and that which is we shall seldom be able. to realize our

is their life, so parelessly thaijt is already
slipping off. Others have laid them aside

is called fu the

we under-

wait until. all

meeting we shall never have it. The
only way to do it is to remove as many
of these hindrances as we can and then

** born not of blood, . . ..por of a will of

that precious thing, which

If we

these are removed

to them

of God only, and which

with the same objects, would bea profitable investment. It pas | |

same

Him,

gave he power to become the sons ot God,”

About the singers, it is not quite so
easily decided. Who shall do the singing in Christian worshipis an open ques-

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES,

grateful remembrance of archild ; but ifit

as received

wayus, in almost everything

take in this life.

to seats.
*ro-re

Zion's Herald has following pretty par‘agraph: ‘It costs but little to make a
cbild bappy ; it costs but little to secure the

while he rejects it. * You can not throw
him down and buckle this kind of life
preserver on him by force, like a straitjacket. 1t is an inward talisman, and
must be taken on voluntarily in the mind.

in a raging

There are life-preservers.

concessions and theories many a pastor
and many a superintendent has found it
80 nearly impossible to carry on a Teachers’ meeting that he has abandoned the
attempt.
There are difficulties in the

be saved,” but which with all its omnipotence can not make a man have the gift

A good

sea.

charch-going , habits, practically, then’ of that utterly foreign life-law_ which has
give them ordinary privileges in’ regard ‘been seen entire and absolute in the Son

as ‘she has never yet done.— |

=

the highest efficiency, such a meeting
must be maintained.
In spite of these

partial love that ** would have all men to

C. CONANT.

should always be seen in rooms where
the one about Moses and the magicians. weeks: the one, to make
each Sunday- there is to be public speaking. Finish- er strapped so tightly. He thinks he will
All the lesson time was consumed in the
school lesson ¢‘ a present help in time of ing mecting-houses is frequently a sub- be saved from drowning, and—shame on
discussion of these points: Were Moses’s
“peed,” laying them one upon another as a ject of much trial and concern. The him!—that the pure, almost angelic
acts miracles? (Left in doubt.) Was wall of
doctrine and duty. The other to question of means and resources must ‘daughter who stands beside him refusing
Moses’s rod wood or brass ? (Undecided. )
keep an alert, constant watch for oppor- have a commanding influence in this di- 10 put one on will be allowed, when she
Has not modern Spiritualism done just as
tunities to offer Christian courtesy and rection.
drops into the sea,to sink for want of
wonderful and inexplicable . things as
cordiality
to
the
‘strasger
within
thy
It
is
well
to
finish
substantially
and
such
a thing as that!” The ides tha:
Moses did ? (Decided in the affirmative,
with taste. It may cest a little more, but honest: men, pay, gentle women
and
if decided at all.) How were the Israel- gates.”—8. 8. Times.
itis
best
to
do
well
what
is
done.
It
guileless
children,
must
drown
if
thrown
war
ites supplied with water, efter the iuflic*9may not be expedient to use much gold [into deep water without a life-preserver,
tion of the first plague?
(Discussion un- WHERE
TO UTILIZE THE OHUROH'S in the finish, but baser use is made ef seems to my fellow passengers a mon:
“¥ finished.) There was not a word of
money very frequently. Men of means strous, a cruel—some say au infernal—
TALENT.
practical application to the needs of the
build gorgeous residences fur their fami- doctrine. The goodness of God and” the
day or the coming week ; vot a mention of
One of the problems for Christendom
the superiority of Moses; ‘sustained and to solve is this: How can the latent talent lies, They send to foreign climes for instincts of humanity cry out against it.
instructed of God, over the magicians and ‘of the church be developed and made wood of various kinds and‘stomes of pe- Yet there they go, every moment, down,
down, with a last shriek of despair stifled
their «nchantments. - How could any one ‘available? [tis a most important ques. culiar beauty. The apartments are arfbear dwelling upon
this wonderful tion." That this talent is not developed ravged not only with an eye to comfort, in the closing waves. Either there is no
illustration of the song that Moses wrote band made available is a most palpable but adorned with great eleg.nce of style. such being as a good God, or some peodn later years, * For their rock is not as fact. Some denominations sueceed in this This is well. Our homes should be con- ple’s notion of what would be divine
goodness is widely at fault.
our rock, even our enemies themselves matter better than others, but in. all secrated to all that is comely and of good
I am obliged to admit that some of us
Aud it does seem that the house
.. being judges”!
there is a lamentable defect, and in con- report.
on the other side are partly involged in
in
which
the
heavenly
Father
delights
to
Another Sunday, :the-Burday of the sequence of this the church goes lamely,
meet his children should, in its finish, the same confusion of ideas, and perhaps
Passover lesson, I attended Sunday- not putting forth a tithe of her real
bear some ratio to its high purpose. But partly responsible for it. We :have not
school in a thriving, wide-awake Western strength. Let the church thus arise as
are meeting-houses made for the poor? wholly succeeded in avoiding a self-comcity. I found the Bible class, taught by a she should, every talent unearthed” and
Are they to be the common gathering placency on account of our life-preservyoung lawyer, a large class, the members employed, every soldier ofthe cross at
place of all the children of God? Are ers, which is fullyas absurd and repreof it interested, and would be attentive his post. on the wall or in the ranks,—let
they not where the seeker for truth may hensible as other's jealousy of them.
but that the teacher turned bis back on the church thus arise, and the earth will
come
and be welcomed? Every adorn- Some of us have even forgotten that we
half the class, and they
could not hear a shake beneath her eunquering tread.
ing
should
be calculated to invite the would have no life-preservers if others,
What could be more admirably adapted
word he said. He laid down his Bible at
better to us than ourselves, had not alspirit of worship.
the outstart,and took up Peloubet’s Notes, to the development of this latent talent
most forced them on us, and fastened
Here
all can
What about the seats? How shall they
teaching by constant reference to them. than the Sunday-school?
them too well to be easily displaced.
Some of the most be made? Where shall the singers be
But Mr. Peloubet did not tell him how to fiod employment.
answer a question that was put, ** If the efficient lay talent in the church ha§ thus placed? These questions are sometimes impression that there is some merit in
+ Egyptians had been shrewd enough to been developed. Men who ‘began with difficult of solution, There can be no _having-on a life-preserver, and even that
get hold of the information, and had their class in the Sunday-schoul have doubt, that in seating the meeting-house, safety is in fact awarded according to
sprinkled blood on their door-posts, would risen, by successive steps, until they oc- a special care should be had for the phys- moral desert. That it ought to be seems
4 God have saved their first-born?” Neith- cupy positions of national and of world- ical comfortof those who come to wor- to be an ineradicable notion on both sides;
er did Mr. Peloubet settle the problem of wide influence. There is talent emough ship and to hear the Word of God. It and that it is not is variously regarded as
Pharaoh’s hardness of heart; and so the buried in the earth or wrapped up in costs po more to make seats of this kind
mysterious, incredible, unjust, or a danbell rang in the midst of the discussion of napkins to make the church arise and’ ‘than any other. And even if it did cost gerous error, tending to antinomianism.
these two questions, and the lesson was shine like the sun in the heavens. There double, it would pay. There is no'speBut life or death is8 a matter of fact;
left as a bit of ancient Listory, without an is power enough slumbering unused to cial necessity of doing penance by sitting positive fact, about which there is no arallusion to the typical significance of the pull down the whole fabric of iniquity. upon seats which torture every comely guing; and in ‘most cases men are supattitude of the body. It is no harm even posed to be glad to do the best they can
Passover ceremony as pointing forward and lay its proud towers in the dust.
Teachers should learn to qualify them- to rest in the house of God. And then,
to ** thé Lamb that was slain for the sins
about it in the most practical way.
Of
selves for their office and its duties. They the seats should be made with some referof many.”
/
"the two, tifb present fact is death; and
The bright side came to me when I should not only study the Word of God, ence to the: different ages of those who another fact present is a way of escape,
thought of the wonderfil power of the but should also study the dispositions of are to occupy them, a matter that is very which those who are ignorant of the phiHoly Spirit, which, in spite of so many children. They should make themselves generally overlooked, Who ever saw losophy of life-preservers regard:as too
dost opportunities, is making of these adepts at imparting instruction,—in win- any seats made especially for the chil- illogical to be of any possible use.
Sunday-school lessons such a means of ning and retaining the affectiop and confi- dren in a meeting-bouse? And yet chilAs you, kind reader, are also in the
growth in * the knowledge and grace of dence of their classes.” The highest at- dren should be taught early the habit same boat, let us discuss this situation
our Lord and Saviour,
Jesus Christ,” tainments, the most brilliant talents, are of attending church.
And of course, more plainly. Our burning wreck is huwhen [ remémber how Sanday-schools not too good to be devoted to-this service. they must be very quiet while there. man nature. We are helpless passenare growing, and Bible study is increas- The state has her normal schools; why We have more than once pitied the tor- gers, awaiting sare destruction from the
ing. It was another bit of bright to hear should not the church have bers also? tare of children and the worry of parents, nature of the case. No matter, now,
-a minister tell another Sunday-school, on There ought to be a trained and disciplin- during divine service. The very natural how it happened. It is plain, as a matithe borders of a beautiful lake, where ed corps of teachers, who are not only controversy
between the unavoidable ter of fact, that we are in a self-nature,
they had been holding a Sunday-school qualified for the service, but who have an restlessness of the former and the keen that is to say, a sin-nature, which is
~ Assembly for a couple of weeks, ** Child- enthusiasm in it,—who will bring with sense of propriety on the part of the lat- death itself, for it is helplessly eliminatren, 1 am glad to see you back again to- them an ardor that will diffuse the warmth ter is not infrequently a source of much ed from the only life of the universe, the
day. I don’t believe in vacations for a and life of spring where now reigns the disturbance, Much of this might be life of God. We are all conscious that it
Some pagan na- avoided, with a little regard to the physiSunday-school, not even to
attend
a dreariness of winter.
is impossible for us sincerely to adopt
Sunday-school
Assembly; your ‘own tions consecrated new buildings by en. cal comfort of children, as well as a very the Spirit and pleasure
‘of God as our
school, your own class, your own lesson, closing a living child in the masonry of proper regard for correct early habits. life, in preference and
substitution
is worth more to you than anything else. the foundation. We are far in advance The little sufferer is compelled to sit up- for our own.
The
‘supposition is
of that superstition ; but there is- a time on seats made for adults, with no support self-contradictory. Rarely, we are suf.
* Don’t have any more vaeations.”
coming
when our indifference to the in- for his feet or back. He can occupy this ciently in love ‘with some fellow mortal,
I come back to my Sunday-school work,
work, which has always been a privilege, tellectual and moral condition of the mil" position only for a few minutes, without by the force of nature, to yield this
wilh eyes opened to new opportunities, lions of children in the land will be re- positive torture. But it is impossible to self-annihilating worship to a second
with more earnest desire to make all garded with almost as much horror as keep his body or spirit quiet, when his self, a creature—an idol—but we find in
these lessons practical and helpful ; to set we now regard the pagan atrocity that body is in ngony. It is not a rare sight ourselves no basis or rudiment for such a
them alongside of some need, some entombed a living child in solid masonry. to see children in church, but it would be passion for God. To undergo it would
emergency, some temptation, that each Notwithstandicg all that has been done, rare indeed to see seats made for them, be the death of otir present life-principle
coming week will bring to eagh member much remains to be done; and it be- especially. 1f children must. be. thught or impelling'motive, and the substitution

Two

:

and that it may be made both interesting
and profitable. It is insisted on by specialists in this work, thatin orderto attain

school, andto a 1 buman philosophy it is
toulishness. It allows us no merit and no
agency in our salvation but simply to receive it as a free gift of God's love—im-

even, have but a secondary place. If the
spirit is really enlightened and in earnest, the end will be satisfactory. Let
the deep foundation stones sink into the
earth, far beyond the power of moral
frost, and then let the walls go up with

Sunday-school class of young ladies. I
It may be well to state, first of all, that
looked back and found knitting laid honesty of dealing should espeeially
aside, Bagster's Bibles and Revised Edi- characterize every movement in the way
tions having taken its place. It was too of building. The principles which distin- praise and thanksgiving mio the Lord of
tempting. I joined myself unto a goodly guish straightforward business matters. Hosts.
company, and was greeled with cordiality. should be the guide. This is not always
THE LIFE-PRESERVER.
Our
password
of introduction,—the the case. A little looseness in this direc-

Sunday-school and the Bible.

:

manded in building a house for divine | yorylists and religionists of every human | the teschers of any school is desirable,
worship, organs, choirs,
and singers,

No, IL

BY J. W. BARKER.

teaching 6

;

consecration was esteemed adequate | The gospel of the Son of God-alome anTEACHER'S MEETINGS.
:
pay.
swers, Faith. This answer, as our para- | It is conceded by all practical SundayWith the earnestness of purpose de- | ple ras set forth, is a stumbling-block to | school workers that a weekly meeting of

PEW AND PULPIT SERIES..
i

;

the anguish of their

souls

back those idols, and will not require them
at their hands. Thus they become
gloomy, despondent professors, and suicides so far as a life of usefulness is concerned. Did you not give all for Christ?

He never had ‘occasion to speak to

a person upon whom he did wot stamp
the seal of some. religious. truth or conso-

they made.

beneficent
i

lation, Do we all follow thie
example P—Chris. Adve.

|

ph

yr

THE POWER of an approving word, or
of a harsh one, can not be over-empha~

sized,

It is not for children alone that

We
why not leave all where you gave it, and | are ‘all children in this matter—always
No
u8 you get new burdens, new cares, new children.
As Emerson puts it:
friends, and new property, why not give man has a prosperity #0 high or firm but
Did he not do well

for you?

Oh,

then

‘hem to bim Who has been So uithful?
PAD

Holiness is not the way to Christ, but
‘|. Christ is the way to holiness.— Toplady.

words are potent for help or harm.

| two or three words

dishearten

can

it.

There is no calamity which right words
will not begin to redress.” Lord, keep
thou the door of our lips|—8. 8. Times.
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the restilutions are the result of s private
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FORTY SOLID YEARS OF TEACHING.

NOTES ON RECENT READING,
Some bne remarked to a professor that
one thing is now greatly needed. With
new revisions and advanced scholarship.
we want {o know what is the inspired

Seminaries,

our Theological

At one of

WAS. LYDIA E. PUNKRAN, OF LYN, MASS,

AUGUSTINE utters a very solemn thought
when he says, *‘ The last day of the world
will find every man just what he was én
the last day of his life. Every one will be
judged om that day according to his state
at death.” What, then, O my soul, is thy
state to-day?
Art theu ready to pass]
through the vail into the presence of God?
One day will prove to be thy last on earth
—it ‘may. be this day. - bu wise, and be

intimation from the department
that accounts are not quite square.

a class of young men ubout to graduate
from school-life, had finished their last
recitation before the day of examination.
Those three years of study together had truth,—the truth
readv always.
{
5
that God, ¢ movea™
;
assed rapidly and pleasantly.
Of two or three
We seek our friends among those ‘who
together “ holy men” to teach.
Some of the class had been
them for ten | OF four interpretations of a passage, | can help us.in some way, by their influ¢
society. hi sought his
which presents the truth that God means | ence a
she
of,
Rr aryon dy 8B tro

man? which is the inspired ? | friends among those who needed. his
a brother, * there must be | help, We are drawn to men by their exhuman judgment.” But the | cellencivs; he was drawn to them by
that bmman judgmentis not their needs ard disabilities. ~ hip exalted
inspiration.” This leaves the matter at nature must have appreciated character

As the recitation referred to ended, the | to convey to
teacher closed his book with an emphasis | ** Ob,” ays
of
Privilege is,
which at once attracted the attention’of | difficulty
There ‘was thoughHul -silence
the class.

for a moment, when these words were
spoken : *¢ This closes forty solid years

loose

ends.

When

Dr

Vincent, writing

.and culture and refinement, beyond

Yet he mever

taught for fifty | in the Princeton Reviewin behalf of the | iny of us can ever ferl.

bave

what

I ots ern) been ey New Revision, ‘affirms the necessity of | made thede the basis of his associations.
i
and sinners, among the
our being informed as accurately as pos- | Among publicans
aculive years of labor in this direction.”
“The reader may imagine the thoughts | ible ** what it is that is to be interpret: | poor and the needy, among the suffering
which eccupied the minds of those young
tu step out into active minis- |

about

men,

ed,” he is. surely

terial life, a8 they, when dismissed, went
to their rooms.

right.

that

letter,

divinely

the exact | and the sorrowful, he found his friends.
by | would wonderfully chunge the social life

truth is conveyed
chosen,

followers

his

spirit among

| More of his

know

we

unless

letter” is worthless,

what exact inspired

But

The

text

of the world.

The triendless would

then

emptiness

and

cor- find friends. Poor shivering souls would
Four years have since passed, and still may be correct, but what doesoncethe said,
be left unbefriended because they ‘can
| nit
jrect text mean? A scholar
same faithful tesocher be seen
av the

Their

no return.

‘Whe I asked of him which of two inter- | make

bis way Wo College Mostby

daily fms
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Let us dwell for a moment ion the head- | toWhich
wasa truth; but pn I wanted
know was, to know which truth of the
“ Forty

solid yearsof teaching!"

that: will be everlasting:

For

[IW

that

not.

passage ?

may have been the on
may

Forty solid years of selling intoxicat-

a contrast!

—ot-ore
ITEMS.

5

‘Was

What

not.

cer.

How

Wath

“stomach.
tomach,

TtIt acts
wpon the Kidneys.
Regulates the Bowels.

|jeotof
my search. Iwasleh ofa but outi | thing, do it pow.
made my own interpretations;

Compare such a record with that of the
What

in

were

If you intend to do a mean thing, wait |
the ob- | yy vo morrow. 1fyou are to do a noble |
but | ¥0rds and opinions of men—was

rum-seller, and see the contrast.

liquers!

coutained

both

en
h

fe

truth. and it |

What is inspired
P— InfelliyenS-BoO
Bhi
on deo

It bas been well said that no man

ever

ST
HUNT BROS.
:
Gen. Managers,

i

the other | we are kept in contact with the most rich

On

foundation of the world.”

hand, ** Depart irom me ye cursed, inte-| and soul-elevating truths in the universe.
everlasting fire, prepared for the devil | Yes; we are brought into the daily fellowship of the Divine Teacher, the Elder
and his angels.”
Men on for the sake of worldly gain, | Brother, the Holy
Comforter.
Jesus
put serious thought on this subject from | comes to us in our studies. His countetheir minds now, but by and

by the stig

will be felt the more keenly.— Rev. 4.

J.

SINCERITY IN CONVERSATION.
Amongst too many other instances
the great corruption and degeneracy

of said Rutherford to his spiritual children
of | whom he had led to the Saviour.—Dr. 7.

the age in which
dissimulation

and

compliment,

men's words ure scarcely
~ 5 tion of their thought.

any

©

3

expressed

sur-

than the geologist and theologian.—
Geo.
Macdonald.
———
:
|. He that knows how to pray has the secret of safety in prosperity, and of support in trouble. He bas the art of overruling every enemy, and of turning every
loss into gain. He. has the power of
soothing every care, of subduing every

0-B-o-&

B

THE SANOTUARY.

that

significa-

who

giving up, is nearer the secret of things

we live, the general | L. Cuyler.

want of sincerity in conversation is none | ©
of the least, The world is grown so full
of

and

who can say,
He glorifies | ness, the man or woman
nance shines on our Bibles.
by his smile the humbiest cabin in which “Thy will be done,” with the true heart of

a frontier missionary is preparing his
message of heavenly love. To save a
soul is a luxury that Gabriel might covet.
“Your heaven is two heavens to me,”

Eastman, in ** Washburn Hall Echo.”

her,

‘prise that she should come so regularly
to hear him- preach. Said she, ‘My
quarrel’s wi' you, mon; it's no wi’ the
gospel.”
Depend upon it, in the midst of all the
| science about the world and its ways, and
| all the ignorance ot God and his great-

brightest sides; and

for you, from the | also see its best and

prepared

work for which there is always

there ischeckiud
faintness,

humors

Ter

It cures Bloating,

very, destroysall
speedily
by craving
ite use,

Headaches,

Nervous

Depression

Debility, Sloeplessness,

General

;

and backacho, 1s always

We believe that

a reaction

has

set

passion, and of adding

in

relish to

‘And it requires only a | God.—Jay.

Prostration,

troubled since.

sudden devoted to his service and interest—for

no

reason;

how

infinitely

and

etervally obliged to him—for no benefit;
and how extremely they will be concerned for him, and even deeply afflicted
—tor no cause. I know it is said, in justification of this hollow kind of conversa-

WHO

WAS

JOAB'S

I cannot refrain

from

a conun-

barm, no real de- drum thatiwas propounded to the four
ceit in compliment ; but that all is well ministers when the bluefish party went
enough, as a matter of course, fo long as. ashore at the ** Pint” and took their picwe understand one another. But let it nic dinner under the shade of a fisherIt was, * If Solomon was
be remembered th .t such habitoal deceit, woman's hut.
however practised, as a matter of course, the son of David, and Joab the son of Zeand assuming
the name of politeness, ruiah, what relation was Z.ruiah to Jowill insevsibly deaden all regard
to ab?” Every man among the clergyman
truth, corrupt the heart, and vitiate the siid ‘futher’ at once, and when assured
whole moral system of the man.—Select- that the answer was wrong, there was
much curiosity excited.
** Will you
ed.
0-00
0S
state that again?” asked Mr. Collyer,
laying
down "his fork. It was restated.
THE CONSCIENCE FUND.
tion, that there is no

The first record of money received by
the goverment from repentant defrauders
was in 1863. When General Spioner
was Treasurer he kept the account separately, but the practice was discontinued.
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impossible to discover from the books | Dr. Pierce's Pellets » the original ¢* Little Liv- |
who had sent them. It has recently come | oF Pills (sugar-coated)—cure sick and bilious
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say I am thankful that you have heen led to
invent so excellent and remarkable a medicine as
the Woman's Friend or Nature’s Grand Asistant.
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MRS. LUCENA A. CROSS.
Vt., Feb. 2, 188l.
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er had anything do h: r so much good as the Woman’s Friend. ' She says, in fact she could not keep
house w thout if.
Mis. 8. J. Wells of Calias says the Woman’s
Friend saved her sister's life when everything else
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t with but litle faith. When 1 had used one bot.
tle could attend to my household duties, a thing I

INSTANTANEOUS.
irections

BONS :—I am doing good busi-

DR. HARDY’S
SONS,—Dear
Sirs:
It is with
pleasure that I recommend the ‘“Woman’s Friend,”
for truly it is the woman’s friend; it is all it 18
recommended to be. I know that it saved me
from an ultimely
grave. 1 was prostrated with fe.
male weakness of eight years’ standing, had tried
several doctors and they did me no good; a lady
ave me a bottle of Woman’s Friend, snd I tried

most cases

x

x
Chicago

some.saying

that

Xn,
*g¢

think she is right; and I long to have the time
come
when I can start and tell whatl know
about it.
8. C. BUZZELL.
Water bury.Center, Vt., Sept. 17, 1876.
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eralondDebility, oy Neuralgia,rever
‘ What
out at play.”
ay if id the praying when I was dear??
ihe toSte her
Yalua ob ack
1 prayed-the:p-.«
the balbalance

duties did not amount‘to $15.

One trial will prove

ES

the Insane Asylum.
Dr. Hardy’s forty years’ experience is compounding medicimes resulted in the
Wiscoveries
which render the Woman's Friend the most suocessful remedy ever made for all Female Complaints.
d

sumption, and your father called to her house and
Jeft some; and now she has another daughter the
doctors say must die,but she don’t believe 11,for she

Scratches,

HORSES.’

“
* Mamma, I couldn't help | Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, Gen

0 said;

her conscience. | ; ©

(alls, Strains,
Sores, &ec., on
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Of Consumption.
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it thnt the

It is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for

Sells at $1-50.

Life.

not have it, so thought it time I had some ordered.

Ears, and all other
Pains and Aches.

Ibs.

SoALE Co. Cincinnag,
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Where,
an
am
Firictip gage JRDY & $0. Philadelphia,
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ness with W. F. I sold one to-day and three yesterday, had a call for two more 10-night but did

mmm Frosted Feet and

DongsTic

Two Danghters Cured

DR. 8. HARDY’S

Burnsand Scalds,
Selatica, Backache,

Weighs up to 9

Saved From an Untimely Grave.

Hardwick,

day in
play one
went outatid to when
gir] snow,
little new
fessing the evasion of custom duties,hy heA fresh
she came
and

:

go fifty miles for it rather than let his wile be
without it a single day.
Yours with many thanks for so good a medicive.
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Would Go Fifty Miles for it
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Sold by all druggists. Price £1 a bottle or
six bottles for £5. Prepared vyC. I. HOOD
& CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

be, ¢* David and Solomon
to do with it, but Zeruiah

Press.

'

tired feeling which

Be ple
i
gt or 8 Jottar stamps.
A
formerly Bangor, Me.

of “Woman's Friend”! | EbbR

the children

'

That Extreme Tired Feeling.”

taking HoOD'S SARSAPARILLA.”

NEW RICH BLOOD!

m
Blood, and will completely oly a
the entiresystem in three months. Any person
who will take 1 pill each nightfrom 1to 12 weeks
may be restored to sound health,
if such a thing

i

LLI REMEDY
= LATTA,

«The first bottle has done my daughter a
at deal of good; her food
does not disress her now, nor does she suffer from that

was Joab'’s father.” ‘No
;“guess again,”
was the reply. The clergymen all insisted that the answer was right, and Mr.
Collyer suid, * He certainly must have
The t+ tal amount to June 30th, 1874, was. been his father, and I won't eat another
$162.914.
Since then no sccount has mouthful until you tell me where the
been kept, - Treasurer Gilfillan, howev- catch is.” When told that * Zeruiah was
er, estimates that the money now foots Joab’s mother,” he was much amused
up $250,000.
and expressed his surprise that his breth- |:
The contributions, as a rule, come ren of the cloth didn’t know their Bioles
through the mail, with a note saying for better. Their forgetfulness was is amuswhat purpose the money is forwarded. ing
as the
ignorance of the critic who alVery fiequently a penitential explanation luded to Paul's friends, *¢ Priscilla and
:
s
:
Some of these explanations
is included.
are

:

o
. PECK & ie
833 Broadway, New York,

nformation which procts the purchaser and makes

FOR MAN AND BEAST.

rally from its effects. HOOD’S BARSAPARILLA was recommended by a neighbor, After
she had been taking it a few gays we noticed
a change for the better
— she
n to eat
with a relish. It seemed to take out the
poison the disease had left in her blood, the
change being very noticeable in her face.
She took it two months and fully regained
her health, much to our delight.
We now
recommend I100D’S SARSAPARILLA witha
great deal of pleasure. SySSruly yours,
el
J. R.
»
19 Butterfield Street.

FATHER.
telling

does not
If your druggist
[ight without coughing.”

deceitimpossible, Marchal&
Smith, 8 W, lich St.,N. X.

JOSEPH WAINE.

with no appetite, and she could not seem to

O00
0-0-0

all. eusy. Inow steep ab
coup) h and made expectoration

I had a very Weuk Stomach and was unable

When

It does not merely

afford temporary relief, but is a permanent cure,

F.
%
3
2Mrs. B. sy
Telmore
O,3 says of it:fl“I am
| _ the first a jes gedy effects of You? remedy, Itis

..

to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength.
I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. - 1 recommend it to be a reliable remedy.

i
LOWELL, MAsS.
Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co.: Gentlemen—
My little girl had the diphtheria last April.
The disease left her very weak, blood poor,

tle of the influences which excite and
stimulate the unhealthy passion for gaming.— Intelligencer.

Alterative and Cure for
Asthma and Dyspepsia,

and all their attendant evils.

Mrs. H. KNOWLTON.

family medicine known.

eradicates the poisoned matter from it,
bringing tooe the
health, the color, ' life
ohnctconvalescent
UaTiolr
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Dr Sunsorsa as a Remedy

20 Beautiful Stops. 5 Octaves
Carved Walnut (ie . Send for
Illustrated Catalogue. T&
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befure, und how entirely they ag
all on a *‘ gncouragement”—one of the most sub-
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Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
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I never knew a well day be-

fore I took your medicine,
.

foickly wid

.Stinson’s Asthma,
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ASTHMA

for the past two years, and consider it the best | TAT{]] always Blessthe Name |

ov via

Address NarioNAL PusLismxg Co., Philadelphia
Pa.
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greatness with
of mind,
and are courusu- | fom at fairs; for the conscience of the peo- from Kast fo-West an from North to South or | own ease I use it, snd think it the best medi. gue
ally (rue
accompanied
undaunted,
ple is really against it, and in order to vices versa. in search of a healthy State. If cine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
age and resolution, are in a great meas- assert itself, needs merely to be brought they would learn to be contented and to use constipation, which has become chronic and
ure lost amongst us. The dialect of con- to face the question’ squarely. We be- the celebrated Kidney-Wort when sick they stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
me,
WILLIAM McPHERSON.
versation is now so swelled with vanity lieve the time is not far distunt when ev- would be much better off. “~The whole system cure
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
and compliment, that if a man who lived ery form of church gambling, however can be kept in a healthy state by this simple Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
agent.
Particularsgiven on application.
AD age or two ago were to rewurn into the disguised or venerable, will be cast out but effectual remedy. See large adv.
world again, he would really want a dio
of the sanctuary, as our Lord drove out
tionary to understand his own language, the traders and money-changers from the
and to know the true intrinsic meaning of Temple. It will not do to educate our
the phrases in fashion,’and would hardly children, by the sanctions of chuareh and
HE
PROSTRATIQN
which follows
at first believe at what a low rate the home, into regarding the world as a
Diphtheria, and the persistency with
highest strains and expressions of re- ‘« grab-bag,” any more than a game of
which it clings to the patient, are well
spect and esteem do commonly pass in ** Beggar-my neighbor.”
| __ known to all who have had any experience |
A
ere is ©
with this terrible disease.
come to understand, it woald be a long *¢ prize” method introduced into the miThe following letter shows how the retime before he could bring himself, with nor trafficof our day. We believe that
storing and invigorating properties of
a good countenance apd a goed con- this is one of those things which tend to
science, to converse with men upon equal cure themselves by the excess to which
—FOR—
ters, and in their own way.
they go. The prize-candy nuisance has
ing and enrichIn truth, it is hard to say whether it disappeared from most of our railroads,
should more provoke our contempt or and the tobacocnists have been comSarsaparilla ing the bloodandit
neutralizes
:
.
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Full
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t
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expressions
solemn
our pity to hear what
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It contains the full history of hisnobleand eventful life

harmony with thelaws that govern the female system.

Indian

enjoyment. Many things are good for
This is to certify that T have used Dr. Clark
me, ) but none so good go d as
82
as to draw
ra
nigh
t 10 | Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
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against church lotteries, so that they are
either bunished
or not allowed to pass
:

The old English plainness and sinceri- | without a protest.
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GARFIELD

For the cureof Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed
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young, for pursing he lod, ICRBRING
Fisherville Merrimack Co N. H.
Blood
Liver
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Is willat all timesand under all circumstances act in

being 70 years old, I was entire, py prostrated,
with no appetite,
‘I concluded
to try Dr.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since, 1
cheerfully recommend
the, medicine to old and
:

Jobnsonss..

market.

I¢ will dissolve and expel tumors
from tendthocy uterustn
| funotalobseuioorote.
The bot hace: of pes SDs.
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causing pain, weight
That feeling of bearing down,

1. have. used
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an early stageof development. The

sank under the burden of the day. It is} It neutralizes the'hereditary taint, or
when to-morrow’s burden is added to the In the blood, which po 5nd § 8cro a en
sipelas, and all mannerof skin diseases and
burden of to-day that the weight is more
internal humors.
=.
There are no spirits employed in its mannuthan a man can bear.—Geo. Macdonald.
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‘facture, and it can be taken by the most dekiPOUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
homes are made the happier, because the
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{speak
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we
think,
to
do
cate
babe,
or
by
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and
feeble,
care
Lynn, Mass, Price$1 Six bottlesfor$5. Sent
by mail
There is many a Christian student now
gospel is preached,
and men are saved
perform, | being Tequiredin attention to ro ed
in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
in our colleges who, if he will decide to as we pretend..and profess to
from their appetites.
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ragged, starving children are | souls, will keep a hundred thanksgiving really
wives,
pear to be.
days for having chosen the better part
in
seen as the result.
No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
An old Scotch lady gave a pointed reRockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
|. LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousnesy,
Eternity dawns on the actors. What |The more a minister loves his work the
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and
On the one hand, | more he erjoys it. We see the sad and ply to a minister who knew he had offendof the. rewards?
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
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THE DARK AND THE BRIGHT.
So-mingled together, so closely interwoven, that * loving-kindness” shines

conversation brtween the young

out

Version, and best methods of teaching

from

all,

and

far more than man’s

much, so much to enjoy and be glud over,
so

fruitful in

warning and

promptings

interested
suggestion,

for

Sunday-school and the Bible.

wy own

future, that perhaps they may contain
something for others. One was the kind
of teaching that is being done in the
Sunday-schools:
how ‘can = Christians
grow under someof it? how much we
ought to grow

under another kind,

the

Bible

and

greeted as I entered ; and, although I sat

class,

tendent read from a lesson leaf, the
school responded from lesson leaves, the

teachers taught from Qnarterlies.
I was
asked a question, but before I could
leader,

leaning

over,

at once.
. Oh, what a pleasure,

a help, a

rest, was that two hours’ talk with a loyal
Christian worker about the dear, familiar

said

“Oh! I see you have no Quarterly,” and
passed it on to one. who had a Quarterly.
Now you will think I grumble because
I had no chance to talk. Perhaps that
did have something to do with it, but I
do not believe all the wisdom is stored

promises and hopes, the common

tempta-

tions and failures, the longings and aspirations for the future ify As we separated,
the thought with both fouod expression,
*“ Why do we not oftener get such help
and pleasure from the strangers we meet
away in Quarterlies, -and [ do believe in -instead of seeming indifferent to our real
teaching and reciting directly frum the interests?”
Bible in Sunday-school.

The

CONCERNING
i

may

SERIES.

MEETING-HOUSES.

honesty of dealing should espeeially
characterize every movement in the way

The principles which distin-

guish straightforward business matters
should. be the guide. This is not always
the case. A little looseness in this direction, a little disregard of the forms and,
hzbits of correct dealing, frequently leads
to great confusion and difficulty. Asa
rule, it is fisastrous to run into debt.

The

ability is generally equal to the real necessity.
Meeting-houses are ‘unlike other investments in real estate. It is not well,
It is
SS Eeveity best to be prepared to meet future necessities when they come. - When
the house is located and enclosed, then
comes the embarrassing question of furnishing.
:
:
hy

lesson was

Two special

the one about Moses and the magicians.
All the lesson time was consumed in the

lessons out of vacation

acoustics are usually entirely

ignored.

Audience rooms are so arranged

that or-

dinary

tones and modulations of voice

cannot be heard by a large
hearers. A little attention
construction of auditories
a common evil. Although

portion of the
to this in the
would obviate
we can hardly

give any satisfactory definition of sound,
we may

easily

the common

acquaint

ourselves

with

laws by which it is gov-

erned. The result-.of this knowledge
should always be seen in rooms where
there is to be public speaking. Finishing mecting-houses is frequeully a sub-

weeks: the one, to make each Sundayschool lesson ** a present help in time of
discussion of these points: Were Moses's
need,” laying them one upqa another as a ject of much trial and concern. The
acts miracles? (Left in doubt.)
Was
wall of doctrine and duty. = The other to question of means and resources must
Moses’s rod wood or brass ? (Undecided.)
keep an alert, constant watch for oppor- bave a commanding influence in this diHas not modern Spiritualism done just as.
rection.
Wonderful and inexplicable things as tunities to offer Christian courtesy and
cordiality to the ‘stranger within thy
It is well to finish substantially and
Moses did ? (Decided in the affirmative,
with taste. It may cest a little more, but
if decided at all.) How were the Israel- gates.”—S. 8. Times.
itis best to do well what is done. It
wild +9
ites supplied with water, after the iuflicmay not be expedient to use much gold
tion of the first plague?
(Discussion unin the finish, but baser use is made ef
finished.) There was not a word: of
money very frequently.
Men of means
practical application to the needs of the
build
gorgeous
residences
for their famiday or the coming week ; vot a mention of

WHERE TO UTILIZE THE CHURCH'S
~ TALENT.

One of the problems for Christendom

the superiority of Moses,

sustained

and

to solve is this: How can the latent talent

lies,

They

send®to

foreign climes for

wood of various kinds and stones of pe-

instructed of God, over the magicians and ‘of the church be developed and made
are artheir «nchantments.
How could any one available? [tis a'most important ques. culiar beauty. The apartments
ranged
not
only
with
an
eye
to
comfort,
fnbear dwelling upon
this wonderful tion. That this talent is not developed
illustration of the song that Moses wrote and made available is. a most palpable but adorned with great elegance of style.
dn later years, ** For their rock is not as fact. Some denominations sueceed in this ‘This is well. Our-homes should be conour rock, even our enemies themselves matter better than others, but in all secrated to all that ig comely and of good
being judges”!
there’ig'd lamentable defect, and in con- report. And it doar that the house
in which the heavenly Father delights to
Another Sunday, the Sunday of the sequence of this the church goes lamely,
meet his children should, in its finish,
Passover lesson, I attended Sunday- not putting forth a tithe of her real
bear some ratio to its high purpose. But
school in a thriving, wide-uwake Western strength. Let the church thus arise as
are meeting-houses made for the poor?
she
should,
every
talent
unearthed
and
city. I found the Bible class, taught by a
Are they to be the common gathering
yuung lawyer, a large class, the members employed, every soldier ofthe cross at
place of all the childred of God? Are
of it interested, and would be attentive his post. on the wall or in the ranks,—let
they not where the seeker for truth may
the
church
thus
arise,
and
the
earth
will
but that the teacher turned his back on
come and be welcomed? Every adornhalf the hi. and they could not hear a shake beneath her eunquering tread.
What could be more admirably adapted ing should be calculated to invite the
word he said. He laid down his Bible at
to
the developmentof this latent talent spirit of worship.
the outstart,and took up Peloubet's Notes,
than
the Sunday-school? Here all can
What about the seats? How shall they
teaching by constant reference to them.
find
employment.
Some
of
the
most
be
made? Where shall the singers be
But
Mr.
Peloubet
did not tell him how to
answer a question that was pus, ** If the efficient lay talent in the church has thus placed? These questions are sometimes
Men who ‘began with diffienlt of solution, There can be no
Egyptians had been shrewd enough to been developed.
their
class
in
the
Sunday-school have doubt, that in seating the meeting-house,
get hold of the information, and had
sprinkled blood on their door-posts, would risen, by successive steps, until they oc- a special care should be had for the physGod have saved their first*born ?” Neith- cupy positions of national and of world- ical comfort of those who come to worer did Mr. Peloubet settle the problem of wide influence, There is talent enough ship and to hear the Word of God. It
Pharaoh's bardness of heart; and so the buried in the earth or wrapped up in costs no more to make seats of this kind
bell rang in the midst-of* the discussion of napkins to make the church arise and than any other. And even if it did cost
these two questions, and the lesson was shine 'like the sun in the heavens. There double, it would pay. There is no'speleft as a bit of ancient Listory, without an is power enough slumbering unused to cial necessity of doing penance by sitting
allusion to the typical significance of the pull down the whole fabric of iniquity upon séits which torture every comely
attitude of the body. It is no harm even
Passover ceremony as pointing forward and lay its proud towers in the dust.
Teachers should learn to qualify them- to rest in the house of God. And then,
to ** the Lamb thut was Slain for the sins
selves for their office and its duties. They the seats should be made with some referof many.”
The bright side came to me when I should not only study the Word of God, ence to the, different ages of those who
thought of the wonderful power of the but should also study the dispositions of are to occupy them, a matter that is very
Holy Spirit, which, in spite of so many children. They should make themselves generally overlooked. Who ever saw
dost opportunities, is making of these adepts at imparting instraction,—in win- any seats made especially for the chil‘Sunday-school lessons such a means of ning and retaining the affection and confi- dren in a meeting-bouse? And yet chilgrowth in “ the knowledge and grace of dence of their classes. The highest at- dren should be taught early the habit
our Lord

and

Saviour,

Jesus

tainments, the most brilliant

Christ,”

talents,

are.

not too good to be devoted to this service.

when I remember how Sanday-schools
are growing, and Bible study is increasing. It was another bit of bright to hear

The state has her normal schools;

why

should not the church have bers also?
There ought to be a trained and disciplin-

‘a minister tell another Sunday-school, on
where

ed corps of teachers, who are not only
qualified for the service, but who have an

Assembly for a couple of weeks, ¢¢ Children, I am glad to see you back again to-

enthusiasm in it,—who will bring with
them an acdor that will diffuse the warmth
and life of spring where now reigns the
dreariness of winter, Some pagan nations consecrated new buildings by en.
closing 8 living child in the masonry of

ithe borders

of

they
had been

a

beautiful

lake,

holding a Sunday-school

day. I don’t believe in vacations for a
* Sunday-school, not even to attend a
Sunday-school
Assembly; your
own
school, your own class, your own lesson,
is worth more to you than anything else.

the foundation. Weare far in advance
of that superstition ; but there is a time

tellectual and moral condition of the mil-

work, which has always been a privilege,
wilh eyes openedto new opportunities,
with more earnest desire to make all
these lessons practical and helpful ; to set

need,

emergency, some temptation; that each
coming week will bring to each member

of the class.

the work
Selected.

Aud the other subject, which had 80
much more bright than dark, is the great
pleasure that may be given to strangers
dy Christian cordiality snd sociality.
Why don't. we sll
of us show our colors

ming!

mike

they

must

church.

be very

And

quiet

of

while

course,

there.

We have more than once pitied the tor-

honest

men,

nay, gentle

women

and

guileless children, must . drown if thrown
into deep water without a

life-preserver,

seemsto my fellow passengers. a monstrous, a cruel—some say an inferoal—
doctrine. The goodness of God and tbe
instincts of humanity cry out against it.
Yet there they go, every moment, down,
down, with a last shriek of despair stifled

in the closing waves, Either there is no
such being as a good God, or some people’s notion of what would be divine

goodness i§ widely at fault.
I am obliged to admit that some of as
on the other side are partly involved in
the same confusion of ideas, and perhaps
partly responsible for it. We have not
wholly succeeded in avoiding a self-complacency on account of our life-preseryers, which is fully as

absurd

and

repre-

hensible as other’s jealousy of them.
Some of us bave even forgotten that we
would have no life-preservers if others,
better to us than ourselves, had not -almost forced them on us, and fastened

them too well .to be easily displaced.
Much that bas been said has tended to an
impression that there is some merit in
having on a life-preserver, and even that
safety is in fact awarded according to
moral desert... -That it ought to be seems

as she has never yet done.—
;
:
-

and that it is not is variously regarded as
mysterious, incredible, unjust, or a dangerous error, tending to antinomianism.
But life or death i8 a matter of fact;
positive fact, about which there is no ar-

guing;

and in most cases men

own |
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Ziow's Herald has
‘agraph: * It costs
child happy ; it costs

NEWS AND NOTES. = |
following pretty parbut little to make a
but liitle to secure the

seats,

;

i

wi

vs!

wim

3 2)

About the singers, it is not quite 80

efsly decided.

same boat, let us disc
more plainly.
man nature.

his situation

Our burning wreck is huWe are helpless passen-

gers, awaiting sare destruction from the
of

the

case.

how-it happened.

No

matter,

now,

It is plain, as a mat-

ter of fact, that we are in a self-nature,
that is to say, a sin-natare, which
is

death itself, for it is helplessly eliminated from the only life of the universe, the
life of God. We are all conscious thut it

to adopt

cost a hundred-fold
more than it does, it

| would bea profitabld investment. It oe.
well to have a monument erected to our.

1

{edchors err in not letting, parents

their

!woud

‘troublesome,

know

ourselves no basis or rudiment for such a
passion for God. To undergo it would
be the death of our present life-principle
or impelling motive, and ‘the substitution
of that utterly foreign life-law which has
been seen entire and absolute in the Son
of God only, and which fs called fu the

gospel Eternal Life.

It needs no argu-

exist in God’s dominion that is not cen.

bn char conld be util-

And . it would be a very commendable

preservation, clutching at

the Christ,

All this peed not be done at every meeting, but some of it may be considered
profitably at each session. It will often
be found interesting to provide lor special exercises by selecting some ong to
present facts on topics incidental to the
lesson, as the geography, history, man.
ners and customs and other such matters.

:

A very excellent method is to take up a
course of normal study, as it ip frequently termed, using, for instancé, the Chau-

as | tauqua Outlines and

Normal

Class

Les-

the heathen clutches at an idol, with the’ son Leaves, as a guide.
difference that it grasps, and is grasped
by, a living God, almighty to save, while
the other grasps at nothing, and of course
with no result, the same as if he caught
bold of a priest, church, saint, virgin

or

sacrament. One receives the higher and
spiritual faith 1hat works by love, and
purifies the heart,
world of nature,

and
overcomes ,the
through a veritable

union with the true God and Eternal Life.
The other grasps a phaniasm, and receives

nothing,

but

abides

in

death.

Where is boasting, then ?
PRP.

(OON SEQRATION.
BY

REV. 5.3.
8.

There is nothing about this which may not be done by
any pastor who is bent on doing it, and
many other persons can be found to help
in the work.
In this, as in many other

‘matters, Where there's a will there's a
way.”

If only somebody

to have

a Teacher's

He who says, ‘‘ Give me thine heart,”
asks for an entire consecration of all to
bis service. Paul says, your body, and
your spirit are God's; for ye are bought
with a price. He only claims his own
he claims all; the heart, head,
feet, mind, will, plans, friends,

the

way

can be found or made..

REV. OLIVER JOHNSON.
Bro. Oliver Johnson died st his home in Harmony, chaut. Co., N. Y., Out. b, of heart disease, aged 72 years, b mouths.
His health bad
been gradually failing for some years past but
he was able to be about until the day before
his death. He was born in Bethany, Genesee

Co., N, Y. May 8, 1809 and

WEED.

is determined

meeting,

was

converted

at

the age of sixteen under the labors of Elder
Daniel Call a Christian minister.
By neglect
of duty be wandered from the Saviour and

lived in a buckslidden state for six years.

He

was reclaimed and baptized by Elder Crockery

and united with the Freewill Baptist church in
Bethany. In 1884 he received the approbation
of the church to improve his gift ia publie.

It is related of a gentleman in Kentucky, who, at the time the Holy Spirit convicted him of his sins, was especial-

ly impressed that he never could be a
Christian until he emancipated his slaves.
He struggled hard, but God beld him to
this point; finally he gave them up, call-

The following

year

be received license from

but was not able to preach. During bis ministry he baptized 616 persons. He leaves his
third wife to mourn the loss of a kind husband, 8 number of children to mourn a loving
futher, and the church, a faithful minister of
the Gospel. The funeral sermon Was preachW. RUSSELL.
ed by thé writer.
ad

LET US not forget that our alms to the
never told them
and joined the poor are only hall rendered when they
pretended and are bestowed simply upon the body. The
had given him souls of the poor and sick also need our
again claimed charity. In this, 8s in many other rethem, and used them as his own. Boon| 8speots, Mr. Wesley's example may guide
us. In this, as in many other matters, he
Jed his age. He was the first person of
Is not the conduct of this man a good il- whom we have any knowledge that orlustration of the conduct of many profes- | gan ized systematic visitation by religious

he became despondent, lost all hope, set-

tled into despair, and comupitted suicide.

sors of religion. Ob, how many have tak- persons of the poor and sick in London,
en back the burdens, objects, and pracii- for the purpose of affording them both
ces they had given up! They forget or spiritual and physical aid at the same
seem to forget the solemn vows which fh time. He never had occasion to speak to
the anguish of their souls they made. a person upon whom he did not stamp
truth or consoThey return to their idols, and try to per- the sealof some. religious
lation,
Do
we
all
follow
this beneficent
sunde themselves, that God has given
back those idols, and will not require them example P—Chris. ddvo.
at

their

hands:

Thus they

become

gloomy, despondent professors, and suicides so far as a life of usefulness is con-

cerned.

Did you not give a]l for Christ?

Did he not do well for you?

Oh,

then

RG

THE POWER of an approving word, or
of a harsh one, can

not be

over-empha-

sized. It is not for children alone that
words are potent for belp or harm. We

“why not leave all where you gave it, and are all children in this matter—always
disregard its moral deserving of death. us you get new burdens, new cares, new children. ‘As Emerson puts it: “No
It has but a mortal source, which it can- friends, and new property, why not give ‘man has a prosperity so high or firm bat
not rise above or go beyond. In and of them to bim who has been so faithfal?
| two or three words can dishearten it.
delle
Nature, it must perish with Nature.
There is no calamity which right words
Such is the death-fact in our situation.
Holiness is not the way to Christ, but will not begin to redress.” Lord, keep

comment upon the religious sentiment of
the worshipersif the pleasure of such Now what is the life-preserver ?

children are + habitually
No doubt of that,
o

t

of

in a natoral instead of divine impulse—is
death by natural necessity, even if we

, ‘Mrs. Ww. F. Crafts thinks Sounduy;sabonl: ized, und consecrated to divine worship.
| when

force

on join in spirit, it. tered in and from himself, but owns into we ‘think in_clear,
a rival center, another god. Selflife, therefore—not merely what men
call selfishness,
but all life that is rooted

1 sdlves in a child's memory and affections.
| And thiswe may have by a little oe
fo
pi;
: Tolasen and attention.

by the

self-annihilating
self, a creature—an idol—but we find in

ing in Casistian worship
is an open: ques-. the full idea of God as the substance of the
universe, that no life can: permanently

grateful remembrance of achild ; bat if it Way be

say, with equal truth, that God himself how with young men, how with adults.

can neither exist for us if we do not exist,
nor accept for us if we do not sccept.
But these are platitudes, not cundescended 10 by the Bible, which seems to treat
man's understanding with a certain respect which men are not always willing
to deserve. Let us not muke nonsense
fur ourselves in place of the gospel, by
confounding the means with the end. The
iife-preserver is not life, nor a living
thing. Initial faith is an act of natural
faculty, under the natural impulse of self-

ing them free, though he
80. He soon had a hope
church.’ Aftera little he
nature, to yield tiiis ‘seemed to think the Lord
worship to a second back all his slaves.
He

tion, at: least. In most city churches,
‘and the con

school workers that a weekly meeting of

property, everything. Did we give up the Genesee Q. M., and labored in Bethany and
all? Yes, all; as many of us as found the adjoining towns, and saw many souls
Christ. And then we enjoyed that sweet | brought to CBrist. He was ordained at Darien, Feb. 23, 1837, by a council consisting of
peace which Christ gives, which religion Rev’s N. Brown and B. McKoon and Dea’s
brings. We cast all on Christ and found Schuyler and Jenkins. He labored in various
relief. All who would find perfect peace places in the western part of the Sate anu saw
must do as much. If we found perfect the conversiog’of many souls. Feb, 10, 1858,
peace, why are so many of us burdened? he was called to mourn the loss of his first
Why so many gloomy? We were all once wife, and again in 1870 at West Concord, Erie
Co., the hand of affliction was laid heavily upfull of light, but now with many of us all on him, in the death of his second wife.
is durk. Are we trusting all to Christ?
For the last year he supplied the Clymer &
Alas! have we not again taken up ‘the Harmony church most of the time, and saw
burdens and objects which we once laid some converted. Hé baptized four the past
summer, was at the Sept, Q. M. held at Grant,
down?
:

Who shall do the sing- ment to those who eousistently hold to

that partof’ the worship is usually hired,

is conceded by all practical Sunday-

about it in the most practical way. Of
the two, the present fact is death; and
another fact present is a way .of escape,
which those who are ignorant of the philosophy of life-preservers regard as too
illogical to be of any possible use.
As you, kind reader,
are also in the

the Spirit and pleasure of God as our
life, in preference and
substitution

10

TEACHER'S MEETINGS.
It

hands,

cal comfort of children, as well as a very
proper regard for correct early habits.

Pn
ore

ble has set forth, is a stumbling-block to

are sup-| when

is impossible for us sincerely

regard

‘This answer, as our para-

posed to be glad to do the best they can

avoided, with a little regard to the physi-

give them ordinary privileges in

on

The gospel of the Son of God alome an-

swers, Faith.

to be an ineradicable notion on both sides;

nature

position only for a few minutes, without

-

moralists and religionists of every human the teuchers of any school is desirable,
school, and to a 1 bugnan philosophy it is and that it may be made both interesting
toulishness. It allows us no merit and no and profitable. It is insisted on by ¥peagency in our salvation but simply to re- cialists in this work, that in orderto attain
nest, the end will be satisfactory.
Let ceive it as a free gift of God's love—imthe highest efficiency, such a meeting
the deep foundation stones sink into the partial love that * would have all men to must be maintained.
In spite of these
earth, fur ‘beyond the power of moral be saved,” but which with all its omnipo- concessions and theories many
a piistor’”
frost, and. then let the walls go up with tence can not make a man have the gift ‘and many a superintendent,
has found it
praise and thanksgiving unto the Lord of while he rejects it. You can not throw 80 nearly impossible to carry on a TeachHosts.
him down and buckle this kind of life ers’ meeting that he has abandoned the
preserver on him by force, like a strait- Attempt.
There are difficulties. in the
"THE LIFE-PRESERVEE.
way, as in almost everything we underjacket,
lt is an inward talisman, and
BY WILLIAM C. CONANT.
take in this life.
If we wait until. all
must be taken on voluntarily in the mind.
+
As
many
as
received
Him,
to
thehn
these
are removed before we have our
Iam on a burning wreck in a raging
The
sea. There are life-preservers. A good gave he power to become. the sons ot God,” meetingwe shall never have it.
friend has brought me one, and helped ¢* born netof blood, . . . . vor of a will of only way to do it is to remove as many
me to secure it firmly beneath my arms. man, but of God.” ‘*Except a man be of these bindrances as we can and then
Others have done the same. But some born from above, he can not see the 80 on as well as we-can in spite of the
bave fastened that precious thing, which Kingdom of God ” ** That which is born rest. ‘We must not'expect too much, for
is their life, so carelessly thay it is already of the flesh is flesh, and that which is we shall seldom be ‘able to realize our
slipping off. Others have laid them aside born of the Spirit is spirit.” ‘He that ideal, If we look for all the teachers at
believeth on the Son hath everlasting the meeting we shall usually be disapand lost them.
Some bave wantonly
thrown them away, and some have con- life.” ¢ He that heareth (accepteth) my pointed. If we expect those who most
temptuously refused them. Strange to word, and believeth on him that sent me need its advantages we shall not always
Probably not more
say, in one way or another, a majority of |» - . is passed from death uato life.” *I find them there.
than one half of the teachers will attend
the perishing crowd around me are desti- live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me.”
It we ask why the giftof the divine and at all, and some of these will often be
tate of the meaaus of safety, although within every one’s reach, and although some eternal life is not distributed with some absent. If one quarter are presen: reguevery moment are driven into the sea to regard 10 moral deserving, the answer is larly it will be a great success. With these
sink forever. Anether singular thing is ubvious—there is no such thing as moral expectations it will be safe to begin and
Any discrimina- then one can work with some courage. The
that many of those who refuse the life- deserving among us,
tion of that nature would rule us all out first thing necessary is to deterinine to
preservers assign as a reason that they
cafinot see wherein ‘we who bave them gether. If, again, it be asked why the bave a meeting, and then have it, wheth'
on are better men or deserve a better fate condition of salvation contains no ingre- er few or many attend.
‘The proper object in view should be to
than themselves. They cannot believe dient of meritorious work or state of
Goodl- find out how best to tesch next Sunday’s
that Providence will be partial to us on mind, the answer is the same.
account of a life-preserver, or suffer them ness, holiness, penitence, or love to God, lesson. Itis so customary to use the
to drown for want of one: It is warmly whatever aspect of true moral life and printed questions in teaching the Glass en
worthiness we contemplate, is salvation Sunday, that the teachers will generally
argued. - I hear one saying now, * Look
at that great sinner with his life-preserv-, .itsell, and therefore can not bie the means wish to go over them and be sure that
er strapped so tightly. He thinks he will or condition of salvation. This is the they can answer them, and this may propbe saved from drowning, and—shame on very * end of our faith.” This is the ab- erly enoughbe done, but should form
him!—that the pure, almost angelic solute giftof God. If we choose to say only x part of the work of the session. A
‘daughter who stands beside him refusing that its enjoyment is. conditioned on onr portion of the time should be given to
10 put one on will be allowed, when she acceptance or reception of it, we can; considering how to teach the lesson to
drops into the sea, to sink for want of and so we might say that it is conditioned different classes ; how to take it up with
such a thing as that!” The ides tha: on the fact that we exist; and we might Primary classes, how with Intermediate,

tare of children and the worry of parents,
during divine service. The very natural
controversy
between the unavoidable
restlessness of the former and the keen
sense of propriety on the part of the latter is not infrequently a source of much
disturbance. Much of this might be

lious
of children in the land will be re- positive torture. But it is impossible to
garded
with almost as much horror as keep his body or spirit quiet, when his
we'now regard the pagan atrocity that body
is in sgony,
It is not a rare sight
entombed a living child in solid masonry. to see children in» church, but It would be
Notwithstandicg all tbat has been done, rare indeed
to see seats made for them,
much remains to be done; and it be- especially. If children must be taught
hooves the church to address herself to church-going habits, yract ally, then

some

80 render and enjoy

attending

adequate

The little sufferer is compelled to sit up- for our ‘own.
The
‘supposition is
on seats made for adults, with no support .self-contradictory. Rarely, we are suf
coming when our indifference to the in- for his feet or back. He can occupy this cientlyin love ‘with some fellow mortal,

* Don’t have any more vaeations.”
1 come back to my Sunday-school work,

them alongside of some

of

esteemed

1 manded in building 4 house for divine
worship, organs, choirs, and singers,
even, have but a secondary place. If the
spirit is really
. enlightened and in ear-

be well to state, first of all, that

of building.

Was

pay.
With the earnestness of purpose de-

near the door, Idid not reach the door,
before the pastor had given me a cordial
welcome.—all little things, but they give
added value to citizenship in the Father's
kingdom. Going to my boarding-place
after the meeting, I stopped on the porch
a moment to speek with one of the ladies,
whom I knew to be a stranger alsoj
One very important consideration is
mentioning the meeting,-I found response generally overlooked. « The
laws of

numbering a dozen or more ladies and
gentlemen, taught by one of the deacons
of the church. Idid not see one Bible
in all the Sunday-school; the superin-

answer, the

The day

PULPIT
No. 11.

consecration

BY J. W. BARKER.

a

which had promised so_little, proved a
pleasant and a profitable one.
I went intoa prayer-meeting ; the pastor was standing among his people, all
talking freely und to the point. I was

by far the greater partof it! One Sunday I was in a little country. Sundayschool, and I went into

AND
&.

ladies

Sunday-school class of young ladies. I
looked back and found knitting laid
aside, Bagster's Bibles and Revised Editivns having taken its place. It was too
tempting. I joined myself unto a goodly
company, and was greeled with cordiality.
Our
password
of introduction,—the

strangers eannot but be full of both. sides;

me, and were

PEW
1

and the gentleman, all about, the Revised

ingenious planning is evidenced!
Five
. weeks of ** going up and down” among,

somewhat to wish different.
Two subjects particularly

Communications,

gentleman just back of me, in a blue
fl :npel suit aud brigandish slouch hat, he
will eare more for his cigar and novel
.than anything else. 1 settle myself for
a tedious ride ; I began to catch scraps of

S$. 3. Bepartment.
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Christ is the wey to holiness.— Toplady.

Mra
{

thou the door of our lipst—=8. 8. Times.

'

necessity

of

right.

But

the

exact
text

correct text mean?
A scholar once said,
when I asked of him which of two interpretations was: probably the right one,
that it would be legitimate for me to use

to the recitation-room in Nichols Hall,
where others are receiving the instruction

‘wither. My reply was, that [ knew that
for which, in years to come, they will be. each interpretation conveyed a sentiment
ad. .
which was a truth; but what I wanted
Let us dwell for a moment on the head- to know was, to know which truth of the
ry
ing of this article.
two was contained in that passage?
+ Forty solid years of teaching!” For Certainly both were not. What was
gain
a
but
Yes;
gain?
for
it
Is
what?
there the inspired truth;-disengaged from
that will be everlasting. Not for selfish words and opinions of men—was .the obbut
ends; not for wealth that perishes,
ject of my search. I was left to find out
for that which abides forever.
I made my own interpretations; but it
Compare such a record with that of the may have been the inspired truth. and it
contrast,
the
see
and
rum-seller,
may not. What is inspired?—InfelliyenForty solid years of selling intoxicat- cer.
How
What a contrast!
ing liquors!
different the results! On the-one hand.
THE MINISTRY.
homes are made the happier, because the
There is many a Christian student now
ospel is preached, and men #re saved
afrom their appetites. On the other hand, in our Follegos who, if he will decide to
staggering, brutish husbands, weeping enter tha ** high ealling” of a laborer for
wives, and ragged, starving children are souls, will keep a hundred thanksgiving
days for having chosen the better part
seen as the result.
Eternity dawns on the actors. What The more & minister loves his work the
On the one hand, more he erjoys it. We see the sad and
of the rewards?
« Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit depraved sides f hugian nature; but we
the od il prepared for you, from the also see its best and brightest sides; and
foundation of the world.” On the other we are kept in contact with the most rich
hand, * Depart irom me ye cursed, into and soul-elevating truths in the universe.
wa are brought into the daily feleverlasting fire, prepared for the:devil Yes;
lowship of the Divine Teacher, the Elder
and his angels.”
Comforter.
Jesus
Men may, for the sake of worldly gain, Brother, the Holy
put serious thought on this subject from comes to us in our studies. His countetheir minds now, but by and by the Stieg nance shines on our Bibles. He glorifies
Rev. 4. J. by his smile the humblest cabin in which
will be felt the more keenl— y.
a frontier missionary is preparing his
Eastman, in ** Washburn Hall Echo.”
message of heavenly love. To save a
soul is a luxury that Gabriel might covet.
“Your heaven is two heavens to me,”
' Amongst (00 many other instances of said Ruthertord to his spiritual children
the great corruption and degeneracy of whom he had led to the Saviour.—Dr. 7.
,
the age in which we live, the general L. Cuyler.
PRP
SP.
want of sincerity in conversation is none
THE SANOTUARY.
of the least. The world is grown so full
of dissimulation and compliment, that
We believe that a reaction has set in
men's words ure scarcely any significa against church lotteries, so that they are
tion of their thought.
either bunished or not allowed to pass
The old English plainness and sinceri- without a protest. And it requires only a
ty, thut generous integrity of nature, and little firmness on the part of'a few, eshonesty of disposition, which always ar- pecially ithe minister, to abolish the cusgue true greatness of mind, and are usu- tom at fairs; for the conscience of the peoally accompanied with undaunted cour- ple is really against it, and in order to
age and resolution, are in a great meas- assert itself, needs merely to be brought
ure lost amongst us. The dialect of con- to face the question’ squarely. We beversation is now so swelled with vanity lieve the time is not far distunt when evand compliment, that if a man who lived ery form of church gambling, however
an age or (wo ago were to return into the disguised or venerable, will be cast out
world again, he would really want a die
of the sanctuary, as our Lord drove out
tionary to understand bis own language, the traders and money-changers from the
and to know the true intrinsic meaning of Temple. It will not do to educate our
the phrases in fashion, and would hardly children, by the sanctions of chureh and
at first believe at what a low rate the home, into regarding the world as a
highest strains and expressions of re- “" gxab-bag;® aby more than a game of
spect and esteem do commonly pass in “"
ggar-my neighbor.”
curient payment. And when he shonld
There is entirely too much of the
come to understand, it would be a long «¢ prize” method introduced into the mitime before he could bring himself, with nor trafficof our day. We believe that
a good countenance and a goed coun- this is one of those things which tend to
science, to converse with men upon equal cure themselves by the excess to which
terms, and in their own way.
they go. The prize-candy nuisance has

SINCERITY IN OONVERSATION.

whether

it

should more provoke our contempt or
our pity to hear what solemn expressions
of profound respect and ardent friendship
will pass between men on the slightest
they

will

great

profess

honor and

esteem

to entertain

for ome

wLom, perhaps, they fcarcely ever saw
bef re, und how entirely they are all on a

sudden devoted to his service and interest—for po reason; how infinitely and
eternally obliged to him—for no benefit;
and how extremely they will be concerned for him, and even deeply afflicted
—tor no cause: I know it is said, in justification of this hollow kind of conversa-

disappeared

irom most

of

our

business.

us.

We should rejoice more

WAS

JOAB'S
from

0-9

truth, corrupt

the heart, and

vitiate

the

whole moral system of the man.— Selected.
!
b-0-0-0-&
4-0-0

THE OONSOIENCE FUND
The first record of money received by
the goverment from repentant detrauders
was in 1863. When General Spinner
was reasurer he kept the account sepa-

rately, but the practice was discontinued.

The t tal amount to June 30th, 1874, was

Since then no ncdount has
$162.914.
been kept. : Treasurer Gilfillan, however, estimates that the money now foots
up $250,000.
The contributions, as a rule, come
through the mail, with a note saying for
what purpose the money is forwarded.

Very fi quently a penitential explanation

'

is included.

are very caricus,
country
ry

tern.

and

A lady

visited this

in 1864 from England.
She
in, while here, a pi dress pat
A short time ago she wrote, con-

fessing
retilo

Some of these explanations

the

evasion

of

custom

duties,

sending $15 to clear her conscience.

She gave the value of the dress, and
‘Wanted the balance gent back to her if the
duties did not amount to $15. The custom division of the Treasury wade a
computation

based

upon the duties dis-

"charged in 1863. and ‘found

owed

exactly

remitted,

frequently

$7 50.

The

Ministers of

the medium

that the lady

balance was

the gospel are

through

which

the money is refunded.
The clergy
transmit the money without mentioning
names,

The

largest

amount

ever

re-

ceived as one coutribution was $15,000
in United States 7 80 notes. Muny in-

genious uttempts were made to get this
money out of the Treasury. One man
~ said that his father bad s
he contribu.
tion, and that he was érazy.
. The cootribator of ir had carefully cut out the

numbers of the notes, so as to muke it
impossible to discover from the books
who had sent them.

to light

Iv has recently come

that, after all, the larger part of

said

*“futher” at once, and

that the answer
much curiosity
state that

againP”

Mr.

¢ No;

THE SNOW

pear to be,

than the geologist and
Maedonald.

I.

3

passion, and of adding

but effectual remedy.

ven!

.

is

more

Laboratory,

secret of things

Theologian. — Goo
:

a relish to

EPHRIAM

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been

troubled since.

whole sonl into’it.

the

every

This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
for the past two years, and consider it the best
family medicine
known.
When the children
get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever,
& few doses will set them right.” In m
own case I use it, and think it the best medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
cure me,
WILLIAM McCPHERSON.
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
Particulars given on application.

=

Would

&
Broad way, New Yo!

NEW RICH BLOOD!
.

8.

ly Bangor, Me,

Boston,

?

Mass.,

«

:

Curved Ww

our
fives

ce . Sena for

Illustrated Catalogue. Fé
nformation which pro-

doecit inborn: Marchal &
Ma

a

Smith, 8 W, 11h St, N. X,

Saved

Ags+assins

Agents wanted, £5 a Day, mado
selling our NEW HOUSEHOLD
ARTICLES and FAMILY SCALE.
Weighs up to 25 Ibs,

Sells at $4

Donmgkstic S0ALE CO. Cincinuag,

; the Surgioal Treatment,

At

O.

NTED Everywhere.

For fu

ediately,

MeOUEDY & 00., Philadelphia, Pa.

Fifty Miles for it

Her. Sister's

Remov:

h and burial. Will Sell now in everp

pom

Life.

A Victim to Consumption or

the Insane Asylum.
years’

forty

Dr. Hardy’s

resulted

medicines

pounding

discoveries

in the

suo-

most

Com-

Female

all

for

ever made

cessful remedy
plaints.

com-

is

experience

Friend the

which render the Woman’s

—)THE(—

Chicago

TESTIMONIALS.
ness with W. F.

SONS :—I am doing

good

I sold one to-day and

10-night

terday, had a call for two more

A lady sent to me
some.saying

yesteriay

from

& North-Western
RAILWAY

busi-

three

yes-

Is the OLDEST!

but “did

Nortbfield

BEST CONSTRUCTED

EQUIPPED!

not have it, so thought it time I had some ordered.

BESSY

and hence the

LEADING

for

that she had two « aughte) s cured w'th

t the octors had given uw to die with con.
it”
sumption, and your father called to her house and

RAILWAY

—OF

THE

WEST AND NORTHWEST !
left some; and now she has another daughter the
doctors say must die,but she don’t believe it, for she |
It is the short and best route between Chicago ane.
says it is the best meaicine m the world; and
all points in
think she is right; and I long to have the time

come

Pains and Aches.

3

@alls, Strains,
Sores, &c., on
merits.

DR.

HARDY’S

recommended

tell

whatl

know

Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, California,» Oregon, Arizona, Wtiah, Ovolo.

SONS,—Dear

Sirs:

1t

is

rado, 1daho, Montana,

Council

with

to be.

friend;

I know

it

is

all

that it saved

it

18

fave me a bottle of Woman’s Friend,
not done

for three months;

Mrs. Hill of Greensboro’, Vt.

Every bottle warranted to
ve satisfaction.
Send adfor pam
et, free,
givthe
ing full
direc ons for
treatment of above diseases.
ce 25 cts.and 60 cts. per
bottle. Sold everywhere.
Henry, Johnson & Lord, Proprietors,
Burlington, Vi.

says that she

wiled.

o

Mr. Lyford says:

LY

Church and Sehool Balls
SIZES AND PRICES.
Diam. of Wo't with Cogt of
Bell. yoke &
&
JSrame = Hang's.
No, 6, 2510.28 lhe,
$2500
No. 63,27 in. 840 1hs.
86 00
No.7, 80in.4901bs,
50 00
75 00
© No.8, 84in.7301hs.
No. fH, 33m. 9251bhs.
13000
A.
uss
N.Xy
Falls,
Sencoa
& Co,,

anything

onna,and all points in Minnesota,
consin and the Northwest.

that

& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee

ours truly,

Price

$1.00

Humors, Female Com-

plaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent

Te

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, .OR ACCOMPANIED.BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars
CHICAGO
and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.

not

BETWERN

Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets.
via thie road. Examine your Tickets, and refuso
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago &:
North Western Railway.
Travelling Accommoda-If you wish the Best
tions you will buy 2 r tickets by this rouse,
NONE OTHER.
#2. AND WILL TAKE

ABBIE HATCH.

All Ticket

Agents sell Tickets by this Line,

MARVIN HUGHITT, 24 V. P. &Gen'l Haug,

a

:

Bottle.

GRO. O. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Wholesale

Chicagos

Yerk.

New

37

CO,,

&

PETTENGILL

8... M,
Row.

Agents,

are our Agents, and

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or
Life Element, IRON, infusing Strength,
Vigor and New Life into pli parts of the system.
BEING FREE FROM ALCOMOIs, its energizing eflects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent,
.

SETHW. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, 86
Sold by all Druggists,

ROCK

]

ISLAND

rates.

.
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ror
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and comfort of irs patrove by presided,

those FAMOUS PALACE DIAN tAk> for

i

(Changes
Through Care from Chicago Into the State of Kansas Without
Running
R
Only Raliroad Owned by One Company
d at all Coupon Ticket Offices
|
iA Tickets wre
ai ro mudo in Unlon Depots, and
4. and Pass. dg’t,

“A: KIMBALL. Gent Sup’t.

| BE. ST. JOHN,

Ger

Park:
are

aun-

thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

DPR. 8. HARDY’S SONS, Prop’s. Cornish Flats, N.H.

3

Pam

Close connections made at Junetion Points.
It is the ONLY LINE running

|

Diasthees, Boils, Dropsy,

and

Handle Routes.

say too much in 1ts praise as I was a great suffer.
er. I am satisfied (hat had I vot used
it as my
necestit es demanded, I would have been a vietim to consumption or the insane asylum ; but, as
it is, on. bottle and a halt made all things right
for me. and I am hale and he
, and I feel to
say I am thankful that you have heen led to
invent so excellent and remarkable a medicine as
the Woman's Friend or Natare’s Grand Asistant.
I think it rightly named.
:
:
Craftsbury, Vt., Jan., 188L.

Wis-

At Chicago, close conpections are
made with
the Lake
Snore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &
Ohio, Ft Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago

like

I can

Dakota,

At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &.
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart fi om, ar-rive at. and use the same joint Union Depot.

the Woman’s Friend, it is better than gold ; would
go fifty miles for it rather than let his wile be
without it a single day.
Yours with many thanks for so good a medicive.
MRS. LUCENA A. CROSS.
Hardwick, Vt., Feb. 2, 1881.
;
I write vou in behalf of yoor invaluable medicine. the Womaun’s Friend ; I feel

City,

Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owat-

nev-

everything else

Never saw any

Sioux

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Pan], Minneapolis,
Huron,

er had anything do hr 80 much good as the Woman’s Friend. ' She says, in fact she could not keep
house w thout if.
Mrs. 8. J. Wells of Calias says the Woman’s
Friend saved her sister's life when

SAN FRANCISCO,

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, Columbus, and all
oints in the Territories and the West. Also, for
ilwaukee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Sheboygan,

I tried

took three bottles

and am completely cured.

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,

Deadwood,

t with but little faith. When 1 had used one bottle could attend to my household duties, a thing I
had

F!

snd

Nevada, and for

Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

SALT

me

several doctors and they did me no good ; a lady

its

INSTANTANEOUS.

Rumsey

and

from an ultimely
grave. 1 was prostrated with female weakness vf eight years’ standing, had tried

Its effects are in

Farms, eto,

start

for truly it is the woman’s

most cases

Fire Alacms,

I can

pleaswe that I resommend the “Woman’s Friend,”

Scratches,

One trial will prove

when

about it.
8. C. BUZzELL.
Water bury.Center, Vt., Sept. 17, 1876.

1t is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for

HORSES.

| ——CURES—
DEand Debility,
, Neuralgia,
Ne
a, Fever
Forer
Ague, Baral is, Chronic

odd

Go

DR. 8. HARDY’S

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood, Tones
up the System, Makes the Weak
* Strong, Builds up the Brokendown, *Invigorates the
Brain, and

Harrison: Avenue, Boston.

1

5X n TE your
ur druggist
does
coughing.
drugiot doen
for treatise wd SRR
to not

+ ~0f Consumption.

WARRANTED, Catalogue sant. Free
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

|.

ont ] sotinond
keep it, send

make
i
Blood, and will completely change Ry Proct in
the entiresystem in three months. Any person
who will take 1 pill each nightfrom 1to Abi
maybe restored to sound health, if sucha thing
be
5 ne Foy
mail fo 8 Jetter stamps.

RE
A D

4chools,

Got the Or'ginal.

RED

Two Danghters Cured

E BELL FOUNDRY
BUCKEY
Bells of Pure Copper dnd Tin for Churches,

your

C

{Saved From an Untimely Grave.

REBUMATISM,

Hood's Tooth- Powder, Only zs Cents.

”

Dyspepsi

and all their attendant Ba
It does not merely
afford temporary relief, but is a permanent cure,
Mrs. B. F.
Lee, of Belmore, O,,says of it: “TI am
surprised al the speed,
ectsof your remedy. . Ris
the first medicine ody Sos oe has Wosened

'

Will always Bless the Name
‘of “Woman's Friend”!

—T
OR
=—

enrich-

as a positl
and GL
oo

Asthma
and

RAV

Lid REMEDY

Sold by all druggists. Price £1 a bottle or
six bottles for £5. Prepared by C. I. HOOD
& CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

Fever, and

unequal
Alterative

ORL

EXTERNAL

«The first bottle has
does not disreat deal of good; her food
He her now, nor does she suffer from that
tired feeling which she did before
extreme
5
taking HoOD’S SARSAPARILLA.”

A

Dr.Siinson's Asthma Remedy

or
.

[rms FOR MAN AND BEAST
= THE BEST

ad

Quickly and
Permanently Ek

ASTHM A

Tor Diseases

JOSEPH WAINE.
Munchester, N. H,

agent.

’

possible,

to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength.
I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. 1 recommend it to be a reliable remedy.

Feeling.”
“That Extreme Tired
daugh
done my

an-

Circulars free.

Address NaTioNAL PusLismya Co., 'hiladelphia
Pa.

be-

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

19 Butterfield Street.

:

gents.

I had a very Weuk Stomach and was unable

.

Mass.

20 Beautifnl Stops, 5 Octayes

Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.

LOWELL, ‘MASS.
Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co.: Gentlemen—
My little girl had the diphtheria last April.
The disease left her very weak, blood poor,
with no appetite, and she could not seem to
rally from its effects. HOOD'S BARSAPARIL1.A was recommended by a neighbor. After
she had been taking it a few days we noticed
an to eat
a change for the better —she
It seemed to take out the
with a relish.
the
blood,
her
in
left
had
disease
the
poison
change being very noticeable in her face.
she took it two months and fully
regained
We now
to our delight.
her health, much
with a
Ra
recommend Iloon's PA
reat
deal of
pleasure.
Very
truly yours,
E
y
J. R. SMITH

was
you

Dr. Pierce's ** Pellets ? the original ** Little Liver Pills (sugar-coated)—cure sick and bilious
headache, sour stomaoh, and bilious attacks. By
druggists,
)
ge
»

day

e C0., 409 Washington 8t., mn

BW

neutralizes - and
eradicates the poisoned matter from it,
bringing to the convalescent the color, life
and vigor of robust health.

ob

throw

I never knew a well

Family Rutt:

funeral obsequies, etc. The best chan
Hoy
Beware of “oatchponny’*}
ustratedgfifeot pur map.—
AT
al Ly

I. 247 VOPS TE
£4
|

P. PICKERING.

EVERY WHEL

GARFIELD

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS, They cure constipation, biliousnesg,
;
per box.
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents
Aa Sold by all Druggists. “8

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N.:H.
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and

blood ft
Sarsaparilla ing the

i}

you do for Christ

3d St.,

i

.

5,000 Agents Wanted for JAfo of

female population.

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and
backache, is always
per
ly cured
by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances
act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compoundis ungurpassed.
.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDIs prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price§L Six bottlesfor
§5. Sent
by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
* receipt of price; $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freelyanswers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper,

being 70 years old, I was entire ly prostrated.
with no appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made & Kian change
in. my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since, I
cheerfully recommend the, medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.

HE PROSTRATION
which= follows
Diphtheria, and the persistency with
which it clings to the patient, are well
known to all who have had any experience
with this terrible disease.
The following letter shows how the restoring and invigorating properties of

ing and

West

A

12t13 ous 21t

fore I took your medicine.

See large adv.

Hood's

77

YEW YORK CITY.|

N

for circular and terms to the Fwomhb y Knitting

Mac!

It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in

being requi
in attention to directions.
DRUGGISTS
SELL
IT.

67

RCA
<

an early stage of
devel
t. The
tendency
to cancerous humorsthereis
checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the st:
h
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,

internal humors.
oy
There are no spirits employed
in its manu
facture, and it can be taken by thie most deklicate babe, or hy the aged and feeble, careonly

wie

BOSTON.

Auci 15 WANTED fat

tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
Change of: Life,

:

idx

Wire

house,

608 Washington

0

laints and Weaknesses

toour

as every

G

Ung Machine ever invented.
Will knita
of
stockings,
with HEEL
and TOE complete, in
20 minutes. It will also knit a great variety of fancywork for which there is always
a ready ma
Send

1s a Positive Cure

so

White

readily

Gen. Managers,

gm

COMPOUND.

for all thosé Painful

Mould

HUNT BROS.

“ General Debility, Sloeplessness, Depression and Indi-

DIPHTHERIA!

Collyer,

Bible

Varied Properties.

Sourin
the medicine istaken immediatel
after
eat.mg the ferméntation of food is pre-

A Healthy
State, 2
People are constantly
changing their homes
from Kast to West and from North to South or
vices versa. in search of a healthy State.
If
they would learn to be contented and to use
the celebrated Kidney-Wort when
sick they
would be much better off.
The whole system
can be kept in a beaithy state by this simple

No man ever served God by doing
things to-morrow ; if we honor Christ and
are blest, it is by the things we do to-day.
Whatever

re

enjoyment. Many things are good for
me, but none so good as to draw nigh to
God.—Jay.

swers, ‘They have washed their robes
aud [made them white in the blood of the
am

in

soothing every care, of subduing every

I couldn't help

The

rt

Belis

Address

i

| E STE

E. PINKHAM'S

VEGETABLE

Silver

Phiade hin, Pay

It will
cure entirely the worst form of Female
Com«
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation snd Ulcera

ruling every enemy, and of turning every
loss into gain. He. has the power of

PRAYER.

white?

them

This Syrup possesses

PB

LYDIA

SOLD SINCE 1870.

He that knows how to pray has the secret of safety in prosperity, and of support in trouble.
He has-the art of over-

it, ** Though your sins be as scarlet, they
shall be as white as snow.” And what
wash

Nervous debility, etc.’

.

giving up, is nearer thy

praying when I was out at play.” ‘* What
did you pray, my dear?” I prayed the
spow-prayer, mamma, that I learned once
in Sabbath school: ¢ Wash mé, and I shall
be whiter than snow.”” What a beautiful
prayer! And here is a promise to go with
can

uma-

Disease, Bil-

11,000,000 Bottles

An old Scotch Iady gave a pointed rep'y to a minister who knew he had offended her, and
‘who
expressed
surprise that she should come so regularly
to hear him preach. Said she, ‘My
quarrel’s wi' you, mon; it's no wi’ the
gospel.”
Depend upon it, in the midst of all the
science about the world and its ways, and
all the ignorance ot God and his greatness, the man or woman who can say,
*Thy will be done,” with the true heart of

A little girl went out to play one day in
the fresh new snow, and when she came

in she sald;

Heart

The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!

Sincerity is to speak as we think, to do

‘

‘‘ Mamma,

tousness,

guess again,”

a

Liver

Ague, -tism, Dropsy,

as we pretend and profess to.
perform,
and make gond what we promi-e, and.
renlly to be what we would seem and ap-

was the reply. The clergymen all insisted that the answer was right, and Mr.
Collyer suid, * He certainly must have
been his father, and I won't eat another
mouthful until you tell me where the
catch is.” When told that *‘ Zeruiah was
Joab's mother,” he was much amused
and expressed his surprise that his breth- |.
ren of the cloth didn’t know their Bioles
better. Their forgetfulness was as amusing as the ignorance of the critic who alluded ‘o Paul's friends, ** Priscilla and
Aquila”, as old maids.—
St. Paul Puoneer
Press.

sia,

than a man can bear.— Geo. Macdonald.

la ing down his fork. It was restated.
“We 1, said be, ‘David and Solomon
bad nothing to do with it, but Zeruiah
was Joab's father.”

Br

mb

burden of to-day that the weight

when assured

asked

(TRADE MARK.)

If you intend to do a mean thing, wait |.
If you are to do a noble
thing, do it now.
It has been well said that no man ever
sank under the burden of the day. It is
when to-morrow’s burden is added to the

a conun-

was .wrong, there
excited.
*¢ Will

&
BLOOD.

till to-morrow.

de-

real

harm, no

is no

;

us,” in the hope of helping Christ.— Cong.

drum that was propounded to the four
‘ceit in compliment ; but that all is well ministers when the bluefish party went
enough, as a matter of course, fo long as ashore at the ** Pint” and took their picwe understand one another. But let it nic dinner under the shade of a fisherIt was, ‘If Solomon was
be remembered th .t such habitual deceit, woman's hut.
however practised, as a matter of course, the son of David, and Joab the son of Zeand assuming
the name ‘of politeness, ruiah, what relation was Z¢ruiah to Jowill ingensibly deaden all regard
to ab?” Every man among the clergyman
tioh, that there

=:

in bearing

the infirmities of our friends; than

FATHER.
telling

:

HEART DISEASE «5540

ceiving the fayors they might bestow.
We *¢shonld endure for the juy set before

Sl

WHO

&

lonelinegs would attract us and not repel

¢ drawings” which are constantly soliciting us in one form and another, and under every pretense of philanthropy or
gncouragement”—one of the most subtle of the influences which excite and
stimulate the unhealthy passion for gaming.— Intelligencer.
°
I cannot re fruin

by

would wonderfully chunge the social life
of the world.: The triendless would then
find friends. Poor shivgring souls would
not be left unbefriended
Because they ‘can
make no return. Their emptiness and

railroads,

But .it_ is,—like

them

More of his spirit among his followers

and the tobacocnists have bee” compelled, in self defence, to combine for the
suppression of the same excrescence on
their

‘to

their needs ard disabilities. ~ his exalted
nature must have appreciated character
Land culture and refinement, heyond what
any of us can ever feel, Yet he never
made these the basis of his associations.
Among publicans and sinners, among the
poor and the needy, among the suffering
and the sorrowful, he found his friends.

~ KIDNEYS, SKIN,

Line.

i

the

drawn

‘THE STOMACH,

NTS,

pew

Samples free.
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Revision,
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h of Woman» is the Hope of the Race.

ends.

We seek our friendsamong
can help us in some way, by
ence or their society. Jesus
friends among those who
help. We are drawn. to men

¢t letter” is worthless, unless we know
what exact inspired truth is conveyed by

Four yess have since passed, and still
may the same faithiul teacher be seen
daily wending bis way up College Street,

how

3

og

can Sympathize with Woman.

loose

terial ‘life, as they, when dismissed, went | that letter, divinely chosen.
The
* to their rooms.
may be correct, but what does the

occasions;

Novi

Woman

With/

we want {0 know what is the inspired
truth,—the truth
that. God
“ movea”
Of two or three
‘“ holy men” to teach.

ed,” he is surely

men, about tu step out into active minis-

to say

“ A

Z

greatly needed,

new revisions and advanced scholarship.

our being informed as accurately as possible ** what it is that is to be ‘interpret-

which eccupied the minds of those young

truth, it is hard

RE

a

is now

AUGUSTINE utters a very solemn thought
dh e wor woh
era he ast hat IAT
Ee
en
he says
day o
will find every man just whathe was én

FE
Ed

one thing

in the Princeton Review in behalf of the

years. But the last forty have been consecutive years of labor in this direction.”
===.
The reader may imagine the thoughts

In

PG

=

were

solid years

‘I bave taught for fifty

of “teaching.

=

>
Q

silence

words

me ie

Q

these

Scme one remarked to a professor that

or four interpretations of a passage,
which presents the truth that God means
to convey to man? which is the inspired ?
Oh,” says & brother, ‘there must be
privilege of human judgment.” But the
difficulty is, that buman judgment is not
inspiration. This leaves the matter at

of

attention

closes forty

* This

E—

3

for a moment, when

spoken:

ARAM
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Spd
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i

ha UE

.the.class.

TER i

-

Bg

together

There was thoughtful

A

the last day of his life. Every one will be
judged -on that. day according to his state
at death.” What, then, O my soul, is thy
state to-day?
Art theu ready
to pass
through the vail into the presence of God?
One day will prove to be thy last on earth
—it -may be this day.
bu wise, and be
ready always.
bi

NoTES ON REOENT READING.

for seven years, and two of them for ten
_ years, in study.
As the recitation referred to ended, the
teacher élosed-his book with an emphasis
the

ac-

$vv

a class of young men sbout to graduate
from school-life, had finished their last
recitation before the day of examination.
Those three years of study together had
;
assed rapidly and pleasantly.

which at once attracted

that

counts are not quite square.

RS

been

BRR

3

[epee

FORTY SOLID YEARS OF TEACHING.

of the class. had

aka

g

prin tere
on from
the department

At one of “our Theologicah Seminaries,

Some

Na

7, 1881.
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on business, remittancesof money, &c., should

addressed to the Publisher, Dover.

be

N H

beaten

The editorial managementof this paper
will pass into new hands with the beginthe

new

volume.

We

cowards.

wish,

subscribers

and

invite the

subscription of new friends and readers.
‘ «

We announce

as editorial

Noone

can dispute his right.

cal aff1irs we are

contributors

west are to be regarded as better judges
of what the Northwest really needs than
those who live elsewhere.

me thus?"

they are right in a matter which they have

“Shall man reply against God
him

with

all

the

agrees with his will, nay,

manifested to us for our benefit, full and

be made to do as well, then we

have

no

Fullonton, D. D., Rev. J.J. Butler, D.D.,

adequate, revealing the fact that *‘ He ’is
the Lord God merciful and gracious, long:

doubt that this new enterprise will succeed

Rev. G.

suffering and abundant in goodness and

cry our ** God speed the effort!” We rejoice in the good spirit of the communication above referred to. We shall await

H.

Bal), D.

D.,,

Brewster, Rev. W. H. Bowen D. P., Rev.
Ransom Dunn,

D.

D.,

Howe, D. D.
‘We also announce

and

that

Rev.

Mr.

J.

Geo.

Mosher, for six years editor of

the

nign soul-stirring and soul-saving influence of the Holy Spirit. He can not make
too much of the doctrine; he can not rely
too implicitly upon him.
j

A.

F.
Siar,

|

sion and stn, and that will

and now U. S. Consul at Nice, will,

dur-

ing the year, act as

corour

offensive.

foreign

respondent and write frequently

columns. Moreover,
ed as usual from Dr.
missionary in India,
able correspondents

for

letters may be expect
James L. Phillips,
and also from other
abroad and in our

own land. Our Sabbath Scheol and Mission
departments will continue under the effi-

cient charge of Rev. G. C. Waterman who
will hereafter be able

to devote

himself

more fully than ever to making them satWe contemplate
introducing
some
changes and features which it is believed
will be appreciated, but &s to which we
. =oake no specifications at this time, preferring to have it appear at the end of the
coming year that we have done more,
rather than less, than was promised:at
the beginning.
A full list of special correspondents
and contributors is preparing which includes the names of well-known favorites of the readers of the Star. New
names are to be added which cannot fail
to give increased variety and strength
to the list.
We
do
not
hesitate
to assure our readers that they shall

best

as attractive a form and pleasing a manner
as possible. Itis a picture—a beautiful
picture like apples of gold in a framework
of silver and pre€ious stones.
Who can behold its beauty and not be
enamoured of it? God did not design

hearts and = heads

to make
his
pulsive, and we should
on the greatest

not.

love, human

It is based
sympathy,

self-abnegation and sacrifice, well adapted
to wend its way to the human heart, and

SUPREME AFFECTIONS.

places

his

supreme

The man

affections

on

who

the

world as the highest object of regard
finds them metamorphosed into supreme
selfishness, while he who places them

on

their proper object, attains the acme >f
human hopes and spiritual enjoyments.
Supreme love and supreme selfishness
are antagonistic and exclusive. The latter may be transformed

into the

former,

but they can not co=éxist. Under the influence of this we shall find the eonsum-

revealed it in the plan of redemption

under the power of that we shall leave all

our precious treasures behind us when we
depart for the unknown future. Eternal
death or life will be ours. Which P

Stroop.

Dr. Franklin just a century

ing many are the-cases where it has round-

and expect for the Star, as we have a that both mind and body demand the rest
right to, entrance into all Free Baptist of sleep. We die every night and are

in

mercy.”

is to justify—to pardon.

ners, he guve his Son to die who thereby
became a sacrifice for us, and a pledge of
God's willingness to have mercy.’ He
will have mercy through Christ on his
people, on returning backsliders’ and repentant sinners. Many are the passages

of Scripture

which

make

and

resurrected to a new life every morning.

"Ibis well to remember that this * tired

his labor.

It is the

«charitable in its spirit; and will not you, sleep is refreshing.
brethren © and

friends,

whoever

and

wherever
you are, help to make it increas-

ingly strongin its subscription list and
wide in its_circulation ?

;

We call especial attention to the very
liberal terms
on which the agent is now

This is

rience of men, and with the history of the

church.

come

to

the

Though our salvation depends on the
will of God, yet that will is revealed to
us in the plan of redemption and in the
overtures of the gospel with those simple
conditions that make it contingent upon
our free responsible choice to com..
ply and live, or to refuse and die. Thus
God willeth to ‘have merey on ail men

who will through a knowledge

of the

truth come to Christ and believe in him.
“FINANOIAL SEORETARY.”
Rev. D. Waterman

ments

made

some

about; our - Fiihneial

which he wishes

state-

Secretary

(o modify

somewhat.

Instead of his article in ‘full it may be
best to explain the matter so that all may
understand it if possible. The Financial
Secretary entered upon his work Nov. 1,

1876."

He was appointed by a joint eon-

vention of the three Executive Committees

of the three benevolent societies. His
work is to present the causes of the Home
and Foreign mission and the Education
Societies to our Yearly and. Quarterly
meetings, churches

and

people,

and

to

collect funds for the three societies. He
also looks after bequests and attends to

the financial correspondence generally receiving some months

over

swered.

.

has actually saved to the three

an average of over $2,000

yearly

societies

in ex-

tired

laborer

:

i

creased by his wandering mode of life’
without having the perquisites of the pas-

tor. He has, moreover, the opportunity
of setting an example in giving to those
from whom he solicits funds, and he tries
to improve it, we doubt not, as far as his

means will allow.

Brother Waterman concludes with saying, “It is the policy of the mission societies to do their business as economically as
possible, and I trust that when any re-

that the man exhausted with labor so that

the Rev. A. A.A
ati least, :by
ae
Smith,
"Th
life us
is made of labor and rest—of present,

AVE

THR
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friends of the
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rs

thus

secure

subscription
™

to

Prof. Cyrus Jordan; of Pittsfield, Me.,
has been elected assistant Editor of the
Morning Star. He has accepted and will
enter upon his duties at once,
|

RAYE

ol

tist paper is ** needed in ithe Northwest

for the Northwest,” and has been needed
for a long time.
The subject is of importance

to the

whole

indeed

denomination,

What

is

needed in the Northwestis, it may

be

said, needed by the whole denomination,

for the body is affected by the condition

the

time

hopes,

Rev. A. G. Hill has accepted a csil from

church in Dexter.
Rev. D. C. Burr

is preaching

the

pit of the Broad way church, in Dover,
E.

W,

Ricker,

state

i

Massachusetts,

sorry

to

receive

the

intelli-

gence contained in President Cheney’s letter,
and we can say that he has our beart-felt sympathy and our fervent prayers that God will
raise up new friends for the. college and that
this may be providentially overruled for her
good. The College belongs to the denomination and it should rally to its support. We
cannot afford
to let it suffer or die or slip out
We are as much dependent on
| of our hands.
that
as it is on us; the obligation is mutual.

Then let us in this time

of need

It was gratefully accepted as a token

baptized

three

candidates

Sunday,

and vicinity is

now

held

olved,

AQ

come

to the

condition.

was

elected

as

The
und

Norelan Mission and Education Societies
Next session with the Waupun
first Friday in February.
Bro. 0.
is to preach the opening sermon.

:

was

church the
W. Dennis
-

J. P, HEWES, Clerk.

Extreme Tired Feeling.
A lady tells us “the first botile has
daughter a great deal of good, her

done
does

my
wet

distress her now, nor dovs she suffer from that ex-

treme tired feeling which she did before taking
Hood's Sarsapaniia.” A second bottle effected a
cure. No other preparation contains such a eoncentration of vitalizing, enriching, purifying
and
invigoraung properties as Hood's Sursapanilla.

Warner's Safe Kidney

The

and

Liver Cure.

. The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc.
Pamphlets free 0 any address. Seth W.
Fowle & Sons, Boston.

pastor is greatly helped in the public services
by an excellent choir.
At the last covenant

meeting, one young man was received

mission committee

Morning
:

D. B. Coffeen, Winneconne, three years.
collection
to be divided between tiome,

Rev.

on Thanksgiving day. SerM. Brewster. Rev. Gx: H.
for some months past been
the Reform School at West-

prosperous

That copies of these resolutions

Rev. J. H. Walrath, Waupun, two years. Rev.

of temper-

pastor, is feeling greatly encouraged. The congregations are large and attentive, and the

very

:

recommended by the 'Creatise, as follows:
Bro. Jobn Arneil Wrightstown, one year;

boro’, Mass,, now returns to his people at East
Killingly, Conn., much to their joy and satis-

S.8.isina

-was adopted.
The following resolutions on
the death of Mrs. Lawrence were adopted :
res.
It bas pleased God to tuke from

be sent 10 Bro. Lawrence und to the
Star for publication.

D. R. Whittemore.
A union service of
Free Baptist churches was held at the Roger
Williams church
mon by Rev. J.
Child who bas
doing service at

session come on
Friday in February

rence our earnest sympathies and commend
to Him who wept with mourners, and

viz.,

by

as ecan-

didate for baptism and
admission to
the
church.
The Mission Scciety is doing good

work.
Contributions of last year amounted
to nearly 850. On Thanksgiving night the
pastor and family were kindly remembered by

Dr. Hennedy’s

‘ Favorite Remedy,”

moves all impurities

of the

blood,

ve-

regulates

the

Liverand Kidneys. Cnres Constipation, and ali
rescue. The letter is as follows:
and weaknesses pecullar to Females.
their friends, who left a substantial gift of diseases
Boston, Nov. 30, Iss1.
1
for saa by all our druggists at ONE DOLgreenbacks and silver dollars. The spirit of | LAR a bogtle.
The trial of the Bates college case closed
union and harmony exists without exception
yesterday.
: {throughout
e
the society.
QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY
Judge Lord ruled that the offer of Mr. Bites
Pennsylvania.
Approved
by the Academy of Medicine of New
required cash to meet its condition, and that
Rev. H. Payne has recently held a series of York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
there was no evidence of a waiver. He there- meetings near East Troy, in which, it is said, eonsumption, scrofula and general debility. The
fore ordered a verdict for the ‘defendant, and forty persons were converted and reclaimed. most mild, bland, aud nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
He has also aided the pastor of the East Granreported the case to the full court on the
ville church in a few meetings with good resecured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
questions of law raised. How long a time it sults.
Five persons were added to the East
this Jelly thi by doable the quantity of the liquid
will take to reach a final decision, no one can Granville church, Nov. 25.
or
y
is,
.
’
tell. It will take a year at least, and it may
Wisconsin.
;
Platt 8t., New York.
1y6.
take several years. Of course I feel very sad | We are glad to be able to report that Rev.
to-day. The college is running in debt every
D. B. Coffeen of Winneconne has recovered so
When a cough sounds like Croup—that is, dry
and hard—do not delay
an instant! Give Downs’
day. Must we plant the seed of another float- as to resume his duties......Rev. J. H. Wak
Elixir often enough to keep the cough loose, ans
ing debt, or will our friends send
wus a few
rath writes thatthe prospects are encouraging
the danger will soon be over.
thousand dollars to meet current expenses?
in the Waupun church. The congregations
As a remedy to purify the bleod, nothing can be
are increasing and a feeling of hopefulness is found
I have stood by the cause more than twentyequal to Dr. Baxter's Mandrake Bistaking possession of the brethren......Rev.
ters. Yrice 25 cts. per bottle.
:
seven years, but Mr. Bates is dead, and I am
R. Cooley has taken pastoral charge of the
powerless.
May the Lord raise
up new
Bradford church in the Rock & Dane Q. M
In Henry & Johnson's Armica snd Oil
friends to carry on the work at Lewiston!
I
Liniment we furnish you a large bottle fur
50 ete.
seshee Rev. W. Whiting has been very sick
‘have not the heart to say more, only to ask all since his return from the East..... «The Dale
chureh reports no preaching, but social meetA Timely Hint.
our brethren and sisters to remember the colings well sustained.
:
In our climate, with its sudden changes of tem
lege anew and with more ferveney at the
Ohio.
perature, it is no wonder that our children, friends
threne of grace.
O. B. CHENEY.
uently taken from us by
Under the labors of Bro. C. A. Gleason, and relatives are so

2 Gor sale by alldruggies
and BH. TROLS.

Q. M. at Berryville.
It

was my privilege to attend the Quarterly

Meeting at Berryville, W.

Va.,

Saturday

and

The church was enjoy-

ing a gracious revival.

terly conference, as the
related to the ministry,

Twelve or fifteen

had

most important item
which was referred to

the Ministers’ Conference. The Saturday evening

soeial

meeting

possessed

considerable

Sunday morning, 1 preached, ‘and

neglected

there is an encouraging increase in the interest
and the size of the congregations at Blanchess
ter and Mainville.
Last Sunday was a day of

encouragement
sermon,

at B.

preparatory

After
to

Inthe

this cause,

fill-

met with a hearty reception in his new field.
Grove meeting-house was dedcai-

ted Nov. 13. Sermon by Rev. T. E. Peden. Rey.
C. 8. Baxter and Rev. Mr. Brown, both of the
Baptist church, assisted in the services....The
friends of Rio Grande college are greatly cheered by its steady advancement. The past year has

begin to stand up, 4nd before they get through

feet.
re were many fine voices. They sang
many of the hymns
and songs of former days.

They had what they ealled ‘an old-time meet-

ing, which must
be seen to be understood,

At the North we should think it rather boisterous, There, it was said to be moderate,
but it might be improved by a little more order, In warmthof emetiorr, and willingness
to work for the Master, it was ahead of any

zeal,

faithful

work

and

that

ty.

his

oman’s Missionary

Cam-

labors in

ia be
On
Sherman, N.

/Q- M. I have attended in the North for many
years. I think some mourners got throughin | =
that meeting. They take up a collection in ev-

hope-

increase

thigir zeal

May the gloMous

in

work

the
go

Master’s service.
on,

till thousands

are brought hometo Christ.

D. WATERMAN.
Work

in the West.

Minnesota is 188 Jarge as New England, with

Mass. and R. I. over again, Tt has 76 counties

counties organized and

open for the gospel the next five or ten years
EEE

et

breachedby

¥.

Lis

Rev. W. Ruste

8. J. PHELPS Clerk.

attendin

and

coming

on the cars

‘

v

:

Will be:
it wil

Ha COREY, Clerk

EXETER Q. M. MINISTERIAL ABBOCIATION, with
the church mn
» Monday evening, Dee. 4,
beginning with a sermon by Rev. 8. 8. Small.
¥, A. M., the exercises will consist of an
essay on “ The Duty of Self-improverent in the
Mi
” by Rev. 8. C. Whitoomb; Lesson in
Homiletics {Ridden chap, 16), Rev. R. L. Howard,
her, 8 etch of a sermon from Col.8: 8 from

El ee

Tous

ek.
ho Bt ralatars
e following I is 10 the’ propa e
and Layman’s Sut iodbs ogory held at Linooln,
ndall;
. 8. 0)
sermon, J. B. Randal
hy Bare :

amue tthe terottWas andaadbefore
® SotEit0of tho.toting.
a
ng.
fried
‘the Cenference

which was
Pp
harmony.
The JDreaching was spiritual
and seemed to
attended with divine power. Prayer and sooinl meetings were very
ting and the
‘brethren and sisters present seemed to be filled

ler.

16.

Will bold its Dec. ses-

¥

Quarterly ¥leetings,

N. Y.

rity
Oo i

ug Mins
|

with the spirit of the Master and renewed zeal

and energy

the Me.

for his cause,

v.

J,

Mission Bociety, and also Sister

ord. of

Ram-

vey, representing the
Woman’s Mission Socfety,
with additions almost every month.
were present to assist io awakening a deeper
Dacota will soon be an organized into two interestin Mission work, sand did
good and
Keen was
States with capacity for ove hundred counties effectual work. Bro. Columbus T.
preach the
gospel for one year.
each, and Montana will open two States with as licensed to
| Bro. K. is a Tandon of the late Elder
bh
miany counties as Dacota.
There - will be ‘at{ | utchinson, who was the’tirst Free
st

least one thousand

Dee.

WinoNA & HOUSTON (Minn.)
Q. M.
held at Money eek. Sle time of
holoing
changed
from
Dec.

ery meeting, which is done by the contributors
coming to the table and laying their contribu- | OTISPIRLD
Q, M.—Held its November sestions on it. Sabbath evening the house was so sion with the Turner church at Bast Hebron,
A
good
delegation
was present, and most of
densely packed, they had to pass round the
represented b
hats. Time and culture will modify and im- the Dod delegation
Minis
y ere fd

'prove'thieiy outward appesrance, but it will not

cing

evening.

STACY,

en, N. Plate
gurk Staing a A postal to Bro,
E. C.
P. Kg nih yom provided with rk.

of grace has also been enjoyed by the Glidden-

:

‘Friday

the trains of the C. M. & St. P. R. R. ac
can leave tion,
the meet)
iles distant

meeting with very good results.......A work

ful conversions and renewals.

evervys

son win fhe Kart Ls ata ovr ne Sa

Des. 16, 2¢2

came to God. Rev. C. E. Blake protracted the
been some

Meeting

Fox RIVER (111) Q. M.

There was considerable spiritual interest in
the last session of the Van Buren Q. M. Some

burg church, and there have

For

at 1 o’clock, Dec. 9.
1. B, COLEMAN, Cler
ROCHESTER
Q. M., with the Lincoln church
tor), beginning Dec. 9.
Hart,
Rev. C. B.

Christian

been elected pastor of the

and commenced

bi

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
RENSSELAER Q. M., with the East Poestonkiil
church, instead b. the Stephentown Qenter chureh
as Jreviously noticed, commeneiog Friday, 5, M.

him as a model worthy of imitation....Rev. R.
paign church,

from

Hotices and Bppointments.

character of his departed friend, presenting
M. Cloud bas

Pulmo

When death was hourly expected, all remedies
having failed, and Dr. H. JAMES was experiment
in, with the many herbs of Calcutta, he accidentally made a preparation which cured his o
child of Consumption.
Mis obild is now in
coyntry enjoying the best of health.
He has
proved
to
world that Consumption can be
positively and (LS manentiy cured.” The Doetor
now gives this
pe free, only asking two three.
cent stamps to pay expenses.
This herb alse
cures night-sweats, nau
at the stomach, and
will break up a fresh cold in twenty-four hours.
Address,
CRADDOCK & CO., 1082 Race St., Philadelphia, naming this paper.
16U48

tracting the attention of all, both old and
youmg, and promise good results. Bro. G. Las

industry,

resulting

AN ONLY DAUGHTER
CURED OF CONSUMPTION.

fellowthat

been decidedly the best in its history. . Presisponded to, during its delivery. In their soc- dent Moulton was, for a time, a classmate in
ial meetings, they sing often and long, and I Bates college of the late Rev. A. L. Houghton,
announcing the death of
might add with all their might. Some one When the Star came
Bro. H., President
M. took occasion, at the
reads two lines, then all sing, and then the chapel exercises, to make some very feeling
leader reuds or repeats two lines more which and complimentary remarks in regard to the

are then sung. When théy begin to sing they

the deaths

doses, save many doctor's
where,

ed the house assembled to listen to the third
lecture of a series being delivered to the young
people, by the pastor. These lecturvs ste at-

The Union

half

A bottle of N. G. White’s

Bupper,

to ehurch

evening a congregation

colds;

Elixir kept in the house for immediate nse,
prevent much sickness, and by
the use of a few

appropriate

the Lord’s

three person were received
ship.

an

minister settledat Hebron,
1801,

The

Turner

Sees

He died there in

.

has labored

A

ear-

.

Resolved, Tbat her triumphant death in8pires us to trust her God who can ~o sweetly
lead us across the * little brook,” and
Resolved, That we tender to Bro. Law-

the Mondays following the 1st and 8rd Bundays. Atthe last meeting there was un inance called out by a paper presented

sefvices in it.

and influence, and

Providence

teresting discussion on the subject

DwpeyeLry ago

congregation

these meuns she seemed brought near to us,
therefore,
:
ha
i
Resolved, Thutwe feel'a precious life has
been lost to earth, save as she lives in memory

of

Dec.

semi-monthly,

large

Whereas.
Although we knew sister Lawrence only by her works and the testimony of
her companions in missionary labor, yet by

Rhode Island.
of

a

our dear Bro. Lawrence, who is 8 son of this
Q. M., the companion of his life’s jouraey, and

4, and welcomed four néw members to the fellowship of the church. The religious interest
continues very hopeful.
The meeting of the ministers

Preaching by E. Blake, C. Bean,

80 as to make the February
the first instead of the lust

The pastor of the Mt. Vernon church, (Lowell)

from

V. G.

sented by delegates. A resolution presented
to the previous session to amend the by-laws

of

Rev. J. C. Waldron and wife of Amesbury,

five.

Hall,

Mrs.

several were led to Christ. We om i Rp
warmest welcome, and enjoyed a
ious ses»,
gion of the Q. M. Owing
to bud Fouds and
weather,
but few of the churches were repre-

pul-

>

:

J.

present,

By well nigh run ou

for the

whose

J.

A. L. Morey.

He drew togethér

J

New Hampshire.
C. Waterman is supplying

Rev.

M.. was

when Rev.J. J. Hull began

with good suc-

cess for the 8o. Auburn church.
:
Rev. G.

the

A judicious selection..... .

New York.
The Odessa N: Y, church, Rev. G. R. Foster,

the hymn, nearly all that sing, are on their

?

for

with friends in Somerville, Mass. He
however, to b& at work again soon.

faction.

the attention given to the sermon was enough
to inspire any public speaker. In the afternoon Bro. Dunjee preached an excellent sermon; and in the evening, Bro, Fisher preached
.an effective discourse which was frequently re-

™ “THE FREE BAPTIST.”
he can do no more, after a good night's |
This
is the title of a new ‘denominationsleep will arise so rested and completely
al paper projected by our brethren in the
restored that with fresh energy and renewed efforts he can cheerfully engage in Northwest,to be published at Minnespolis, Minn,, and to be conducted for the
the duties of another day! .

the day.

HE

the system then in operation.

whose

es the great duties and responsibilities of

last arti-

penses since Nov. 1876, as compared with

How wonderful it is ‘here to our home above,” | | .

sequent enjoyruent, to him who discharg-

ey

under-

Bates College.

Weare very

be succeeded
by a night of rest and sub- last issue, ‘We are told that a Free Bap-

ips

the

interest.

The Secretary prepared and introduced
the mission cards now in use in the
churches. His personal expenses are in-

and

-confidence and_love.
Rev. O. T. Moulton of Haverhill is regularly
supplying the pulpit of the Somerville church.

with

under the old arrangement,

received. The practical operation of this
co-operative plan considered financially

prostration,

standing that he would be allowed if nec-

article

been converted and others were mourners,
as the anxious ones are here called.
Thre was not much business done in quar-

receives

He is suffering from ner

vous

essary, to reply to any rebuttal which Mr.
Ingersoll might make. This privilege is
now refused him by the editor of the

Ingersoll*s

Sunday, Nov. 19,20.

and

work for anonth.

friends who came to cheer them up and who
departed leaving & gift of twenty dollars,
which was subsequently increased. to twenty-

He takes the place of the three Corresponding Secretariés of the three societies
the compensation that each one of them

parish

were surprised lately by a gathering of their

Benominational,
|-

and

health is not yet such as to admit of his pfeach-

two hundred

and fifty letters, many of them to be an-

kept

staying

pro tem.

Boyd, A. L. Morey andJ. J. Hull.
It was
Bro. Jame~ Libby. cel
ebrated bis 84th birthday. Oct. 25, and his
presence and stirring address on Thursday added much interest to the meeting.
The location of the next
Q. M. being left
with the clerk, any church willing to entertain 3
it, please write him Immediately, Dover, N.
H., Star office.
Ji M. BAILEY, Clerk.
WAUPUN Q. M.—Held its last session in the
Regular Baptist church’ in the town of Marcelion, Nov.
25-27... Alth
‘the. Regular
Baptists own the house yet thei

has

uow

Press that the editor of th North American Review inveigled him into a reply to

have mercy on all who will receive it
through faith in Christ, * Who will have
to

pulpit

Clerk

Bowdoin Q.

Ramsey delivered an addresa on missions, fol
lowed by M. H. Tatbex, of Miun., J. Boyd and
J.

ing.

It appears evident that God will |

all men to be saved and

his

A. P. WHITNEY, (lerk.
M.—Convened at White

in the absence of the clerk, of Rev. A. L. Mor-

ey,

Maine.
from

Q.

| an interesting session. _.

The illness of Rev. J. J. Hall of Auburn
him

.

Oak Hill, Poland, Oct. 26, and organized by
the choice of Bro. W. T, Smith Moderator, and

to

has

. Hlinisters and Churches.

pastor, Rev.

We have received a copy of the Caialogue and Triennial of Bates College for
1881—2. It is a handsomely printed
pamphlet of over fifty pages and a pleasing index of the growth and excellence
of an institution in whose existence its
friends have reason to rejoice. Itrecords
the names of 148 undergraduates,
of
whom 22 are in the Theological Department and 41 are in the new Freshman
class. We are pleased to observe the increasing list of scholarships advertised.

not only in accordance with’ the declarations of Scripture
but also with the expe-

the day in whic
we shall
h be wide awake "A trial number has! already appeared.
‘offering the paperto subscribers, and ‘and at work and the night
for rest and
of our readers, we assume, have
urge once more that both ministry and resuscitation
for a new day. So lifeis a Most
read
the
interesting communication relatdayto be followed bya night, a day of
ing
to
this
enterprise. published in our
| probation of voluntary, earnest labor to

A

Free

cle in a scathing manner.

faith, obedience, conditions of mercy. In
short, so free and full are the overtures
of mercy that whoever will accept through
Christ shall receive them.
**Let him

CUMBERLAND

its band open, and many Christians are giving
their mites to systain the gospel among the
destitute of the West and feel it a privilege to
M. H. TARBOX.
do so.

appear-

of The

of the sophistries of Ingersoll’s

repentance,

Mission

Our parent Home

to this object.

labors o

settled 4] Bie.

tor of the Turner and Buckfield churches,
Next session with the Bridgton church,

multi-

Society will appropriate a part of its funds

faithful

R. Scott who has been recently

tudes who are seeking bomes in the West?
We are glad to know that the Woman’s Mis.

NOTES:
:
~ Judge Black states in ti Philadelphia
Mr.

mercy, so that if we comply we may
know personally ¢‘ on whom he will have

nature's sweet restorer balmy sleep,” is
forcible in its utterances, able in all its only experienced in all its sweet deli- | trenchment of expenses can be made it
departments, above reproach as to the ciousness by him who becomes weary in ‘will be made. Let us hope, pray, work
and give till we are called from all labor

quality of its advertisements, devout

the

Baptist.

which he has given us the conditions of

To have mercy

expectancy

ance of the next number

cret will, an arbitrary or absolute will,
a will unknown or untevealed; for he has

mation of all our fondest hopes in heaven ; knowledge of the truth.”

ed the shoulders compressed the lungs
and produced consumption and premagreat reform movements
of the age, ture death.
We utter our protest against
speaking boldly but judiciously, without this kind of stooping but when it is apundue heat and yet with firmness, the plied to pride, vanity, self-righteousness
message which from the beginning of its sell-aggrandizement and self-sufficiency,
Wwe approve it most emphatically.
Here
existence’it
has been set to declare.
let us * stoop and conquer.
Its management will constantly rememREST.
ber that first of all the Star is a religious
There are some words in the English
publication on the broad basis of the enlanguage that fall upon the ear with petire Gospel, declaring its great truths for
culiar sensations and have a - heart-felt
the melioration of human society and the significance. They soothe while
others
salvation of imperiled souls. On this irritate ; they charm while others repel.
ground we do not hesitate to ask en- Oné of these sweet, fascinating words is
trance wherever there is a home to admit *“Rest.” It is a balm to the worn-out
us. We shall also loyally remember that and weary body or mind. It drives away
lassitude and invigorates the human syswhile the Star knows nothing of secta- tem for new labor and new
enjoyment.
. rian bigotry it is the organ of a deThis rest comes to us in its most comnomination whose body in particular, mon, effective and mysterious form in
It
whose standards and institutions and sleep. How wonderful its influence!
is
impossible
to
go
without
it,
and
live.
varied Christian work, both at home and
Even the mind must have it, or it beconies’
abroad, it is to represent, defend, cherish unbalanced and insanity follows. This is
and.commend. On this ground we ask often the way it. is produced. So it is

homes wherever found. We shall strive
to makeit sound in doctrine, fresh and

with’ “hopeful

on such conditions as he pleases; and in
this matter he has notleft us in uncertainty or doubt. It does mot depend on a se-

Christ absolutely and ugconditionally ag take the water of life freely.”

ago, 1781, called on Dr. Cotton Mather
whose services we can secure articles and
who gave hima lesson which he always
communications that shall be timely, forremembered. In showing him a shorter
cible, interesting, instructive, and helpful.
way out, Dr. Mather engaging his attenWe feel justified in claiming that the tion in conversation suddenly exclaimed,
© Star has been wont to stand in the front ‘“ Stoop, stoop! Not understanding him
Franklin immediately struck his head
rank of religious weeklies in this country.
against a beam and receiving instruction
It means to sustain itself, to hold all that which he put as follows:
“ You are young
"it has achieved or gained, to be found at and have the world before you; Stoop as
all times in the very forefront of the bat- you go throughit and you will miss many,
tle for the Truth, and.fo move with the hard thumps.” The lesson is good but
the figure is bad. We have too much of
progress of the providences of God. It
this literal, physical stooping as we go
will aim to give the news on all topics through the world.
Man was made to
‘belonging to the sphere of its proper stand and sit upright with his head as
work, and point out and discuss, as the high as nature has placed it and his body
hour may seem to require and the sub- as straight as it is possible for him to
keep it. From the sheer hubit of stoopjeet to merit, the tendency and influence
of every notable event. It will be found
sympathizing and co-operating with the

means

truth ' hideous “or re- That God might be just‘and justify sio- Review so he proceeds to animadvert some

: we should help it and not hinder it.-

isfactory and helpful to all.

get from the

'When you present. it, do so in

no

;

it is God's prerogative to have mercy

THE TRUTH.
Stick to the truth under
all circumstances; but do not adhere to it
in such a way as “to make it odious or

special

by

clear the guilty.”

selves and our money to save these vast

as it'will deserve to, and we will heartily

an able minister of Jesus without the be- truth, forgiving iniquity and transgres-

under the earnest and

Shall we not imitate our prototype, the Lord
Jesus who gave liimself to save, and give our-

Assuming that

so carefully and prayerfully considered,
that they are right in the position they have
taken that a paper is needed to do a work
.on our denominational frontier which we
wish they could feel that the Star might

it is his will

—

.

Bxid with
mostings Te
to snetalu thelf
pe
,
is now, / and will be, + | | nestly
in the Northwest. “Fhere
th ey mere wilfo
years
al
seve
Fo
seools,
x
a
several
For
success.
|
of
meeting
a county with no religious
many

great

No doubt the brethren in the North-

powers necessary to fulfill his mission,

Rev. John ¥ ness into light—into Christ—into heaven?
No, never! He can not stem the tide of
Rev. J. M. worldliness, error and skepticism and be

our

toward this latest born ¢‘child of the Star.”

and given him his word for a guide—s
safe and ‘sufficient guide? This word

for 1882 the following names:

consider

him that formed it wby hast thou made

when he has endowed

aid, and expect to bring souls out of dark-

to

believers,

interests as a united people. We imply
by this, however, no feeling of disfavor

the other hand he was +and did do as he pleased in the beginning
confess it, in this great There was no one to dictated .or oppose
him. He giade us just as he pleased, and
afraid to do a mean
cowardly let us all be he pleased to make us after his own im* Conscience makes cowards age; and ‘* shall the thing formed say to

Tae HoLy Spirit. What can we do
witheut him PEspecially, what can a minister do without him? Can a man stand up in
the name of Christ and preach the everlasting gospel effectively without this divine

of Christian

commissioned to do a work that none
other can do for us, ahove all merely lo-

:

He is the autior ofall things. He could do

ilo

a distinct body

* God's will lies at the foundation of all
our hopes. He can do with us as he

pleases.

in

We must not, however

i
forget that as regards ; our organization
i as

19;

of us all"—and it ought to in this case.

in the form of a brief prospectus, to
indicate, in" general terms, the basis
upon which we ask the continued
favor of old

Right than to succeed

of its members.
I

Whom

willshow mercy on

the Wrong.” On
equally frank, ¢ I
presence, I am
thing.” If this is

“The Morning Star” for 1882.

of

in the

1881.

7,

STAR, DECEMBER
we

-

Gy

EXPOSITION.
was 35: Bi

princi
i
right thing ; and let not cowardice lead
to hesitation or comproizise.
Be-a man,
be a Christian under all circumstances.
Like Garfield say, ‘I would rather be

7, 1881.

MORNING
:

A

Have cour-

age to stick to your principles and do the

Star.
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« Well, I didn’t mean to knock the
breath out of you, intirelee,” he said apologetically, and ended with a flourish. —_|
«I. don’t care,” she replied accepting

GRANDMA'S NECKLACE.

his “apology.

I.

The fashion of ‘to-day, you know,
1s to renew quaint things, and show
The ancient gems our methers wore
A bundred years ago, or more!
It happened thus the other day
“That grandma’s necklace came in play—
The rich, round beads of Guinea gold,

‘Whose value hardly can be told.
A madam, who shall nameless be,

The courtly Lady Hunptington—
Arrayed in purple, lace and ruff,
Made of the flimsiest gauzy stuff,

iL.

you any

¢ Me? I'm Drake ; there was two of us

an’ one was Duck an’ 'tother Drake. She's
dead an’ I'm Drake.”
Oh, ho!” came from the

round-eyed,

and

twont

be

so

cold

as’tis

and my son also, drank and:|

more intelligent and more frank than

ma, and she had, long curls, .an' gold
rings, an’ a gold chain,
un’ a little

stop putto it.

gold hand hung onit what I use to play

well as

with.”

for

In alarm
the

others,

for my son,

as

moment;

vowed

that

not'

Mr.

3

’

Walters wrapped their little one

“ The age

little Emmy got that night!

She was put

with his four sons,

eat an’ wear, tho’ I don't get

to bed at last in a pretty

white

Thanksgiving

opened

drupkards from their annual crop of cider,
made regularly and keptin the cellar.
This exawple strengthened me in my resolve never to have one drop of the article in my house again.”— Signal.

you, Drake?”
The child shook

This picture differs wondrously
From grandma of my infancy,

‘Remained unchanged till the last strife,
‘When robed anew, with angel face,
The golden links ne’er found a place—
This souvenir, this costly chain,
Teaches a lesson always plain;
It says, seek jewels that will be
Lasting to all eternity!

I,”

Quoth a grave and motherly pumpkin pie,
“ And just as happy as a pie can be,
For every one chuckles who looks at me.”
“* Beside a squash pie a pumpkin is bosh.”
““ I shall not last for a very great while,”

w

a broad, winning

her

can

custard pie shook, attempting to speak;

‘crowed,™ an

awful

shriek—
Ly
‘
“ We all looked quite well, till our faces to
pick
5
That girl took & notion,—she ought to be
sick.”
At that I awoke, and beginning to cry,
. And heard mamma say, * She’s had 100 much

pie.”

:

— Christian Register.

Familp Circle.
-DRAKE'S THANKSGIVING.
BE E. H. FRENCH.

The small rugged figure was clad in
what had once been a snuff-colored calico
tattered

a

with

dress,

shawl

drawn

around its shoulders, balf concealing the
tangled thatch of golden hair, and blue

bare feet on the rough cellar stairway.
The sweet blue eyes were shyly peeping
into the half-open door, while the child
crouched down to avoid observation.
“Old Sal's got back” she muttered

Guess 1'd

presently, “ An’ she’s drunk.
have

than

ruther be cold

her wallopin’

me.”

Inside that cellar door was one of the
lowest dens ever inhabited by vice or poy-

erty. In the one rickety chair, swaying
back and forth in a drunken stupor, was

a woman“of apparently forty years. Her
face was red and bloated, and her clothing ragged and loathsome, while from
her lips came the tiresome repetition :
“ A little man and he had a little gun;
Bullets make of lead,”

The farniture
chair

this,

oaths and

creature

beside the
occupied,

was composed of a three-legged table, a

‘The child,

satisfied with

iawn

her survey,

turned into the narrow street. It was
nearly dark now, and the stinging Novvember air made hec draw her shawl
closer about her.

Obly that part of the

sky could be seen above which was inclosed by the dingy roofs of the tall rickbuildings. She saw
ly and. crowded

roma

a

over =

head and

, and if they were cold up there

80h ig

all alone Belg Yight of foot butshe nowmyas.
the passers-by,
edo
i

love God.

Well,

Ole

Sal

I b'long

stole

three years

great markets, and * there she

me

old,

so

wandered

among the crowd all alone. No one noticed her except to push her out of the
way. At length, jostled about, she managed to reach a stand where cakes, candy
and peanuts were sold under the glare of
burning naptha, and with the stentorian
cry, * Peanuis!
Five cents a quart, all
hot!” The Babel of -sounds from the
rest of the market men, was deafening, as
the crowd surged to and fro, and the

herself

and forgot the

and stealing.

unnoticed,

grew

‘very

bold.. She knew no seruple, and whatever

she could manage successfully
away from a cake stand would

to thieve
be likely

gry stomach. So when the man was very
busy she seized a cake and started to run
away. Just then the proprietor spied
her, and motioned a clerk to tend his bus-

with

her

“upon

It
of

naughty

habits

Now,

as each

to trust and
Thanksgiving

comes that mother’s heart overflows with
gratitude to her Heavenly Father more
and more for his great mercies and loving
kindness.
*
m————le

HAVING

A

YOUR OWH

WAY.

There is a story told in. old Plymouth,
about
a deacon whose pig once escaped
from his control, and rather than be
caught, struck out into the harbor and

told

to

on an adjoining
had become

are very

he concluded with,

and it is just as

mes

in old

Mr.

Piggy,

you

know

your

own business best!”

Human beings like to have their own
way, but one's own way is frequently the
worst way a person can have. The limitations which restrain us on every hand

are the limitations of mercy. We chase
phantoms and plunge into bogs,—it is

can

be

Drake

screamed,

from

habit,

for

shaking was a comparatively light

the

pun-

ishment, to the blows she often received
in Old Sal's cellar. A lady and geotleman were walking by, and, seeing the
child so roughly treated, stopped to inquire’the cause.
“ Why you see,” said the irate clerk,
the little jide has stolen one of my cakes,

and I've had so much

annoyance in that

line, Lam goingto take her to the lockup.’
Drake's eyes
grew big with terror, but she said valiantly, ‘1 never; I
didn’t touch your old cake, an’'ifl did,
where is it now ?"—with a little sneer.
The lady spoke, ‘* Why, you have eaten it, my dear; your lips are all covered
with

the crumbs.”

And

then she

drew

the child to her side, taking her from the

rough grasp of the clerk.
Mr.

Walters,

for that was the gentle-

paid the man for his cake

and sent him away.

my reach, and

an odd

name!

Where

of something

wonderful and grand somewhere in the
future. Neither change nor loss had then
made me realize
earthly
things.

the uncertainty of all
I felt secure in my

mother’s love, and dreamed of losing
nothing and gaining much. Looking
back now, my chief satisfaction is that I
loved and obeyed my parents and tried to
make them happy by trying to be good.
That I did not succeed in all respects,
that I fell very far shart of my good intentions, was a frequent ‘cause of sorrow.
I had at that time a very great thrist for
knowledge and little means to gratify it.

The beauty of outward+nature early im-

TEMPERANCE SHUES
do

:

The evil of corrupt literatare may well
excite the gravest apprehessions. Its
victims are numbered by the ten thousands, and the foul epidemic is spreading

more and more.
the problem.

What

Says

the

to

do with it is

Cincinnati

Ga-

zelte, published in a city that feels the
* The law
is easily applied to (he suppression of any
public nuisance such as a slaughter-house
or glue-factory if it be erected in a district already thickly inhabited. It may be
more difficult to put an end to a moral
source of corruption like villainous sheets
which are now published for the instruchonible curse

most

keenly,

tion of boys in all kinds -of recklessness

pressed me; and the moral and spiritual
and crime, but some method should be
beauty of the holy lives I read of in the
devised for checking the evil. Scarcely
Bible and other good books, also affected
“a month has elapsed for years past in
me with a sense of my own falling short
and longing for a better state. With every which we have rot been compelled to describe the running away of boys to hunt
wish for thee, I am thy sincere friend,
buffaloes and kill Indians, or even with

JonN G. W

asked kindly.
i
The answer care timidly, ‘‘ Drake,”
* Drake,

dreaming

A lady bad be
when the fou

wy

the intention of becoming robbers.

Not

|-many months ago some youths were arOUT OIDER. restedin Canida who were fitting out a
‘off a pledge boat for piracy
on the lakes, and now it
pro-

turns out that two, boys in, Illinois wreck-

paused, trying

to re-

wember
the rest.
;
- Mrs. Walters’ face became at once
strangely changed. She was listening
with ev:

rve now, and Mr.

Walters

became
all at once greatly - interested in
the child.
:
:
:

* Emmeline, Emily, Emma,” suggest-

Writing a friendof mine ‘last summer,

periodical literature, but surely the effort

who owned a large farm with a five apple should be made by our Legislatures. Unorchard, she said suddenly: * Did you til this is done, parents stiould he doubly
know that cider would make drunkards?” on the watch as to their children’s readI answered, ** Yes, 1 have olten heard ing, and influence should be exerted with

shat Je will |

Wel

[bE

retail dealers to induce

* Well,” said my friend, * I have, as

you know, fever identified myself with

work ; have never given
the Jady,
:
J
: the temperance
* Emmeline, that's it; Emmeline,” re- the subject.
much thought, as I have vevpeated Drake almost dreamily. ¢ An’ 1 er had an intemperate relative in my fambud a dolly—a real dolly, an’ I called it ily, and so can A #ny me.ns be callDotty.” And she tossed back her hair, ed a ‘fanaf o' on THY temperance question,
But I have found out, sinoe, 1 bave been
| a8 if it obsoured ber memory.

them to stép

sraffic in such poison,”

D.:

things, speaks of
¢* Endowment,”

with the writer or not.

PENTATEUCH.

Price

For

Popular

$1.25.

Boston:

George

H.

Mr. Stebbins was formerly President, Lectur=
er and Professor of Theology inthe Mead-

ville Theological School.
seventy

pages

of

He treats in the tirst

Kuenen’s

*‘ Religion

of

Israel ” as introductory to the study which he
bas in view. *‘ The work is not addressed to
scholars, but is an appeal to the
and sober thought of the people,

sound. sense
It has been

published at the request, however, of scholars,
professors

in

the

Lheological

schools,

and

ministers of the different denominations,
their own use and for the
and parishes.”

He

proceeds

to

use of their
’

examine the

giving at first an

origin

outline of the

for

classes

antiquity of the first five books of our

and

Bible—

work he is to

exumine that the course of his inquiry

may be

ciearly understood. He dwells upon the external evidence, beginning with. the Book of
Esdras probably written a short time before
the birth of Christ and working backward to
Malachi—to Ezra—to David—te Moses and
fortifying his position as strongly as possible.
He then takes up the internal evidence from

its style and language; its contents and struct

fermented liquors are liableto

become

hereditary, even to the third generation,
inereusing, if the course be continued, till

the fumily ‘becomes extinct.— Darwin.

w
kn )

vist %

of

the

articles

Popular

requiring

discrimination

than

monthlies, and this was the very

which

it was established.

more

ordinary

purpose

The

for

editors say,

** It became necessary to have a magazine
that

would give expression to advancing scientific

thought foy

the

benefit of ‘the more intelligent

classes of the commufiity.” Among the article
s

of the

present

number are tho following:

** Physical Education;” * Popular Fallacies”
* Rise and Fall of Paleontology; “¢ Equality
aod Inequality of Sex;” “ Half Century of
Science;” * Catholicism, Protestantism and
Suicide;” *‘ North America in the Icé Period Red
“ Disense-Germs,” &o, It is specially iuter-

esting to those who have a taste for scientific
studies.

rT.

The International Review for December
gives us the usual number of able articles on

important subjects. There are‘‘ The Education of the Deaf and Dumb,” a chapter on the
late war, writings of Huxley, “ Sir Henry
Vane,” “New Outlets for American Products,”
“Influence

United

of

European

States,”

of Moses.
His conclusions are unique
satisfuctory
; and difficult to disbelieve.
book will pay for careful study.

and
The
!

&

aod

Industries

* Sugar

ou

the

Culture

in

Mr. James is confessedly one of the very best
of recent American novelists, unique, graceful
und brilliant. Even those who complain of
his trans-Atlantic notions and tastes, and a
certain want of cheeriness and warmth in bis
style, are less inclined to censure him for what

he is not than to praise him for what he is—an
original and skilltul delineator of some very
real, even if rather hidden, phases of character

and hfe. We think his high reputation fully
sustained by this his latest production. The
subject is that of the American girl in Europe

Co, 111 and 118 William 8t.,
:

taken from foreign standard

publications.

Is

is a weekly magazine and gives more than
three-and-one-fourth thousand weil-filled pages
of reading matter yearly! making four large
volumes. I%suing it so often gives opportunity

for fresh

and complete selections from

the

ablest productions of the old world and there
by affords a great runge of subjects and variety

of treatment,
Its pages contain the writings
of such men as Max Muller, Gladstone, Froude,

Huxley, Proctor, Goldwin Smyth, Tyndall,
Matthew Arnold and many other uble writers.

It is culculated to be a thorough compilation

the best periodical literature of the age.

gratis, It is published by Littell & Co., Boston.
St.

Nicholas

for

December

bas

outdone

itself this time.
Itis a Christmas number
larger than usual and full of appropriate illus-

{trations,

It is commended

as

the

* finest

number of that magazine ever issued.” Its
ninety pages—such pages with such articles
und illustrations—make it a splendid Christmas

present for any bey or girl.

Boys

and

girls

will of course be interested fn the pictures,
stories, poems and wide-awake pieces which
are bere published for their special benefit;

and they will by no means pass

by the offer of

Deacon Green, who proposes
to give ome
buudred dollar bills, a dollar apiece,to one
hundred boys and girls who shall do a certain
pleasant kind of work for him in the best

manner.
oO

LITERARY

NOTES.

Mr. Jobu Walter, of the London
7'ime
likes the United States very much indeed.
N,

wonder,

when he entered it by the Newffort
.

The new book called “ The Wit and Wisdom
of Lord Beaconsfield” is a good sample case of
the intellectual goods dispensed by the late

English Premier.
The Academy says that Louise Creighton’s
First History of England ” is one of the most

satisfactory of the many

histories of England

lately published for schools.

The late Dean Hook's sermons on * The
Charch and its Ordinances” have been published by Bentley, of London, in two volumes,

also a volume of ** Parish Sermons,” by
same learned and able author,

the .

“ Poetry,” said N. P. Willis, *‘ Is an angel in
your breast, and you had better not turn her

—a subject now becoming somewhat familiar,
but here presented with such a degree of

out to be your maid of all work.”

novelty in the conception and artistic elaboration in the execution, that the reader will not

Another British publisher has been knighted
by the Queen—Mr. Thomas Boyd, of the Edin-

be likely to complain of any lack of freshness

and stiwulus to interest in the work. The
scenes are laid in “Evgland and Italy, but the
characters

are

nearly all

Americans.

It is

said that the most of them are real personages,
and that they have experienced some very

decided

changes

of relationship

since

events chronicled in these pages.

the

The volume

is handsomely printed snd bound,
SELECTIONS OF SCRIPTURE. For public worship. Topically arranged by Rev, Charles H,
Richards, Tuinter Brothers, Merrill & Co.,
= Broudway, New York. Price 60 cents in
oth.
is
These selections are for responsive reading.
They are tuken from the common version of the.
Bible and broken into phrases such as are
found to be most convenient for responsive
reading, each being numbered. The minister

responsive (reading

will

flod ita very

con.

venient work to facilitate their, object.
HELEN'S BABIES. * With’ some account of
thew ways; iunocent, crafty, angelic, imp-

ish, witching

nud repulsive.

‘ record —of

their

_ thelr existence.

Also a

partial

jen

days of

actions , during

Bv John Habberton.

Phil-

adelpbia: T. B. Peterson & Brothers, 306
cents,
Pri0 ce

new

edition

vigorous,

of sprightly,

sparkling thoughts of humor

will bring to

many minds the remembrance of reading this
Jluughter-provoking picture of child-life. Here
is an opportunity of reading it again, and those

who

buve

privilege.

not

readit can now

It is dedicated to the

the best children

tnjoy

*‘ Parents

in the world,” with

burgh house of Oliver & Boyd.
The late Professor
Edinburgh, lefts work
Use of English,” which
‘published. It will cite

:

W. B. Hodgson,
of
entitled ** Error in the
isto be immediately
examples from recent

literature of the misuse of words and of inaccuracies in grammar and Will teach writers

to mind their p’s and q's.
Everything is for the young folks nowadays. “ A Young Folk’s History of the War"

for the Union ” is coming along.
_Mr. A. P.

Guernsey

gives

a very

good in--

troduction to Emerson in his new volume

a hint

on

the Concord philosopher and poet,

‘Phe widow of the late ex-President Millard
Fillmore leaves public bequests to the amount
of $50,000, among which is-one of $20,000 to the-

University of Rochester,

is

‘¢ The Hoosier 8chool Boy,” by Edward Fg-gleston, and Mrs. Dodge's story, * Donuld and
Dorotby,” begin in the Christmas St. Nicho=las. to beissued November 29, According to
their usual custom, the conductors of that
magazine
will make a specially brilliant
number of this Christmas issue. It has a
hundred pages, a special cover, and nearly 8

bundred pictures, with a Christmas story, “An '
Angel in an Ulster,” among its Christmas
contents,
!
: Biographical sketches of Miss Sarah 0. Jewett and Miss Blanche W. Howard ure among

the features of the lust Literary

World.

The

former's ** Country By-Wuys.” and the latier’s-

* Aunt Serena,” are two of the foremost books

of the season, ~ Miss Jewett is a native: of So.

the / Berwick, Me. ; Miss Howurd, of Bangor,
of

of

It fills

the place of quarterlies and monthlies, and it
keeps its readers posted in the various departments of science and literature, politics and
art. Its value to the American reader renders
it almost indispensable and insures its future
success.
The subscription price is $8.00 a
year, or with any one of the American $4.00
monthlies or weeklies $10.50 a year, or to the
subscribers of 1882 all the weekly members of
"Bl after the money is received will be sent

door.
THE PORTRAIT OF A LADY. By Henry James,
Ji. pp. 6.
Boson:
Houghton, Mifflin &
Co.
1581. Price $2.00.
'

monthly closes the volume
Price 50 cents postpaid.

:

York.

and rites; and from enactments after the time

; This

It is ‘'remarku ble that all : the diseases
arising from drwking spirituous
or

number

Monthly lies upon our table, It

and

ure; its undesigned coipcidences; its minuteness of details; from Egyptiap customs, words

hestuut 8,

a

/

the

December

A. 8. Barnes

Being denationalized

Shy
was
488, and ed a train, with <7 fatal results, solely
The child had gathered confidence, and hibited.
now answered glibly, ‘Down in Old Sal's she would drink all she wanted of it, and through the influence, as they admit, of
cellar on Water street. - But,”
she added allow her family to use it. The following the sensational papers for juveniles. It or leader reads the odd numbers and the "conthat cider canbe the may be hard to frame a law. that sball be
quickly, “ I don’t beleng there, I am incident shows
gregation the even, aud those portions de“quality folks, only I was stole when I cause of habitual and confirmed drunken- specificand yet comprehensive enough to signed for both are printed in small capitals.
ness :
a
i
check the circulation of this demoralizing Those congregations that wish to adopt
was little, hod my name use ter be Em—
Emma =~" "She

The

Science

‘We have received Littell's ifn Age of
Nov. 19 and 26, which abounds ib able articles

D.

made |

difficult to determine.

sympathy for hamanity.

Kllis, 141 Franknu St. 1881.

1

His

European

New

Reading.
Being on Inquiry into the Age of
the So-called Books of Moses, with an Introductory
Examination of
Recent
Dutch
Theories,us represented by Dr. Kuenew’s
* Religion of Israel.” By Rufus,P. Swbbins,

homes

iness, but then thought again, and finally
weather-proof to an almost unlimited demercy that fences our path across, and
sent the clerk instead, to catch the little
hedges up our course. The man who gree; and in nothing else can they be
culprit, and deliver her up to the police. .
thinks he can do as he pleases, soon in- more safely trasted to the guidance of
Drake struggled through the crowd volves himself in a maze of tronbles; their protective instincts. Don’t be afraid
and swiftly sped up the street, devouring and he who determines to have his own that an active boy will burt
- himself by
the cake as she went, by huge mouthtuls.
way soon finds that his own way ends in voluntary exposure, unless his chances
Having finished it, she turned defiantly
for out-door play are so rare as to tempt
ruin and io death.—Common People.
and faced ber pursuer.
him to huge the first opportunity. Weath‘Here, you little brat! A pretty chase
er-proof “people are almost sickness
you've led me!” he growled.
WHITTIER'S CHILDHOOD.
proof; a merry bunting-excursion to the
‘“ What sou want of me, mister?” askA little boy in Pennsylvania recently snow-clad highlands will rarely fail to
Drake demurely.
:
wrote to the poet Whittier, asking him counteract the consequences of repeated
* I'll show you what I want of you, how he spent his days when he was a boy ; surfeits; even girls who have learned to
you little heathen. I'll take you to the and Mr. Whittier wrote in reply:
brave the winter storms of our Northstation-house.”
ek
My Dear Young Friend,—I think at the western prairies will afterward laugh at
*1 'aint done noffin’ tall,” protested age of which thy note inquires I found ¢ draughts” and ** raw March winds.”"—
the child.
about equal satisfaction in our old rural Dr Fehx L. Oswald, in
r. Science
*¢ You haint, where is that ‘cake you home, with the shifting panorama of the Monthly for November.
took P” he demanded with a violent shake. seasons, in reading the few books within
_en,i,ift”,
— rt sits

is

large place.
created

is the spirit and life of Jesus, who possessed u
fellow-feeling
for all mankind—a
heartfelt

STUDY OF THE

would take good care not to cure them of
such salutary idiosyncrasies.
Every observant teacher must have
noticed the innate hardiness of young
boys, their unaffected indifference to wind
and weather. They seem to take a delight in braving the extremes of temperature, and, by simply indulging this penchildren

Christianity

a

Louisiana.”
This
with this number.

is in full sympathy

not rarely ** feel as if they were going to

of theirs,

message ?—Textual

outcome
the let

he hud

and. Success

that is the only power to save us; a harmooy
of the record is to be found in the spirit that
lives beneath it. The key of the inspired Word

the Stoic sect from their master’s predilection for an open porch. Children who

chant

has

“ Selfhood,” * Personal Element,” and * Life
of Jesus. Itis not without pointor interest
to the mind of the careful student. The most
of the positions taken seem tenable and suggestive. It is one of those books well adapted
to inspire thought and bring the Christian into
spiritual communion with Christ, wbether he

re-

be choked” in unventilated rooms, and

desire

is the gist, the
the spirit, not

The author, among other
the
* Power,”
* Spirit,”

hearse, etc., walking as sitting ; the peripatetic philosophers derived their name
from their pedestrian proclivities, and

bave been brought up in hygienic

of

he becomes the property of the world.

pensees me voulent

easy to think, debute

settings

ual Christ rather ths the historical Christ

better come back, Piggy! Jamais aller qu’ avec mes jambes,” says

Plymouth has received a timely caution
in the deacon’s fatherly words,
‘Well,

ter of his

the witchery

Rousseau (** Only the movement of my
feet seems to set my brains a-going”),

** Or,

the

giving way to the Christianity of spirit.” Ii
is not the statement however perfect it may
be that makes the religion perfect, but itis the
living power to be found in it. It is the splrit-

your best swepfmeats
By

for

their time aud place; but our real

idea of fusty rooms with prison-life, pun-

for out-door festivals.

religious verities.”

hearts

thought

sense, but real

todo not with ibecidents and accidents but
with the MAN.” “ Jesus is the only part of
of Christianity that bas not been underrated

ishmenty, and sickness. Open a window
whenever they complain of headache or
nausea; promise them a woodland excursion
as a reward of exceptionally

Save

away from the

io whose

offers u class “of

the core

been there,

luxuriousness sated

he says: * We are grateful

der to forestall the chief danger of indoor life, make your children love-sick
after fresh air; make them associate the

You'd better come back I”
But as piggy kept paddling out to sea,

many a rash and willful person

at

experience, and all minor matters of detail in

and can make useful babits as well as
evil ones
a sort of second nature. In or-

behavior.

intellectual

has grown

enduring,

beast as follows:

«« Well, Mr. Piggy, you know your own
business best! You know your own business best!” and regretfully abandoned
him to his fate.
Piggy soon reached the end of his career; but his fume survived him; and

al rest.

“I'he nineteenth century really emphasizes no
new needs. .
:
The author states
his position clearly when

THE FRESH-AIR HABIT.
Early impressions

ry-book.

i

hunger and heartache

nor outgrown,
What
of his peculiar genius,

gard the lovely shade-tree as a primary
requisite to the enjoyment of a good sto-

. “You'd

such
which

and deep and humble with the direst need of
life. It is a mistake to suppose that mankind

habitual

deacon stood on the shore and in a father-

refractory little

are

age satisfied or

with triumphs in the sphere of

farm,

of associated ideas a boy can come to re-

the

is not an

sign of an

me

started to swim scross the Atlantic! The
ly way counseled

There

PP
+0

of lying

But a patient mother led

her upward and taught her

partly

Jim laughed scornfully, but without
waiting for an answer, the little street
Arab darted around the corner and fled.
Down the streets went Drake to the

stool, and a ragged bed; and in one cor- you live, little girl?”
mer a heap of straw was covered by a tut-

her

she

friend, *‘ it was

learned to be good and quiet and polite,

“What is your name, child!” The lady

of the cellar,

wretched

tered quilt, .

and

clothes to wedr,” she said triumphantly.

man’s name,

dreadful

intermingled with
.
expletives,

warm,

to find a glad welcome in her little hun-

.

be.”

pie

puddins! an’

articles for the dinner to-morrow. Drake,

;

chicken

furkeys ‘and

I like

sometime I mean to go an’ find my own
folks, and shen 1 guess I will bave fine

finding

8o I heard it said, but ail say of me,

the

them

Wouldn't

good cooks and housewifes selected their

“IVs me they're looking at,” said the squash,

she

scrumptious to wear.

Drake's eyes flashed,

, The puddings and pies on the pantry shelf
(I know it was so, L saw it myself)
Bi
Had a falling out on Thanksgiving day,
And I beard every word they had to say.
1 think I was just about six years old,
And shut in the house with a horrid cold.
The rice pudding began, counting his plums,
And calling, “ Children, come, put in your
thumbs,
My face is some blistered and burned, I know ;
But my heart is sweet and as white as snow.”
Then ihe Indian pudding cried, * I am chief,”
And they shouted as though they
all were
deaf,
“ Pm as full of suet as I can hold,
And all the way through as yellow as gold.”
“Yellow,” are you?
Well, then, sir, so

morning

appeals,

About that time,” con-

that a neighbor

crib.

her rough life straightened out, and

to the qual’ty folks.

STORY.

wholesome

¢ No,

tinued
my

eyes
to a new and beautiful world.
was long, however, before the tangles

when I wa'n't only

as

head.

t Guess you won't get 'em!” sneered
Jim. ¢* They b’longs to the bigbugs, the
quality folks,”

roe

wholesome

her

from an effort to keep
from excitement.

~—Christian Intelligencer.

That pie is as

.

wouldn't I likea silk dress, an’ a gold
ring!” . She danced up and down, partly

With quivering voice and feeble tread.

One relic of her early life

“ Lucky for me il’s Thanksgiving day,
For I'm so rich I should soon melt away.”
*‘ Rich!” eried the apple pie, wagging
head,
*“ You'll lie in the stomach heavy as lead,

do

Emmeline Walters.

nothin’ much, not much to eat, an’ nothin’

to eat

With sbrivelled skin and silvered head,

nothin’,

alone altogether..

combing poor

living?

a century since his birth. Fof
fifty years his
charming style won its way
“not only among
the learned but also among the ¢mmon people

respect for American literature. How much
be did towards molding our literature itis

comes out of a vast truth of experience, whatever may be the immediate: end to which it

not. “The only safety liesin letting it

Old Sal's cellar that Drake was indeed
What a scrubbing and

‘worth

but felt to-day with a new-found intensity and
meaning.
The want is no fancied one, ‘no

But full of maiden loveliness,

“ Did you ever go to there, Jim?”

life

ples it will ferment, and fermentation
will produce alcohol, and who shall say
at what moment it is safe to drink it or

¢ Ya'as, I went onoe and the priest he
said wye-must be glad for what we got to

the music .an’ wear
:

‘Is

-

This is one of the series of * The American
Men of Letters.” The subject of these me moirs
bus been dead over twenty years. It is almost

literary rank

He says,

in book ,form

of life such as indeed have always

to church an’ hear
fine clothes.”

It was clearly
by a visit to

Ware
rr sbray . Bo ished
pieriesby HoughDudley

ton, Mifilin & Co, Boston.

born of * Ecce

hours after the juice is pressed from

and they hastened heme.
proven the next morning

an’ go

a shawl,

that: allows

questions as

another

puddins an’ a baked goose to eat,

in

of the books

ne

:

W ASHINGTO

pp.

5

and want of the nineteenth century.

clasping the child in her arms in spite of
rags and dirt; ‘the dear Father has given drop of eider should be made on my place
‘me back my child at last. Oi! what a again; though the apples rotted on' the
happy Thanksgiving, to-morrow will be ground; for itis known that in a few
for us both I” |

Lite.

world. ' 1s not spiritus the Jesus of the church

a strong total abstinence woman ffm
that

of

“to-day? The author first speaks of the work

the

temptation from the place, and becoming

;

“Oh, my baby!” cried Mrs. Walters,

Law

Ellis, 141 Frankim

$1 25.

Thisis one

the

I banished

Price

a copy and read it,~and we see

Impropriety in it.

Homo.” . *‘ Behold the thn,” has reference to
Christ, and:now we bave n this volume ** Behold the spirit” of the man—of Christ,
It is
a grand idea; for it is the spirit of the Master,
that is the living, vital, ¢flicvient power in ‘the |

rest, came and told me that they would
all become drunkards if there was not a

Around
ber neck in days of yore.
These golden beads, a shining row,
Recall the years of long ago
When grandma, long since in her tomb,
Was in her joyous, youthful bloom!
Not the loved guide my youth to bless,

smile.

Rich

the men,

as the

Boston: George H.

St. 1881.

purchase

A Statement of the'Spiritual

+ Principle of Jesus

drank for days and weeks, until one man,

The circlet that dear grandma wore

The mince pie said, with

me.

remember your mother, dear?”
Drake hid her face in her hands and
then looked up into the lady's face. I
remember somebody I nse ter call ma-

80 long lust but now found,

A THANKSGIVING

for

|

folks has turkey all stuffed, an’ big plum

am

nothin’

an-

ards on cider. We had a great many five
apples, and inmy ignorance I allowed
he hired men to make cider, as tig neigh- |. ECCE SPIRITUS.

farmers did. How bitterly I regret this now, for the consequence was,

Do youthink
you could

that it would not be improper for each one to

Fiterature,

on this farm, that men can become drunk-

girl, she was stolen from us and her name Be

was Emmeline.

“Jim Carthy,” the boy replied. «1
live down on Water St., at Crogin’s. Who
be you, an’ where yer goin’ nex?”

hand upon her
somewhat conit be 2” Then to
we lost our little

swered, * "Taint

IIL

‘

T_T

Mrs. Walters laid her
husband’s arm and asked
vulsively, ** George, can
Drake, * Five years ago

This costume rich, unique and old
Was incomplete without the gold—

. With rosy lips and cheeks, and hair
- Of silken fineness, soft and fair.

Ah

be

here. What is Thanksgivin’, Jim?”
The boy scowled a litile before he

And flashing dinmonds not a few.

But

who

1881.

|

way?”

crowded

With cashmere shawl of brilliant hue

The

‘“But

astonished Jim.
]
“ An’; " coutinued the girl, ** I'm goin’
ter see the shoppin’, ‘cause to-morrow’s
} Thanksgivin’ and ther markets 'll be

Sought to revive the last century
By personating,
just in fun,

tr

THE MORNING STAR, DECEMBER7,

And

thus the girls of the Pine Tree Stute ure coming.

to the front.

.

pd

;

THE MORNING STAR, DECEMBER 7, 1881.

Le

The Worning Star,
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

»

ber of the Free Baptist church.

¢« Upon hearing this, the tears actually
trickled dosn Mr.
Lincoln's brunzed
cheeks, and he was at once in the best of
humors.
He sat naturally in tbe chair

37 years ago, and

through

all

Wonderful

She married
life's

ors

and

be suid to have

Power.

when I made

KAISER WILLIAM.

the

cast,

und

suw.

every

The present Emperor of Germany is
not as great a man as, Charles V., Frederick the Great, or Napoleon, but he hus
more goodness of heart than the three
combined. Although he is not as skillful
a statesman as Prince Bismurce, yet his
subjects place great confidence in his
judgment and worship him as their king. and gradually worked it off without and much beloved by all, but the good Shep=
berd has taken their tender’ lamb to his shelThey feel it a duty and pleasure to have breaking or injury; it burt a little, 8s a tering
fold, that father, mother, and all may
his portrait in fheir homes and places of few hairs of the tender temples pulled strive more maithiuliy for a home in heaven,
business,—I think it would be impossible out with the plaster’ and made bis eyes where they will tind little Lillie again, not lost,
to find a house in Berlin that has not one water; bat the remembrance of the poor but gone before. Sermon by Rev. L. E. Butes
Luke 18:16.
|
es
~or more of his liknesses hanging upon the Swiss gentleman evidently kept him in from
MATTREWS.—
Mrs. Sarah M. Matthews died
walls. ln our room at the hotel there are good mood.” ’
in Colden, N. Y., Oct. 2, aged 71 years.
hte
of them, one of them a most superb,
a |.
She wus converted voung, aud had been
\
+490
member of the F. B. church 50 years. During
life-size oil painting, an accurate likeness.
He does not live in the Royal Palace,

but

in a very ordinary editice, directly opposite the statue of Frederick the Great, on
the Linden. The Emperor's apartments
-are on the ground floor facing the east.
‘One morning as we were strolling down
‘the avenue, we saw a crowd of people
around the palace, all gazing steadily in
the direction of one of the windows. Joining the crowd, there to our great joy we
saw the noble face of the Emperor at the

A Turkish merchant had lost his purse,

and all its work for Christ, with

States

that

compose

«+ Berlin in particular has

his

vast

prospered

empire.

with-

out a parallel in modern European cities.
It is now one of the
great capitals of the

world.
When he became king in 1861
Berlin hada population of 496,000
; to-day
it has more than 1,030,000; six pew lines
of railway have been opened; a large
number of uew buildiogs have been

.

erected ; trade

has

been

extended,

the

arts and sciences advanced, the masses
educat: d, the city government reformed ;

the condition

of

the

people

vastly

im-

proved—opolitically, socially and moraly. under his benign reign, thus opening
up a grand fatare for this city, in ever)* thing -thateonstitutes its prosperity, perpetuity, and glory.
:
Kiser William was horn at Berlin on
the 22nd of March, 1797, and is consequeotly now in the 84th year of his age.
His mother, Princess

Louisa of Meckleu-

burg-Strelitz, is said to have died seven<1y yeurs ago, broken-heariwed at the hu+milistion which Prussia had “undergone
at the hands of Napoleon. If this be so,
her son has fpighuly avenged his mother's grief and his father's abasement on
she house of the Bonaparte; for he led
captive the heir of their enemy and swept
the race of Napoleons from France—Dr.
A. P. Dutcher in Evan. Messenger.

LINCOLN SITS FOR A LIFE-MASK.
(As told by the sculptor Volk in The
Century for December.)
** He was there promptly—indeed, he
never failed 10 be on time. My swdio
was in the fifih story, and there were no
elevators in those days, and I soon learned to distinguish his step on the suairs,
and am sure he frequently came up two,
if not three, steps at a swride.
When he
sat down the first time in that hard,
wooden, low-armed chair which I suill

possess, and which has been occupied by
Douglas, Seward, and Generals Graut
and

Dix, he said:

«¢« Mr. Volk, I have never set before
to sculptor or painter—only for daguerreotypes and photographs.
What shall I
0 3
| told him I-would only take the
measurements of his head and shoulders
that time and next morning, Saturday, I
would muke a

cast of

his

fuce,

which

would save him a number of siitings. He

stood up against the wall and [ wade

a

mark above his head, and then measured
ap to it from the fluor, and said,
‘+ You are just twelve inches taller
than Judge Douglas, that is, just six feet
one inch.’
** Before commending the cast next
‘morning, aud knowing Mr. Lincoln's
fondness for a story, I told bim one, in
order to remove what I thought an ap-

preliensive
expression—as
though
he
feared the operation might be dangerous ;
and this is the story:

-

*¢ | oceasionnlly employed a little black
eyed,
black-haired, und. dark-skinped
Italian as a formalore. in-pluster work,
who had related to me a short time before that himself and a comrade image-

. vender were ‘doing’ Switzerland by
hawking their images. One day, a Swiss
--fentioman asked him

if he could make

is likeness in plaster.

‘Ob, yes,

dor; Iam a sculptor!”

sign-

So Matteo Mattei

—such was the name of the pretender—
ot some plaster, laid the big Swiss gentleman on his back, stuck a quill in each

nostril for him to breathe through, and
Yequesied him to close

his eyes.

‘Mat,’

poured

laster

as I

all

call

him,

over

his

face

Then

the

soft

snd

fore-

ead; then
he paused for reflec
tion; as the plaster was beginning to

set

he

became

frightened,

ae

he ‘had

never before undertaken such a job, and

« had neglected to prepare the fuce proper-

ly,

especially

the ‘gentleman's

beard, mustache, and

the

huge

bair about the

temples and forehead, through which, of
“course Lhe plaster had run and become

solid.

« 8ide the

¢Mat' made an excuse to go out-

like——.’
‘1 saw

door—* then,’ said he, ‘I

with wirth.

Mr.

2
Lincoln's eyes
Wy

run

twinkle

“ + How did he get it off?" said he.

I nnswered that, probably, after reasonable waiting tor the scultore, he had
+40 breuk it off, und cut and pull out all

the

hair

which the

.. touched, the best way
= 6uld he

took special

tenacious plaster
he could.

pains

to avoid

* Mat

that

particular part of Switzerland ufter that
artistic experience.

But his companion,

who somewhat resembled him, not know-

ing "i thingof his partner's performance,

Was Boon after overhauled by the gen
“tleman and nearly cudgeled to death.

led before the judge, accused of theft.

or of the crime of stealing,

yet

restore the purse to the merchant

the Mornin,

receiving the promised reward.
This
hard sentence destroyed at the same time
the hopes of the poor sailor as well as his
honor, and he carried his complaint to the
visier, who, thinking the affair worthy of
his examination, forewith sammoned all
the parties before him.

:

Afier hearing the merchant's story, he
demanded of the crier what he had been
orderered to proclaim, He replied that
mention had been made only of th» two
hundred pieces of gold, when the merchant
made haste to add that he bad refrained

irom

mentioning

the

emerald,

fearing

his

loss

until

Is made from a Simple Tropical Leat of Rare

Vilue, and/is a POSITIVE Remedy
diseases that cause pains in the lower
body—for Torpid
Dizziness, Gravel,

the Kidneys,

if in that time tha owner does not appeyr,

let him then keep it for his own, and

use

it #8 his own property.”
From this decision there was no appeal,

and the discomfited merchant withdrew
in grout chagrin at the loss of his money
and the ill success of his siratagem;
while tke sailor, knowing his own honesty in the matter, and well pleased with
the prospect of his good fortune, departed
amid the congratulations of all his
friends.

For

chiul utfe tiovs.
ative properties

lungs,

cor gh

, and

Well

You

Are

¢« Every one I meet says, ‘ How well you |
are lvoking.
[ tell them it is the Compound
Oxygen rebuilding me. * * * | can scarcely
believe myselfto be the same miserable little
woman
once was.”
Treatise on * Componad Oxvgen” sent free.
Drs, Starkey &
slen, 1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philudelphia.

@bituaries.
WORDS,

the

words.

rate

of

FOUR

OENTS

PER

of eight

wi

:

NUTTING.—Died in Perham, Aroostook Co..
Me., Nov 19, Mrs. Lucretia Nutting, widow of
the late James Nutting of Bethel, Me,, aged
nearly 88 years, Mrs Nutting and ber husband were among the first settlers of Woodstock in Oxford Co., but afterwards removed
to Greenwood where they resided during the
trving times incident to the war of 1812. About
1860.

Bome

For

Monthly Menstrarations, and

Druggists

and

Dealers

at

Largest bottle in the market.

WARNER

$1.25

Try it.

& CO., Rochester,

dis-

brone

than

it
ort

¢

ul r
fering ny wn natism,
io wu
to the PAIN Ri. LER, which speedily

the Sailors’

(RTA

y

fresh

and

PERRY

and that he was afi

of

and other complications was ended by the use of
Kidney-Wort.
John B. Lawrence of Jackson, Tenn., suffered

for years from liver and kidney troubles and
after taking “barrels
of other medicines,”

Vt.

Kidney-Wort made

him

PERMANENTLY

nakedsix

f=

quarts

very

acts with equal efficiency in either form.

TURK]

township

A YEAR and expenses to agents.
Outfit free. Address P. 0. Vick=
ery,

Augusta,

Me.

Ly35

2640

G AR

FIELD’

Favorite

ete,

THEA,

New York.

of

New

let a dav

York.

E.

758 Broadway, PORTRAIT.

experiment

that may

commission

privileges to

pass until

yon

for

the applications

come

in

muil— many
by telegraph.
served”is our rule.

OTK

y

Elder

Warner

, NOW

tional ghureh,

in

his

Christian life, by his sainted wife who now
survives him. Bro. Root hus been a constant
reader of the Morning Star for years, and

was interested in the denomination of his early

pious life. He was resighed and happy in his
death, and bad for three months or more previous to his illness and death been especially
faithful and earnest, His funeral was attended
ut bis dwelling, Nov. 8, inthe presence of his
fumily and a large
circle of old acquaintances
and neighbors, "he services were
cted
by Rev. C. J. Ryder, his pastor, assisted by
the-writer, He died in peace, and he sleeps in

Jesus;
hope.

bence his family mourn not without

He bas left his influence behind,
:
G, H. DAMON.
PUTNEY. ~Mrs, Calista Putney, wife
of
Dea. Joseph Putney, died in Marilla, N. Y.,

May
18, aged
TL
years, 6 months” and
21 days. 8ne experienced religion
young, and

united

with

the C.

more than 40 years,

Buptist

has been

church, but
a worthy

for

mem-

will ren ember this, it

in each

county

in

the

United

whose

who Secures Control
Township or County.

The Cincinnati Feed Co.,
fsmauking

$5000 a month

498 West
in

Seventh

1 andling

Street,

brewers’

mal,

arts OfD the 0 '
country, Malt .npieserved sours in 4 hours. Preserved by Qzone 11 keeps perfectly sweet for months.
These are instances w hich we have asked the
privilege of publishing.

to uy
rect.

There are scores

ot the above

parties

of others.

and get the
:

Write

evidence

di-

Now, to prove the absolute (ruth of every
thing we have suid in this paper, we propose so

place in yoiir hands the means of proving
for yourself
that we have not claimed

half enough.

To any

person

who doubts

any

of these statements and who is interested sufticiendfy
to make the trip, we will pay all travelling and. hotet
expenses for
a v'sit to this city, If we fail to prove
any statement that we have made.

articles

eggs

in

preferving and suipping it as feed 10 all

of Chicago,

other

States,

hands we can place this Preservation, and th ough
him secure the business which every country
ought to produ-e.

per

tention to our working agents.

first

REFERENCES.
We desire to call your attention to a clags
‘noes which

a

to

ns

by

scores

“First

Ten

in

every

come,

advance

18 very

large:

w®

have all

the

we ea:

on

of referany

thing

The Most Valuable Article In the World

firs

for

no enterprise
or firm based

but the soundest business success and highest commercial merit conld secure,
We refer, by permission, as to our integrity and to
he value of the Prentiss Preservative, to the followng gentlemen : Edward C.Boj)ce, Member Board of
Public Works; E. O. Eshelby, City Comptroller; Amor
swith, Jr. Collector Internal Revenue; Wulsin &
Worthington, Aitorneys; Martin
Harrell and B er.
*. Hopkins, County Commissioner .s3 W. 8. Cappell
Jounty Auditor;
all of Ciueinnati, Hamilton Count
‘hio.
These gentlemen are each familar with t
nerits of our Preservative, and know from actual obervation that we have without question

responsi-

ordered

cannot

Ozone preserving, remember we guaranies thal + will
preserve it, no matter what it is,

enjoy a mn.
enrich him

have

Therefore, we

give any attention 10 letters which do not order Ozone.
Ir vou think of any article that you are doubtful about

The $2 yon invest in a test package will
| "ou to secure a township

surely

lead

or county. and then your way

do to attend to to the shipping of orders and giving st- I < absolutely clear to make from $2,000 $10,000a
Give your full address in every letter, and send ). ur letter to

year.

PRENTISS PRESERVING CO. (Limited)
S. E. Cor. Ninth & Race:Sts., Cincinnati, O.

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC]
Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, and many

B.

ofthe bestmedi-

cines known are here combined into a medicine ofsuch varied
, as to make it the greatest Blood Purificr and
The Best Health and Strength Restorer Ever Used.
Itcures Complaints of Women, and diseases of the Stom-

ach, Bowels, Lungs, Iiver and Kidneys, and is entively
different from Bitters, Ginger Essences, and other Tonics,
as it never intoXicates. 5 and $1 sizes.

to gray hair,

Hiscox
& Co.,

ALUMNUS
A $15

the

» saving

buying

GOLD WATCHES.

During the past yoar, we have

had.many

enquiries

for a Stem

Windin

to come within the reach of those whose duties compel them to carry a correct
fime=keeper, but whose cirenmstances will not admit of their
purchasing +

WATCH
FOR ,

high priced watch. After going over the whole

$10.

field of American

Manufacture

and not finding a watch that would ‘Fill the Bill’ we concluded to look over
foreign markets.
A member of our firm vielted England, France, Germany and
Switzerland.
In the latter country, he found just what we wanted:
NFM

WINDING

WATCH

WITH

FINE

JEWELED

NICKEL

0

-

NT, (equi to those putup in Gold Cases and solid in this
Country
By giving a large order, we got the price reduced
at EN
and
$150.)
The next step was to find the
80 that we could use them in our trade,
right kind of case for the new watch.
Aimed with a letterof Intro.
duction to Professor Lomelifieie/ (ihe discoverer and only manunfacturer
of the celebrated: metal known as Aluminum Got
s) an Interview
was obtained. Specimens of the metal were exbibited
andalsn numerons articles manufactured
therefrom.
The Professor also exhibited
with much
pride, two grand prize medals awarded at the International Expositions, held at Paris, for the marvelous resemblance of the

says:

I have used yo! ur PAIN K1LLER
BILLER for rheumatism,
and have received
1

N. Y.

and Stem setting Watch, one that could be relied upon, sufliclentfy
attractive for a gentleman to carry and that we could sell at a price low enougl

do

Barton Seaman says:

Chemists,

metal to gold, and

rH,

resulted

in

wo relief in cases of rheumatism.

also

for

its lasting

brilllancy.

We will send the above watch to any

DAVIS & SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

The

interview

our giving an order for cases to be made from his Aj=
uminum Cold.
We have them made both in round
#7 and mansard style and they are Elegantly Engraved or
Engine Turned, and are unsurpassedin beauty of workmanship. The Watches are manufactured of the best material, and finished by skilled band labor, and are only
equaled by watches costing ten times as much. They are
rfoct
time-keepers
and fully guaranteed, and thas
th are in every respect as represented, the thousands
of testimonials received from our customers amply attest.
Price of Sample Watch by Registered mall, $15.00

the intention of acting
his friends, on receipt

person who orders with

t, or who will recommend it to
Dollars.

Genta: —The Aluminum Gold Watch
I purchased from your firm three
I dalaywhen first received.
months ago retains its color as brillial
ed sending my second order bechuse 1
hed to test the metal.
Iocan
I enclose $10.00 for one more Alum}
d them.
ously r
now
1881.
2d,
Nov.
Fla.,
Hawthorn,
pum Gold Watch, same as the first. M.M, Watts.

Alnminum Gold Watches received all right. Ienclose Money Order for five Rftem Wind
your Sasaiopue Forward at once and obl
er watches and goods from

of
woton
tom
t
Thasnte LO
Santa

ver 8 Baw
a time-keepe
rat
Fork,
Rukot yor a8 1 Over
le a§
firm {rand
rom your r firm
pure hased _
Gentlemen :—The Aluminum Gold Stem Wind Watch I Rospect's
C. I Walker. Eastman, Ga., September 18th, 188).
Coln Sliver Warehw
——

1 enclose $15.00, for Stem Winding
.
2

8 deceas-

He was very much aided

men

‘the

do not care to send money

Our correspondence

years, and the universal testimony
t not only effects a permanent cure.

Haye
i BYR: LER for thirty
and have found it a neverfailisig rem
rheumatismand lameness.

II you

Awaits
Any Man
of OZUNE in any

B, Lain
immediate relief from pain in
EB oe sldo by the use of your PAIN KILLER.
«

be

test package we will send it C, 0. D,, but this will pu
you to the expense Of charges for
geturn of mone)

and Side:

nor is it an untried

use for fo

can

‘Package. and if you desire to secure an exclusive privilege we assure you that delay may deprive you of it.

Portrait from

and

for the

or county

ed over two thousand for personal use.
His last
order was for one hundred just before his assassination. Size 16x21. $1.
Superior to the finest
steel plate. The
people want a standard Portrait. AGENTS
WANTED to sell it. Also his
er,

them

He is preserving 5,000 dozen

a Negative by Bierstadt,
York, of which Gen. Garteld ord r-

Life, by Rev

of time.

will save asking questions as to Whether Ozone
will preserve this or that article—IT WILL PRBSERVE ANY THING AND EVERY THING YOU CAN
THINK OF.
=
.
There 18 not a township in the United States in

One man, with this method,

any sp -eial territory, will
nopoly
which will surely

If you

GENTS WANTED for the Best .and FastestSelling Pictoral Books and Bibles,
Prices re.
duced 33 per cent. Nasional Pub. Co., Phila. Pa.
52t3

Artist of New

any length

ble applicant
who orders
a test paekage
an
desires to control the
business in
his
locality
The man who secures control of Ozonr for
Don’t

Agents
wanted.
For
H
RUGS! circulars
address with
8. Frost & CO., Biddeford, Maine.

stamp,

serve it in ex actly the condition you want it for

How to Secure a Fortune with Ozone.

GET IT ATTHE DRUGGISTS. PRICE, $1.00
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,
(Will send the dry post-paid.) BURLINGTON, VT,

$777

will not preserve. Think of every thing you
can that is liable to sour, decay, or epoil, and then
remember thut we guarantee that Ozone will pre-

A test package of Ozone, e"ntaining a sufficient quantity to preserve one thousand dozen eggs, of other articles in proportion, will be seat 19 any applieant on receipt of #2. This package will enghle the applicant to
pursue anv line of tests and experiments he desires. and thus satisfy
himselfas to the extraordinary
merits
of Ozone us a Preservative. After having thus
satisfied himself, and had time lo look the field over fo
determine what he wishes to do in the future- whether
to sell the article to others, or 10 confire it to his ow:
use, or afly otherline of policy which is best suited t:
him and to his township or connty—we will enter intc
an arrangement with him that will make a fortune to
- him and give us good profits, We will give exclusive

centrated3; tor those thst cannot readily
0!

such as beef, mutton, veal,

day. and on his business is making $3.000 a month
clear. $2 for a test puckage was his first investment.

CURES

10 package of whic

eggs, meat, fish, ¢lo., can be treated at one time,
without add tional trouble or expense.
arin fact there is nothing that Ozone

to keep

the yolk held in its normal condition, and

in proportion.

KIDNEY DISEASES,
“7
LIVER COMPLAINTS,
Constipation and Piles. hy
tans,

MEATS,

charging 1 1-2¢. per dozen for eggs, and

KIDNEY -WORT
:

FRESH

eggs, fruit,

suffered eight years with kidney difficulty and
was unable to work.
“ well as ever.”

operThere

Woods Brothers, Lebanon, Warren County, Ohic,
made $6.00 on eggs purchased ir August and sold
November Ist. $2 for
a test package was their first
investment.
:
3
¥.K. Raymond, Morristown, Belmont Co., Ohlo, ix
clearing $2,000
a month in handling and selling Ozone.
$2 for a test package was his first investment.
§ 4
Webber, Charlotte, Eaton Co., Mich. has
cleared $1,000 a month since Angust. $2 for a test
package was his first investment.
J. B. Gaylord, 80 La Salle 8t.. Chicago, is preserving

that seven years suffering from kidney troubles

Center,

:

ate it as well and ae successiully as a man.

ment.

B, Good:
an editorin Chardon, Ohio,
was a
ted to live, being bloated
belief, but
Kidney-Wort cured
him.
L. Jarrett of South Salem, N. Y,, says

He was reared by
pious parents,
and
enrly gave his heart to Christ, He was bap.
tized

meal,
al

The process is 80 simple that a child can

pork, poultry, game, fish, &e., preserved by this
method, can be shipped to Europe, subjected to
atmospheric changes and return to this country
in a state of perfect preservation.
EGGS can be treated at a cost of less than one
dollar a thousand dozen, and be kept in an ordinary room six months or more, thoronghly pre-

age.

ed F.
B. minister and united with the Free
Baptist church of Medina, of which he was a
worthy member till his removal from the town
when he united with the Methodist church in
his new heme, Returning
to Medina agaloy
twelve years ago, he united with the ondref-

fi flonr,

withoot puncturing the skin or matilating

taste.

with

charge, any article that is brought or sent prepaid

Root.~Died in Medina, O., Sunday evening,
Noy, 6, Bro. 8. N, Root. The subject of this
years

grains,
ains,

the body in any way. Hence the great: value ef
Ozone to undertakers.
There is no chang «in the slightest particular in
the appearance of any art.cle thus preserved,
and no trace of any foreign or unnatural odor or

A. C. Bowen, Marion, Ohiohas cleared $2,000 in two
months: £2 for a test package was his first invest-

says

ards cured Bg

Kidney-Wort made him well,
Michasl Coto of Montgomery

is weeks,

A FORTUNE

ey-Wort,

M. M,
says he
beyond
Anna

decay

can preserve 5,000 dozen a day. |

her boy was given ipo die by four prominent
cians

that

to us, and return it 10 the sender, for him
and test.
i

till within a few days of her death.

seventy-one

All

.

him, and test in every way the merits ot Ozone as is no expensive apiaratus or machinery required.
a preservative. We will also preserve, free of A room filled with d ferent articles, such as

hundred per cent.

_sieians had been trying for four years.

Ohio,

prove

was for many years a consistent member of the
J. B. church and a constant reader of the Star

wus

ages, ata
at a small expense.

All druggists keep Pav KiLLer. Its price is so low that it is within the reach of all,
:
and it will save many times its cost in doctors’ bills. R5¢., 50¢c., and $1.00 a bottle.

years

afterward, Mrs. N. removed to Aroostook Co.,
where she has since resided with her son, Oliver Y., and grandson, James Nutting. She

notice

palata-|ogor and flavor, treated in their original paek-

Phil. Gilbert, omerset, Pa. Writes:
1s the best medicine I can ak

nd am now

:

: The jujos expressed from fruits can be held for
an indefinite period wishout fermentation—hence
po greatest value of this process for producing
a temperance beverage. Cider can be held per-

sold for an advance of from one. hundred to three

SEE WHAT PEOPLE SAY :
Eugene B. Stork, of Junction City, Kansos,
says, Kidney-Wort cured hi: after regular PhyMrs, John Arnall, of Washington,

observations

or 10 cents a dozen, and by holding

Nervous Disorders and Female Complaints,

i never 3h to

tmmediate “relief.

sirenilh

Ami-

Fer-

whish Ozone, the|
yRGETABLES can be kept for an indefinite
at PEescrve for| period in their natural condition;, retaming their

welcome to come in, taste, smell, take away

served;

Becauseit cleanses the system of the poison
ous humors that develope in Kidney and Uri.
nary Diseases, Biliousness, Jaundice, Consti.
pation, Piles, or in Rheumatism, Neuralgia,

these diseases; but the pain can be removed

in constant

Articles,

mal and Vegetable, from

the eggs as fresh and perfect as on the way they
were treated, and will sell as strict'y *‘choice.” whicha live man can not make any amount o
The advantage in preserving eggs is readily seen; money, from $1,000 to $10,000 a year, that he
there are seasons when they can be bought for 8 plesses.
We desire to get a live man interested

and KIDXEXS at the same time.

dangerof explosion,
"has been

KILL

Charles Powell writes from

1887, thev removed to Bethel and there resided
in

painful

for Preserving

is nothing on the face of the earth | fectly sweet for any length of time.

due to septic matter or minute germs, that de.
velop and feed upon animal and vegetable structure. Ozone, applied by the Prentiss method
seizes and destroys these germs at once and thus
preserves. At our offices in Cincinnati can be
seen almost every article that ean he thought of,
preserved by this process, and every visitor is

rts of the world is, IT NEVER FAILS.
Being a purely vegetable remedy, it is gafe in
but it relieves pain almost instantaneously.
the hands of the most inexperienced
The record of cures by the use of PAIN KILLER would fill volumes. The following
”~
extracts from letters received show what those who have tried it think:
G. H. Walworth, 8aco, Me., writes:
Edgar Cady, Owatonna, Minn.,
says:

sent by per-

LINE

VERSES are inadmissible.

till Mr, Nuttiog’s death

more

Process

Perishable

This Preservative is not a liquid, pickle, or any|
FRUITS may be permitted to ripen in their
of the old and exploded processes, but is simply cafive climate, aod can be transported
to any
and purely OZONB, as produced and applied by |paft
of the world.
;

disease cured by use of PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER.
This remedy is mot a cheap Benzine or Petroleum product that must be kept away from
PAIN
from all

sons who do not patronize the Morning
Star it
18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at

Organs.

{ Because it acts on the LIVER, BOWELS

Sprains, Pain in the Back

There is nothing

all

“OZONE—Purified air, active state of oxyg
'—en.
Webster.

Rhewmalisu Neuralgia
more harm than

and for those

Urinary

DOES
0
WONDERFUL
:
CURES!
mmm

By virtue of its wonderful alter.
It cleanses and enriches
the

fire or heat to avoid

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should
be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED

and

:KIDNEY-WORT :

blood, cures pimples, blotches, and eruptions, and

Looking?”

by

HH.

causes even grenl ealing ulcers to hen).
¢ How

Sale

per bottle.

| your lungs are almost wasted by con-umption.
Ii
is, however, unsurpassed both as a pectoral and

_ alterative, and will cure obstinate and severe

Liver,

Female Diseases,

The Age of Miracles
is past and Dr. Pierce’s “Golden Medical Discov| ery” will not raise the dead. will not cure you if

| eases of the throat aud

for all the
part of the

Liver—Headaches—Jaundioe—
Malaria, and all difficulties of

during Pregnancy, it has no eqnal. It restores the
organs that make the blood, and hence is the best
Blood Purifier. It ix the only known remedy
that cures Bright's Disease.
For Diabetes, use
‘Warner’s Safe Diabetes Cure.

muins repose in Edson cemetery by the side of
un infant son, horne away many years since,
and Jesus bas given his beloved sleep,
Muy
our dear Bro. Perry, and the only son of our
sister find consolation and peace in that religfon which they hold by faith, and in that confidence in the Jord which was always the support-and abiding hope of their dear one who
has passed on.
B.D. P.

found by some one having the fear of God
besore his eyes. And let the sailor keep
the purse tor the space of four days, and

A New

mentation Putrefaction, Retaining their Odor and Flavor.

Microscopic

ly recognize the fact that the religion she has
80 long professed and adorned by a well ordered hfe and conversation, iynow her comfort
and the sheet anchor of her nope, and that she
ean confidently ex. Iaim with the apostle, * We
know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved we have a building of God,
an house not made with bands, eternal in the
heavens.” Appro riate funeral services were
soleminized in the church in this city of which
our sister Perry was a member.
A very large
uudience,
constituted
of members
of
the
church, the Sabbath school and ber many
| friends from New York, Brooklyn and adjoinLing towns and cities was presents It was a solemn occasion, und every one felt that a noble
ife was ‘ended on earth, 10 be renewed beyond
the dark river.
Her mortal remains were takento Lowell, accompanied by her husband,
her only son and wife, her adopted daugbter,
|. her pastor, and other relatives and friends.
In Lowell further services were held at the
residence of Mrs. Elbridge Dearborn, ‘her sis.

it is

Hucksters,

The value of Ozend as a natural preserver has eto., are hold in their normal oa
:
been known to our atler chemisis for years, but,
C
¢
BUTTER, afier being i
treated by this
process,
until now, no means of producing it in a practicil. will not Devote ep ong
by
roe,
inexpensive,
and
simple
manner
have
been
diseoveret.
Dead human boiies, treated before decdmp osition sets in, can be held in a natural condition for

that if it fell into the hands of one ignorant of its value, he might not be induced
to keep it, thinking it of little value.
On the other hand, the sailor took oath
that he found nothing besides the gold in
the purse.
Finally the visier rendered ter, where her pastor, assisted by Rev. Mr.
Baker of that city, officiated. The bearers were
.his sentence thus:
A. C. Russell, C. H. Latham, T. A. McMasters
*¢ Since the merchant avers that he has and Geo, W, Howe. Appropriate music was imlost a purse containing two hundred piec- ; pressively and finely rendered by the choir of
es of gold and an emerald, and since the the Page St. F. B. church. The floral offerings
were ull beautiful and some of them unique,
sailor declares that he found nothing but The
grave wus beautifully festooned with evgold in the purse which he has, it is ap- ergreens aud white roses.
Our sister
bas
purent that this is not the®purse which the
assed from her labors to her reward.
The
odv, worn snd weary, has yielded to the res
merchant lost, but that it belongs to some
one else. Therefore, let the merchant morseless monster Death; and her mortal recontinue to proclaim

OZONE
ble condition.
:

lasting interest in our prayers, * * *¥ We glad-

without

-

The KING FORTUNE MAKER.

2 Tuer

onward in every good word and work, We miss’
her presence and ber counsel, but she has the
warmest affections of our hearts and a deep and

him for "lusing through thoughtlessness
the precious jewel, and ofdered him to

puss

the General Public.

Hants Soave) or gi
BN Lp aeact oi yh

Christian zeal were ever manifested to cheer us

censured

and

iy sew process. Ozone is the antiseptic]
ive SuveLInee, and possesses the
imal and vegetable structares|
from decay.

her, as follows: * It affords us eminent satisfaction to record that while she was able - to
meet with us, her advice, her lubors and her

Either through injustice or carelessness. the judge while ncquitting the sail

to Grocérs, Packers,

2. i
DP

ks this long period, she hud been a faithful, active Christian, loving the church of her choice,

which contained two hundred pieces of .Ntar in her home to the last. . She lived a widgold. He applied to the public crier, ow 14 years, but’ loving daughters ministered
wants, till she exchanged her cross
whom he ordered to declare that the half tofor allherher crown.
Four children survive her,
of the sum contained in the purse should and look forward with joy to the reunion
be given to the finder thereot upon restor- above, By her special request, funeral sermon by L. E. Bates, of Cowlesville, from
ing it.
fi chanced to fall into the hands of a sail- Palm 119: 76. * I know, O Lord, that thy’
judgments
are right, and that thou in faithful
or, who considered it would be better tor ness hast afflicted
me,
\
him to receive a lawful gain, in the shape
:
MRS. A. 8. D. BATES.
window in question, stunding in a posi- of the promised reward, than by keeping
tion where he could be seen E all, listen- the whole amount to render himself guilPERRY.—Died in'N. Y. city, Nov. 2, Mrs.
Sarab J., wile of Dr. R. P. Perry, in the 51st
ing to some gentleman who wus address-, ty of thett, tor by an article in the Koran,
of her age. Sister P. wus a native of Aling him in great earnestness.
He occa- ‘“.10 keep nnything which has been lost year
bany, Vig» and io early life removed to Lawsionally cast a glance at the crowd, smil- and publicly proclaimed is declared rob- rence,
Mass, where she embraced religion,
ed, and seemed not to be annoyed by bery.” Accordingly be confessed to the was baptized by Rev. J. Woodman, and joined
their presence.
He has an expressive crier that he had tound the purse, offering the Free Baptist church. In 1850, she married
countenance. beaming with kindness and to restore it upon condition of receiving Dr, Perry and resided in Lawrence for a time,
und thepZAin Lowell till 1856.
Then she rebenevolence, No mun with such a head the promised reward.
3
moved {¢ New York city where the larger porand face could be a despot. Those who
The merchant immediately appeared, tion of Der active life has been spent in noble
knew him best say that he is the perfect but greatly elated ut recovering his moun- deeds and practical usefulness in the Muster’s
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and in no moment of
stands par excellence a kind and loving some pretext, he wus obliged to resort to the wasting andandcomfort,
cruel disease did she doubt
husband, a faithful and indalgent parent, falsehood. He therefore pretended that or falter. In all the years of her Christian life
-and a true and never failing Iriend— these besides the two hundred pieces of gold, «he walked with great intellectual and moral
traits of character alone eutitle him to his there was in the purse a very beautiful firmpess in wisdom’s ways, honoring the gospel of our Lord with a godly conversation and
place a8 head of the German empire. It emerald, which he demanded from the eminent
piety. As wife, mother, sister and
will not be denied by any ore acquainted sailor. The sailor protested that there friend, she bad no superior nor many equals.
with the history of Prussia, that thus far was nothing in the purse but the gold, Mauy months before her demise, the Ladies’
Ahe reign of Kaiser William has been a enlliog upon heaveh and the Prophet to Benevolent Society of our church, of which
grand success, —a blessing to all the witness his truth. Nevertheless, he was Sister Perry was a member, passed resolutions
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‘and daughter who promised to meet.moth-_ I sincerely believe it will restore
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‘with his eyesight or his free breathing er in heaven, and one ron was waiting on the that
are similarly aflicted.”” Itispow sold in
through the nostrils, It was about an shining shore. *‘ Blessed are the dead which both liquid and dry form.— Danbury News.
hour before the mold was ready to .be re- die in the Lord.” Funeral sermon by her pasmoved, and being all in one piece, with tor, Rev, Is. E. Bates.
Foss.— Lillie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
both ears perfectly taken, it clung prety Henry
Foss, died in Marilla, N. Y., Oct. 7,
hard, as the cheek-bones were higher aged pearly @ years. . Lillie was the first
-oft tweive brothers and »isthan the jaws at the lobe of the ear.
He taken in a famity
bent his head low and took hold the mold, ters. She was a happy sunbeam in her. home,
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Report of Indian Commissioner Price.

Hetos Summary.
AT HOME.
TursDAY, Nov.
29.— Further
evidence
from Mrs. Scoville and a brother of the prisoner was admitted yesterday in the Guiteau triai
as to the mal-arrangement of the prisoner's
faculties.
To-day he testifies in his own behalf.——Severe frosts in South Carolina have

The annual report of the Commissioner of
Indisn Affairs 10 the Secretary of the Interior,
is made public.
Commissioner Prive at the
outset su) 8 be desires tu * urge with earnest.
ness the absolute necessity fora thorough and
radical change of the Indian policy in some
respects,” and he proceeds to particulars substantially as follows:
* It must be apparent
1o
the most~ casual observer,”
*¢ that the

system

of gathering

thé Indians

in

band.
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fac.ory evidence is not given, and that if satisany
time it shall appear tha: the managers have been
deceivedas to
the character of an admitted adver
tisement, they will at once proceed 10. expose
its
real character to the public,
.
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' Thus, then, it becomes possible to affect sheep
and cattle with a form of anthrax-disease so mild

as to bear much the same relation to the severer
forms that cow-pox bears to small pox; and for
this artificial affectiun with the mitigated disorder,
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